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Abstract

This thesis explores social divisions and urban exclusions in Cairo by investigating the city’s

social distinctions and how they are informed by and practised across the urban landscape. In this

ethnographic study of Cairo’s elite class and of upmarket Cairo, I analyse three key private

locales of consumption: Western coffee shops that cater almost entirely to an English-speaking

upper-middle class; vast luxury shopping malls; and highly exclusive gated communities at the

peripheries of the city. I trace how Cairene urban development is both a product and producer of

the city’s evolving class structures to examine what life in modern Cairo may reveal about

complex systems of social exclusion and inequalities in today’s cities globally. I ultimately argue

that class structures in a city and the urban landscape inform and constitute each other, as do the

complex inequalities and exclusions that shape them. In Cairo, urban elite locales have shaped

and continue to define lines of sociocultural distinction, social segregation and urban exclusivity

in the city.
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Arabic to English Transliteration

Following Anouk de Koning (2009), I use a transliteration system that reflects Egyptian

pronunciations as almost all of the Arabic words used in this thesis are local colloquial

expressions. I follow the same system from A Dictionary of Egyptian Arabic by El-Said Badawi

and Martin Hinds that Koning adopted and simplified. Throughout this thesis, I therefore use:

[s] for both س and ص

[h] for both ح and ھ

[t] for ط and ت

[d] for د and ض

[z] for ز and ظ

[sh] for ش

[kh] for خ

[gh] for غ

[ ‘ ] for ع

[ ’ ] for ء as well as for ,ق in the cases when the ق is replaced by a glottal stop in Egyptian Arabic

dialect (such as in ’ahwa).

Long vowels are represented by double vowels and double consonants in Arabic are also

represented by double consonants in English (as in muhaggabaat). Throughout the text, all

words in Arabic are italicised with translations provided in text.
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Visualising Cairo

Map of Cairo by the author, 2021.

Key middle- and upper-class neighbourhoods that are central to this analysis are labelled in orange.
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Neighbourhood in central Cairo.

Islamic & Mamluk architecture in Khan el Khalili and El Darb El Ahmar, Islamic Cairo.
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Zamalek, a historically upper class neighbour on a secluded island on the Nile, notorious for its
wide streets and greenery.

All images on both pages courtesy of Anaëlle Gabrieli.



INTRODUCTION

URBANITY & CLASS IN CAIRO

When I first returned to Cairo in 2017 after over eight years away, I moved to Dokki.

This largely commercial district on the western bank of the Nile, directly across from Downtown

Cairo, comprises many middle class neighbourhoods, including the one where I was sharing a

flat with new friends. I had quickly settled into a routine in Cairo that took me across the city’s

most central neighbourhoods, including Mohandeseen, Zamalek, and Downtown. I was enjoying

getting reacquainted with a city I had known in my childhood and uncovering layers of daily life

and culture that were new to me. To put it simply, everything was going great.

So imagine my surprise at the comments made by my upper class extended family and

family friends in Cairo when they found out where I was living. “Why didn’t you tell me you

needed a place to stay?!” one of them exclaimed on the phone a month after my arrival.

Confused at the question, I slowly went on to tell him that I didn’t actually need a place to stay,

and that I was doing more than fine in Dokki, though he couldn’t seem to accept this as true. His

comments reflected the assumption that I must have been staying in Dokki because I didn’t have

any other options and that surely I must prefer to stay with him and his family in one of the

lavish gated communities on the outskirts of the city. His comments of fear and bewilderment,

like the other remarks from family friends, painted Cairo’s central neighbourhoods as too

dangerous, too dirty and too unsatisfactory for a young girl raised overseas.

I was startled by these never-ending remarks because they were so far from the reality of

my experiences. Slowly, wiggling myself out of highly imposing offers to stay in the east and

west of the city, and nodding quietly at family dinners in Zamalek as guests discussed the

undesirable qualities of life in Cairo became part of my weekly routine. Trying to make sense of
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these perceptions of danger and why long-term Zamalek residents wanted to leave the

neighbourhood when it was considered the best residential area amongst my friends, I recounted

these upper class acquaintances’s remarks to my new middle class circle. “Of course,” one of my

good friends explained, “it’s normal that they think like this because they live in the luxurious

parts of the city, in New Cairo and 6th of October. It’s less crowded there, the people are more

civilised, there is less traffic, there are more leisure options… it’s just nicer.” I remember swiftly

interjecting, “But you live in the central neighbourhoods, do you think you’re less ‘civilised,’

whatever that means, than those living in New Cairo and 6th of October?” only for him to nod,

shrug, and say, “Sure, that’s just how it is.” He continued, “Listen, they’re more civilised, but we

also have more soul. If anything, those areas are borderline plastic, they’re too fake, so it’s not

like I want to live there either.”

These are just some of many moments that made me realise how each resident’s

narratives of various urban areas and social groups in Cairo shape how they experience the city.

My first five months back in Cairo left me with a multitude of questions about social distinctions

in the city and how they are informed by and practised across the urban landscape. This thesis is

my attempt to map and explain these social divisions and urban exclusions in Cairo. I trace how

Cairene urban development is both a product and producer of the city’s evolving class structures.

In doing so, I examine what life in modern Cairo may reveal about complex systems of social

exclusion and inequalities in today’s cities. I ultimately argue that urbanity cannot be considered

independent of class, just as social class in a city cannot be considered independent of the urban

landscape; class and urban space inform, reshape and constitute each other. Given that my

analysis lies at the cross section of urban ethnography and studies on social stratification, I begin
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by providing a brief overview on Cairo’s urban landscape and its social structures, both of which

I will elaborate further throughout my investigation.

Cairo’s Urban Landscape

Approximately 96 per cent of Egypt’s population lives on only 4 per cent of the country’s

land, namely in the Nile Valley and Delta (Sims 2018, 1). The Cairo region, in particular, is

home to over 20 per cent of Egypt’s population, packing about 21 million people into one

sprawling city. This makes Cairo not only a crucial centre in Egypt, but also one of the largest

and most densely populated cities in the world. The importance of the capital city in the Egyptian

narrative is best illustrated by the fact that the name of the capital and the country are commonly

conflated in colloquial Egyptian. “Hanirga‘ ila Masr imta?” (“When will we return to Egypt?”)

my friend asked me one day when we were in Faiyum, an oasis 100 kilometres to the southwest

of Cairo. Here, she, like many Egyptians, used Masr (Egypt) to refer to Cairo, rather than the

name of the city in Arabic, Al Qahirah.

As other scholars have demonstrated (for example, see Sims 2010, 6), the borders of

Cairo and Greater Cairo are greatly debated. Looking at the region on Google Maps provides a

good indication of just how difficult it is to draw distinct separations between the different areas

that comprise Greater Cairo. Given that there are no explicit indications on where ‘Cairo’ ends

and ‘Greater Cairo’ begins and as daily activities cause these areas to bleed together, I choose to

focus on the connected urban districts as they were presented to me by the city’s residents. As

such, I will use ‘Cairo’ throughout this thesis to refer to the urban environment that has spread

from its central neighbourhoods. This includes the built landscape in the Cairo Governorate, as

well as Giza, 6th of October City and Sheikh Zayed City in the Giza Governorate and Shubra El

Kheima and Obour in the Qalyubia Governorate.
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This area has undergone significant changes since the establishment of Cairo by Fatimid

conquerors in 969, evolving steadily until it began to undergo modernisation in the

mid-nineteenth century (Raymond 2000, 32). I will trace the historical developments of the city

since the mid-nineteenth century in greater depth in the first chapter of this thesis, as these

changes relate closely to the dynamics of exclusion that I will discuss in later chapters. Here, I

briefly note that the city, its various neighbourhoods and its diverse social groups have been

largely impacted by the shift from state-led socialism to reduced-state intervention and

privatisation in the second half of the twentieth century. The period of liberal economic policies

started by former President Anwar Sadat resulted in fewer services offered by the state, increased

socioeconomic inequalities, high rates of unemployment and significant urban expansion.

Together, this shift has moulded a city that battles with deteriorating infrastructure in older

neighbourhoods, high levels of pollution and traffic, and a shortage of housing that is affordable

to the majority of the city’s population (see Koning 2009, Raymond 2000 and Sims 2010, among

others). Today, nearly two thirds of Cairo’s population lives in ‘ashwaa’iyyaat (unplanned

neighbourhoods) that have sprung up since 1950, areas that are considered undesirable and

illegal from the country’s officials (Sims 2010, 3).

Growing social inequalities in Cairo, coupled with the city striving to be integrated into

the global market through flashy urban development projects, has resulted in an urban landscape

embedded with stark contrasts. Cairo is a city where both SUVs and donkey carts can be seen on

the same streets (Sims 2010, 3), where skyscrapers are visible from areas packed with informal

housing and where billboards advertising luxury compounds stand atop deteriorating low-rise

buildings that are all cast with the same sandy coloured façade. Cairo similarly comprises a wide

range of economically and socially diverse areas, including old upper class neighbourhoods like
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Zamalek, Heliopolis and Maadi; Nasr City and Mohandeseen housing an ‘ascendant’ middle

class; and areas like Shubra and Munira that are home to a ‘descendent’ middle class. On the

outskirts of the city are New Cairo City in the east, and 6th of October City and Sheikh Zayed

City on the west, areas that are mostly for upper-middle and upper class Cairenes. It is important

to note, however, that upper class neighbourhoods like the island of Zamalek house lower class

cafés and shops, just as lower class neighbourhoods have also housed wealthy businessmen

(Koning 2009, 39).

Therefore, though Cairo’s urban landscape is increasingly spatially segregated with its

parallel growth of exclusive compounds and ‘ashwaa’iyyaat (informal housing) (Koning 2009,

39), I follow other scholars (see Anand 2017, among others) who refuse to dualise the city into

one of ‘haves,’ and another of ‘have nots,’ as neither cannot be separated from each other. As

Nikhil Anand (2017) argues in his account of water infrastructures in Mumbai, the social and

political processes through which cities and its citizens evolve are dynamic and heterogeneous

and thus, social differences in a city cannot be divided into two distinct categories. The same is

true in Cairo; the wealthier and exclusive spaces in the city that I recount cannot be divorced

from the influence and interactions with other social groups, those not targeted by these spaces

(Summers 2019). For example, although Cairo’s gated communities are populated with members

of Cairo’s elite, such compounds depend on the labour and daily mobility of residents from a

lower socio-economic background, coming in and out of the compounds walls1. As I will

demonstrate, many residents of such communities similarly chose to retreat into these housing

enclaves in order to escape the crowdedness and “undesirable implications,” to use one of my

1 Or, even, the permanent residence of a working class within the confines of the gated communities. In fact, many
families living in Cairo’s gated communities hire and house a personal bawab, or porter, that is otherwise common
in apartment buildings across the city. Residents of such communities recount that they were just used to having a
bawab present before living in a gated community and have therefore hired one for their own personal home as a
gate-keeper/errand-runner/car-washer/lawn-waterer, often providing a garden- or garage-room for them in their villa.
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interviewee’s words, of people from a lower social order in other areas of the city. Therefore, one

of the central appeals of high-end neighbourhoods, gated communities and exclusive

consumption locales across the city is the ability to escape lower social classes, and yet, these

spaces also depend on and are penetrated by those very classes on a daily basis. In these ways,

the various areas of the city and the people who inhabit them cannot be considered independent

of each other. Though I will address specific social groups and spaces throughout this thesis,

none of these groups and areas can be defined without influence from other groups and areas.

The three exclusive urban locales that I consider and most use as case studies throughout

this analysis are shopping malls, coffee shops and gated communities. Cairo’s upscale shopping

malls feel as though they could be in any European or Asian city and are characterised by their

array of global brands, large parking garages and cleanliness in stark contrast to the chaotic

streets (Abaza 2006, 256-275). Next, countless coffee shops, both of local brands and

recognisable international names, are scattered around Cairo’s more affluent neighbourhoods. As

I will demonstrate further, such coffee shops serve as key sites of cosmopolitan belonging and

cater to socially exclusive groups of like-minded elites (Koning 2009). Lastly, the city’s

exclusive gated communities, locally referred to as compounds, are most commonly located at

the peripheries of Greater Cairo, namely in Sheikh Zayed City and Sixth of October City in the

west and in New Cairo City in the east. These residential communities feature golf courses,

amusement parks, clinics, international schools, private universities and shopping malls, and they

particularly target upper class Cairenes (Ghannam 2014). Compounds “present themselves as

alternatives to the hectic, polluted, congested, and crowded Cairo” (Denis 2006, 49) and allow

affluent urbanites to realise their impossible dreams of keeping out the “disagreeable realities of

urban life. These are materializations of dreams destined never to come true in the huge
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metropolis” (Koning 2009, 41). Though I feature them less frequently, I also mention Cairo’s

sporting clubs at various stages of my analysis. While sporting clubs are increasingly featured as

amenities in newer compounds, they have previously been most prominent in Cairo’s old upper

class neighbourhoods, such as Zamalek, Maadi and Heliopolis. These social and multi-sport

facilities require membership cards and yearly fees, though this access isn’t offered to all who

can afford it.

Together, these urban sites reflect a pattern of “total segregation of spaces, the

fortification of the middle and upper classes and the increasing neglect of older public spaces

along with the lower class residents who populate them” (Kuppinger 2004, 40). As I will discuss

throughout my analysis, these urban locales that target and exclusively cater to particular

fragments of Cairene society, are key sites of cosmopolitan consumption and play central roles in

maintaining social hierarchies. Though independent studies have been conducted on each of

these leisure sites in Cairo (see Abaza 2006 for shopping malls; Koning 2009 for coffee shops;

and Denis 2006, Ghannam 2014, Kuppinger 2004 and Sims 2018, among others, for gated

communities), this thesis views these urban spaces in conversation with each other to unveil their

connection to and their implications for the city’s social structures.

Cairo’s Social Structures

In Cairo, class and culture are deeply intertwined, as is best illustrated by the terms used

to describe social positions in the city. Though the Arabic word for class, in terms of

socioeconomic group, is tabaqa, the most commonly used term to indicate someone’s social

standing is mustawa, which refers to one’s social or cultural level. Though the word mustawa

does include notions of economic differentiation, it also encompasses social differentiation based

on cultural characteristics. For example, one may refer to an upper class Cairene as mustawa
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raqi, though this literally means someone of a refined level. Such use of language conflates high

class positions with a high level of cultural sophistication. As I discuss at length in Chapter 3, the

words chic and class are used in Egyptian colloquial Arabic in a similar way to describe that

which is distinctive based on cultural sophistication.

Just as class and chic are used to associate being modern and refined with high class

positions, baladi and sha‘bi are also common class words in Egypt that associate that which is

local and traditional with lower class positions. Baladi can be used to positively describe

something that is authentically Egyptian and of an old-fashioned quality, such as the ‘eish baladi

(traditional Egyptian bread) eaten across the country. However, it can also be used to refer

negatively to something that is considered local and, interchangeably, lower class. Sha‘bi

literally means ‘popular’ or ‘of the masses,’ and can similarly describe things and people

associated with lower classes. It is nearly impossible to talk to a Cairene about different social

groups in the city without their mentioning at least one of these four words.

Though I use terms like ‘lower,’ ‘upper-middle’ and ‘upper class’ throughout this thesis

to denote different class positions, it is worth noting that these terms do not define clearly

distinct social segments. As I will discuss at more length in Chapter 3, Egypt’s elite is not in fact

a unified social class, but rather a contested culmination of various elite social groups from

different points of Egyptian history that were shaped with varying historical determinants. The

two subgroups among Cairene elite that I will most refer to, though certainly not homogeneous

themselves, are the vieux riche—the Egyptian elite that rose in social rank during colonisation

and post-independence—and nouveau riche—the elite class formed in the decades approaching

the turn of the twenty-first century. I use ‘vieux riche’ interchangeably with ‘old money’ and

‘nouveau riche’ interchangeable with ‘new money,’ just as Cairenes do in local parlance. As I
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will make evident, each group was formed under differing influences and mechanisms of class

formation and have manifested their desires in the Cairene landscape in different ways. Though

much of my thesis focuses on Cairo’s upper class and its upmarket locales, I try to centralise the

perceptions of and distancing from lower classes that underlie the city’s affluent social groups

and spaces.

Researching Urban & Social Exclusions

This analysis is based on 8 semi-structured interviews with Cairnes who self-identify as

being part of the city’s elite, as well as many unstructured conversations with various Cairenes.

Most of the eight interviewees2 specified that they come from, in their words, an “old money,”

“formerly petite bourgeoisie” or “vieux riche” family. Though it wasn’t my intention to only

interview upper class residents of Cairo, let alone only members of the old elite specifically, this

was the outcome of contacting interview participants through my network of extended family

friends. Given that the mutual connections between myself and my respondents were also vieux

riche, many interviewees perceived me as sharing their own social upbringing and class position.

I realise that many interviewees felt comfortable opening up to me and sharing comments during

their interviews that they may not have otherwise since they considered me as an ethnic and class

insider.

These interviews were conducted in 2020, largely in English, though interviewees often

mixed in words in ‘Ammiyya, Egyptian Arabic. When quoting my respondents throughout this

thesis, I have decided to keep ‘Ammiyya words as they were expressed to me in order to capture

linguistic nuance for Arabic speakers and to portray just how interchangeably the city’s elite use

both languages. I have, however, also translated all key terms for non-Arabic speaking readers.

2 I have changed the names of all of my interviewees to protect their identities.
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All interview participants live in New Cairo City, 6th of October City or Zamalek. The

former two are satellite cities on Cairo’s eastern and western desert periphery, which house the

majority of Cairo’s gated communities and the most extravagant shopping centres. Inhabitants of

these areas tend to be a mix of both Cairo’s vieux and nouveau riche. Zamalek, the third

residential area represented, is largely home to members of Cairo’s old elite, but is increasingly

becoming diversified with other groups as former residents move away from the more populated

centre of the city. Though this area does not have any gated communities, those who do decide to

stay in Zamalek—despite it being in the busier and noisier centre of the city—do so as it is a

more secluded island on the Nile and deploys its own subtle mechanisms of urban exclusion. I

supplement these interviews with observations from my experience living in Dokki and Zamalek

for five months in 2017, and my repeated visits to the city in the years since. During these times,

I had informal conversations with residents who self-identified either as being part of Cairo’s

middle- or upper-classes. I additionally conducted participant observation in Sheikh Zayed City,

namely the Beverly Hills compound; in New Cairo shopping malls, including Cairo Festival

City; and across coffee shops in Zamalek.

My own positionality—being raised in the Gulf by a French mother and an Egyptian

father from an old money family that has lived in Zamalek since the 1950s—has everything to do

with my approach and perspective on this topic. I witnessed the evolution of the UAE over the

span of my lifetime, from sparsely developed desert towns when I first moved to Abu Dhabi in

2002, to a series of consumer-oriented luxury mega-projects (primarily in Abu Dhabi and Dubai)

by the time I left 15 years later. I returned to Cairo in 2017 in the hopes of escaping the blatant

displays of wealth and extravagance that had become so common to daily life in the UAE. I had

envisioned going back to Cairo as a departure from the UAE’s removed, bubble-like life of
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continual ease and consumption. Though I, at first, thought I had largely evaded these

phenomena while living in Dokki, on the west bank of the Nile, the more time I spent in Cairo

(venturing off to new places in New Cairo, eventually returning to live in Zamalek and visiting

extended family friends in 6th of October and Sheikh Zayed City), I realised this wasn’t the case.

I was quickly struck by an eerie similarity between the attitudes of exclusion and nonstop

consumption of both consumer goods and cosmopolitan imaginaries present across both

countries; I had simply traded in one system for another. I don’t mean to imply that the processes

of urban development and the social hierarchies in the UAE and Egypt are synonymous, as doing

so would disregard the abundance of differences across both contexts, but rather that—as I shall

demonstrate—Cairo produces similar exclusions in its urban landscapes and among its

inhabitants.

Writing on Urban & Social Exclusions

The stories I tell about Cairo are only a few of many potential accounts of the city.

Following other scholars who have conducted ethnographies in megacities (see Anand 2017 and

Sopranzetti 2018, among others), I do not claim to say something about the city as a whole nor

do I attempt to flatten the city into a one-dimensional narrative. There is no single the city; cities

consist of a multiplicity of influences, people and imaginations, and everyone will see its

multiple layers, shapes and realities differently (Sopranzetti 2018). Otherwise stated, “‘No city

can be fully known, as it is one of modernity’s most powerful empty signifiers—too

multi-layered and overflowing in histories and meanings to be fully captured by a single

narrative or name’” (Thomas Blon Hansen and Oskar Verkaaik, quoted in Anand 2017, 237).

Instead, I intend to capture a particular moment in and a particular account of Cairo’s social

history.
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As I was led to this topic through a series of encounters and scenes during my first five

months back in Cairo in 2017, I include five brief vignettes, or interludes, before each chapter of

this thesis.3 These moments sometimes reflected my experiences in daily life and at other times

stood out to me because of how they contrasted to the Cairo I had grown accustomed to. In the

same way, the interludes throughout this analysis sometimes add to, sometimes interrupt and at

other times just stand alongside the ethnographic accounts I provide in the chapters.

Throughout this thesis, I explore how various locales of upscale Cairo reshape lines of

sociocultural distinction, social segregation and urban exclusivity in the city. Chapter 1 traces the

history and evolution of both Cairo’s spatial configuration and social hierarchies, placing

particular emphasis on how Cairene urban spaces and social class structures have evolved

tangentially. In doing so, I demonstrate how class and urbanity in Cairo are inextricably linked

and are both rooted in narratives of exclusion. I then analyse, in Chapter 2, how Cairo's social

inequalities are maintained and deepened through interconnecting processes of neoliberalism,

urban development and cosmopolitanism. In particular, I focus on the ways in which these

processes interrelate to produce unequal landscapes, and the systems of exclusion deployed by

the resulting upscale sites of leisure and consumption.

Having traced these various influences on life in Cairo, I revisit Cairene class structures

in Chapter 3, arguing that conceptions of class in Cairo must capture the nuances of multiple

forms of capital deployed in the city. I demonstrate how Cairene class structures reflect the

intersecting influences of urbanity and consumption discussed in the previous chapters and how

class is publicly performed and contested across the urban landscape. In the last chapter, Chapter

4, I reconsider the same themes from previous chapters through a lens of Orientalism, arguing

that Cairo’s elite has perpetuated and adapted imperial Orientalist ideals through a form of local

3 This structure is modelled off of one that I first saw in Nikhil Anand’s (2017) Hydraulic City.
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Egyptian Orientalism. Specifically, I demonstrate how Orientalism has been paradoxically

deployed as an elite class strategy and inscribed in Cairo’s cityscape. I end this thesis by drawing

attention to the cyclical nature of new urban development projects in Cairo. In describing how

urbanity and class in Cairo mutually reinforce each other, these chapters reveal complex systems

of exclusion in the city.
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Interlude 1

Driving along Gamaet El Dewal Al Arabiyya on my way back to my flat in Dokki every

night, there was always one thing that I saw. No matter if I was in the car talking with friends, or

falling asleep in the back of a taxi, it was always impossible to miss. Two large cubes of light

that stand out against all other storefronts around them: Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf, and 50 metres

further down the road, Costa Coffee. These two international coffee shops have floor to ceiling

windows that overlook the crowded Mohandeseen street. The fluorescent lighting that beams out

of the two storefronts illuminates the cars sitting on the road below, one that is notorious for its

traffic.

As I look up from the hectic street to see where the light is coming from, I see people

enjoying themselves through the large windows: groups of young Cairenes gathered around

tables laughing; a stylishly dressed woman carrying a large coffee cup and croissant over to her

table; young professionals discussing work over their open laptops; a teen leaning over a small

table to take his date’s hand.

It is as though the vignettes visible through the storefront are a live advertisement for

Western coffee shops in Cairo, all through a glass window that is topped with the coffee shop’s

name and brand in bright bold letters above. Unavoidable from the darkness of the street, these

coffee shops stay open until late and always seem preferable to sitting in traffic. It is almost as

though the low hubbub of voices and laughter of socialising, and the warmth of the shop’s

interior radiate out at me onto the crowded, noisy road.



1

URBAN & SOCIAL RESHAPING IN CAIRO

By the start of the 21st century, Cairo had a cityscape common across global cities: one

scattered with five-star hotels, high-rise offices, expansive new malls, upscale coffee shops and

luxurious gated communities. This chapter examines the evolution of Cairo’s spatialisation,

including the privatisation of urban space, which has created exclusive communities and

semi-private ‘islands’ within Cairo’s landscape. Such changes to the built environment both

reflected and inspired shifting social narratives in the city’s population; as urban development

continued, so too was society reconfigured.

I begin, in the first section, by briefly discussing how class and urban space in

post-colonial cities like Cairo are inextricably linked and are both rooted in narratives of

exclusion. The following three sections trace the history of social and urban polarisation in

Cairo, placing particular emphasis on the formulation of exclusive urban locales. I explore the

politico-economic decisions and their impacts on urban spaces during three distinct periods:

Khedival rule and British colonisation (1863-1952); post-independence Nasserism (1954-1970);

and the perceived neoliberal shift occurring under Sadat (1970-1981) which was later picked up

by Mubarak and his successors (1981-present). In doing so, this chapter exposes the relationship

between Cairo’s spatial configuration and its social structures in order to, in later chapters,

explore how both continue to evolve in relation to each other.

Interconnections of Urban Space & Class

Several scholars, in their respective studies emerging from a growing interdisciplinary

scholarship in anthropology, sociology, geography and cultural studies, have demonstrated how
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socioeconomic class groups are spatialised in a city. The social arrangements of social classes in

cities result from the uneven geographies of real estate development, geopolitics and what some

have referred to as a clustering of people with a similar habitus into “class places” (Parker 2007).

As such, the inequalities present in a city are rigidly inscribed in the spatiality of its urban space

(Anand 2017; Dávila 2016; Murphy 2019; Summers 2019).

Furthermore, through his work on hydraulic infrastructure, Anand (2017) outlines how

urban infrastructures also inform social inequalities in cities. As he traces how urban citizenship

in Mumbai emerges in relation to the politics of the city’s water infrastructure, Anand considers

the political ecology of urban infrastructures. Anand demonstrates how urban space and its

infrastructures become politicised through its relations with people. As such, he argues that the

physicality of a city has meaningful social and political effects and that infrastructures become

crucial to an evolving materiality, authority and subjective imagination among a city’s population

(Anand 2017, 232). Further, as material infrastructures are subject to control, maintenance and

management, so then are the social structures of the city (Anand 2017). In this way, Anand’s

work is central to understanding that urban infrastructure cannot be separated from questions of

political membership and social belonging in the city. Therefore (and as I will argue in Chapters

2 and 3), urban inequality must be considered as more than solely a measure of unequal material

assets; access to urban space and public services, as well as the social practices embedded in the

city are equally markers of urban social hierarchies.

Arlene Dávila (2016) adopts a similar framing of class through access to urban spaces in

her study of shopping malls in Latin America. She places particular emphasis on the ways in

which people must successfully perform certain cosmopolitan subjectivities to be privileged to a

space and in turn a higher social standing, as I will discuss further in Chapter 3 (Dávila 2016).
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She thus states that urban class must be understood as being “actively produced and projected

through symbolic, discursive, and material behaviors and practices” in a city (Dávila 2016, 11).

Importantly, both the social hierarchies in a city and the infrastructures that define the

urban landscape are themselves the result of unequal structures of power during periods of

colonisation. First, notions of class cannot be divorced from their “racist-based colonial

formulations” that were central to defining the hierarchical structures of colonised lands. In this

way, class is a “more inherited and ingrained categor[y] than is commonly recognised” that

cannot be disaggregated from stratified exertions of power among the residents of post-colonial

cities (Dávila 2016, 116). Second, the material differences in infrastructure both between former

colonising and post-colonial countries and within different areas of formerly-colonised cities are

a result of such infrastructures being designed during colonialism by ruling powers who regarded

their colonies as lesser deserving subjects (Anand 2017). Urban spaces were stratified according

to the cultural hierarchies colonising powers sought to impose and the existing ones they sought

to codify. Therefore, although the state of a city’s infrastructure is used as a marker of

advancement and distinction between the “developed” and the “developing” worlds and between

“higher class” and “lower class” areas within the city, these are not the product of one’s

superiority over the other. Rather, such material differences in the states of infrastructures are the

effect of discriminative power structures under colonial rule. Thus, infrastructure additionally

becomes central to understanding the inscription of social exclusions within the city (Anand

2017). In these ways, exclusion in post-colonial cities like Cairo continues to be maintained

through the legacies of unequal infrastructures that define its inhabitants, and through the

enduring interconnection between urban space and class. I now turn to tracing the history of
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social and urban polarisation in Cairo specifically, with a particular emphasis on the narratives

that shaped their evolution.

Khedival Cairo & Colonisation

Khedival and royal Cairo spanned approximately one century from Khedive Ismail’s rule

in 1863 until the fall of King Farouk and Egyptian independence in 1952. This was an important

period during which European influence materialised in the Cairene landscape and the social

conditions that gave rise to the vieux riche emerged (Adham 2009). Khedive Ismail (1863-1879),

in particular, is recognised for accelerating the modernisation of Cairo’s infrastructure—a plan

first introduced by Muhammad Ali half a century earlier—in order to beautify the city for the

many visitors expected for the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 (Adham 2009, 140).

Raised in several European cities, Ismail’s desire was to make Egypt part of Europe and

in turn make Cairo a symbol of Egypt’s modernisation. Having been educated in France and

exposed to the West, Ismail’s vision for Cairo was shaped by his admiration of modern urban

planning in France. This vision was implemented in collaboration with French firms like

Fives-Lille—responsible for the Qasr Al-Nil bridge—and with the Egyptian contractor Ali

Mubarak (AlSayyad 2011, 206). Ali Mubarak, who continued his Western architectural designs

under Khedive Ismail’s successor Tawfiq, marked Cairo’s landscape with distinct social

divisions:

As a European-influenced reformer with beliefs firmly anchored in progress and

modernization, Mubarak was not interested in retaining elements of medieval Cairo that

he saw as obsolete and in need of change … In neither of the two domains to which he

had made contributions—historical documentation and planning practice—did Mubarak

address the social inequalities that lay behind the dramatic urban renewal projects he

oversaw (AlSayyad 2011, 217).
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Instead, Mubarak led Cairo through a phase of supposed modernisation that resulted in a

spatially divided city. What emerged was an impoverished eastern half of Cairo that stood in

stark contrast to newly developed western districts which housed the local elite and foreign

expatriates. Khedive Ismail and Ali Mubarak both saw these socio-spatial inequalities as a

necessity for progress and modernisation (AlSayyad 2011, 217).

The technological development that occurred under Ismail’s modernisation agenda

additionally paved the way for a later boom in European-led property development in Egypt.

Cairene social stratification became increasingly visible as Swiss company Baehler purchased

land in north Gezira to build high-end villas; European investors and industrialists—including

Belgian Baron Edouard Empain, who was responsible for the Paris Metro—developed Garden

City as a mixed British and Parisian town; and the Heliopolis Oasis Company planned upscale

residential towns for Europeans near the locale of ancient Heliopolis. Given such developments,

“Europeanized quarters to the west” of the city “were prospering while the old city remained

stagnant and untouched by modernity … Mubarak’s projects had penetrated the old city core

without changing its character or its living conditions” (AlSayyad 2011, 224).

These developments are important for three key reasons. First, the East-West spatial

division—marked by Ibrahim Pasha street (now Republic Street)—was particularly central to the

basis of vieux riche Egyptian elite identity. As the elite aimed to gain proximity to the West, they

did so by adopting the spaces and social positions of the Europeans living in this then-affluent

western quarter of Cairo. As AlSayyad (2011) describes, “The privileged position of expatriates

created antagonisms with the local population. Upper-middle-class Egyptians coveted the

privileged social standing of the Europeans” and moved to the more luxuriously developed and

Western-influenced quarters with them (AlSayyad 2011, 225). This new western quarter
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accommodated the Egyptian bourgeoisie and foreign workers that lived in Ismail’s Cairo and

spatially facilitated the emergence of a modern, European urban lifestyle in these areas (Adham

2009).

Second, the newly designed Heliopolis in particular became a central model for the gated

communities established in the decades that followed, as I will explore in the next section. Like

the later-developed compounds, Heliopolis was designed as a European vision of the Orient, a

“fantasy environment” of an independent city, isolated from but still connected to Cairo (Adham

2009, 147). Lastly, the trends of urban expansion that came with the boom in property

development during this period further served as a prelude to Cairo’s postwar spatial explosion

(Sims 2010, 146), which I additionally describe in the following section. Together, this period

resulted in a solidified vieux riche group that was spatially divided from lower social orders and

that now lived in elite urban spaces that were models of European cities and of visions of Egypt’s

modernisation.

Nasserist Socialism

Two years after Egypt’s 1952 independence from the British, Gamal Abdul Nasser was

elected as Egypt’s second president. Nasser’s political regime pursued the following notable

policies: first, reducing land properties of Egypt’s largest landowners; second, pushing for

industrialisation with the goal of import substitution; and third, democratising education for all

Egyptians. As a result of these policies, by the 1960s Egypt was officially a socialist state

(Koning 2009).

Nasser’s policies resulted in both a continuing growth of Cairo’s formal city as well as

the emergence and explosive expansion of its informal city. To accommodate the already

overpopulated Cairo and Nasser’s growing public housing projects, Cairo began to expand to the
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north along the Shubra/Rod al-Farag and the al-Wayli/Heliopolis/’Ain Shams axes (Sims 2010,

45). Despite its continually growing population size, Cairo’s inner seventeen districts continued

to lose inhabitants through the second half of the twentieth century. People were instead

relocating to the newly developed areas of the city. Though this did not truly take off until

Sadat’s era, the concept of a ‘Greater Cairo’ region began to crystallise under Nasser’s rule given

this housing expansion beyond the confines of the then-current city.

Though almost all of Cairo’s housing in the 1950s was formal housing, this changed

greatly in Nasser’s Egypt. In 1951, Nasser introduced public housing projects or iskan iqtisadi,

“economic housing” for low-income families (Sims 2010). However, by the 1960s, these projects

began to shift, focusing instead on mutawassit (middle), fuq mutawassit (above average) and

fakhr (luxury) housing units, the best of which went to government officials and army officers

who made up the military technocratic elite of this period (AlSayyad 2011; Koning 2009; Sims

2010). The limited availability of affordable public housing, coupled with a hardening of rent

control in 1961 and Nasser’s push for industrialisation in the city resulted in huge populations

coming into Cairo with no affordable housing to accommodate them. As a result, Cairo’s

informal housing sector boomed, with some groups even settling in cemeteries, such as El Arafa,

or the City of the Dead, where people still live to this day (AlSayyad 2011).

This growth of informal housing fundamentally shifted Cairo’s landscape, even after the

end of Nasser’s rule in 1970. In fact, housing construction in informal areas only greatly

accelerated in 1974, after an unprecedented cash boom from remittances from those working in

the Gulf, and peaked in 1977. By 1996, 62% of Cairo’s population lived in informal housing

(Sims 2010, 69). However, neither Nasser nor his successor formally recognised informal areas

or offered basic services to their residents, which facilitated their development into breeding
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grounds for Islamic fundamentalism in the 1980s and 1990s, as radical Islamic groups stepped in

to offer services instead (Sims 2010, 69). These changes under Nasser shaped nouveau riche

identity formation under his successor, as I describe in the next section. The informality and

stricter religious control across the city that started under Nasser became a central point of

contrast for the nouveau riche in the following decades, as the new elite rejected all traits

associated with those living in informal cities and made demands for semi-private liberal spaces

of escape from strengthening religious conservatism.

In Nasser’s Egypt, Cairo’s social hierarchy was loosely divided into three groups: the

largest segment was those with peasant origins working at the lowest level of industrial practices

who settled in Cairo under Nasserism; followed by trades and crafts people; and lastly, urbanites

working in emerging modern sectors. This last group consisted of the vieux riche—no longer

enjoying the same benefits of their previous economic prime given Nasser’s more socialist

economic principles—as well as the technocratic military elite who directly benefited from

Nasser’s preferential policies, and a strengthening middle class who had gained access to

education and stable government jobs through Nasserist socialism (AlSayyad 2011, Koning

2009). Together, these newly upper-middle and upper classes adopted the spatial position of the

expatriates who had lived in Gezira (now Zamalek) and other enclaves before they had left in

1952.

Whereas Cairo was previously divided socially and spatially into an east and a west, the

new social structure and integration of these groups into different parts of the city under Nasser

resulted in a more mixed landscape. Though Cairo was still marked by visible housing disparities

between social classes—including Nasser’s public housing projects, the growing informal
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housing areas, and the emerging upper class neighbourhoods across the city—they now existed

within closer spatial proximity to one another.

Sadat’s Infitah: Neoliberalism or Capitalist Oligarchy?

Anwar Sadat, Nasser’s successor, sought to reverse Egypt’s socialist trajectory with a set

of liberalisation policies. His 1970s Infitah (“open-door”) policy aimed to create a new modern

Egypt to meet the rising demands of accelerating globalisation. In stark contrast to Nasser’s

policies, the Infitah ended the domination of Egypt’s economy by the public sector and

encouraged both domestic and foreign investment in local industries (Adham 2009). In this way,

Sadat’s rule caused a shift from state-led socialism and development to reduced state intervention

and an increasingly global liberal market, namely through reliance on the private sector. In this

section, I demonstrate how Sadat’s policies gave rise to a new capitalist elite—the nouveau

riche—and thoroughly transformed Cairo’s landscape.

Though Sadat’s economic liberalisation was at first deemed a success because of Egypt’s

relative prosperity in the 1970s and 1980s, this economic upturn was not in fact the product of a

thriving private sector and foreign involvement in the economy. Rather, the economic upsurge

under Sadat was instead due to spikes in revenue from oil production, tourism, international

foreign aid and remittances from the, at the time, 1.5 million Egyptians working in the Gulf

states (Koning 2009, 21). This boom, however, was highly unstable. As oil prices dropped in the

1980s and the 1990 Gulf War caused many migrant workers to return to Egypt, the country’s

economy stagnated, leaving the country vulnerable to and dependent on Structural Adjustment

Programs (SAPs) offered by the World Bank. Such policy packages were “aimed at transforming

Egypt into a liberal market economy integrated into global economic networks” (Koning 2009,

22). Therefore, Mitchell (2008) argues that the “major contribution to Egypt’s fiscal turnaround”
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in the 1990s “had nothing to do with the magic of neoliberalism” that many credit Sadat with,

but rather “resulted from a political decision of Washington and its allies” with regards to oil and

military infrastructure (Mitchell 2008, 6). With economic reforms from SAPs and from

American intervention came the Egyptian state’s withdrawal from social welfare and the increase

in state subsidies for the private sector (Mitchell 2008).

Sadat, unlike Nasser’s socialist tendencies, “envisioned Egypt’s future in terms of

consumption and affluence, notably expressed in his assertion that ‘the goal of every Egyptian

should be to have a car and a villa’” (Koning 2009, 36). Saad El Din draws parallels between

Khedive Ismail’s and Sadat’s visions for Egypt; while the former modeled Cairo after Paris and

Rome, the latter drew influence from the American sprawling cities of Houston and Los Angeles.

Both visions came with a revival of Egyptian capitalism that benefitted a small proportion of

businessmen (Adham 2009). This segment of businessmen in Sadat’s Egypt is referred to by

Adham (2009) and Mitchell (2008), among others, as Egypt’s ‘neo-capitalist oligarchy.’ Sadat’s

booming ‘private sector’ was in fact comprised of the oligopolies or state monarchies fueled by

about two dozen family business groups including Seoudi, The Bahgat Group, Mohamed

Mahmoud, Mansour and Orascom (Mitchell 2008, 22). Koning (2009) describes this collective

as the “top-level bureaucrats who could use their control of state enterprises to ensure favorable

starting positions in the newly invigorated private sector” (Koning 2009, 21). Sadat’s

state-businessmen alliances persist to this day as “successive governments have [continued to]

suppl[y] this power to a new class of neo-capitalists through corruption and/or special business

connections” (Adham 2005, 20). The nouveau riche that emerged given Sadat’s policies and

under his successor Mubarak was therefore composed of this state-subsidised super rich, along
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with those who benefited from the funnelling of state funds to private companies and the

Egyptian professionals earning high wages in the Gulf.

The initial influx of financial flows and injections under Sadat and his successor sparked

both a large-scale movement of urban privatisation in the 1990s, and a building boom tailored to

a small portion of affluent Egyptians (Mitchell 2002). Adham (2005) argues that Cairo’s

politico-economic landscape at this time represented “a monopolistic capitalism based on an

alliance between government and these neo-capitalists” (Adham 2005, 20). As a result, “much of

the recent spatial expansion and restructuring of the city can be traced to the international

linkages and socioeconomic forces involved with this alliance” (Adham 2005, 20). This system

caused some of Cairo’s older and crowded informal areas to be replaced “by modern buildings,

luxury housing, five-star hotels, offices, multi-story parking lots and ‘centers of culture’” (Abaza

2006, 249; Ghannam 1996). Real estate construction boomed in Sadat’s Cairo, with half a

million housing units built in a decade, over three quarters of which were initiated by the private

sector. Bulaq and other Nasserist low-income public housing projects were relocated to make

space for hotels and embassies in today’s Garden City, then considered the most valuable land

closest to the Nile and Cairo’s centre.

As Nezar AlSayyad (2011) argues, this period of urban privatisation was not just an

upgrading of houses, but “also of people. … The slum dwellers of Bulaq were stigmatized in

government discourse as unproductive, backward, members of society, who lived in unsanitary

conditions, committed illegalities, and were in urgent need of ‘civilizing’” (AlSayyad 2011, 263).

Though economic disparities in Cairo did exist before these policies, the city’s stratification

became more pronounced at the turn of the twenty-first century (see Adham 2005 for data on

these rising disparities). This furthered the spatial split between urban social groups as the state
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justified “its action by promoting an image of the civilized, modern and contemporary versus the

criminals, and troublemakers and riff-raff living in Bulaq [al-Dakrur]” and other ‘ashwaa’iyyaat,

or unplanned, ‘slum’-like areas (Abaza 2006, 249-252).

Though there was a stated plan to expand Cairo under Nasser, it wasn’t until Sadat’s rule

that the seemingly limitless desert to the east and west of Cairo ‘proper’ was considered to have

development potential. When the Cairo Master Plan—a 1956 Nasserist strategy for developing

Cairo’s periphery desert—was finally approved under Sadat in 1974, the desert became the

playground for an imagined, uncrowded, organised and modern Egypt; it was a “planner’s

ultimate dream of a total blank sheet of paper, where town layouts would be constrained neither

by topography nor existing urban realities” (Sims 2010, 75). The desert spaces were first

considered as an option to attract an industrial working class. As such, the ‘first generation’ of

new desert settlements built outside Cairo featured subsidised housing and access to industrial

jobs (Sims 2010).

By the 1990s, however, there was a fundamental shift in the target group of new desert

towns (Sims 2010). Instead of targeting a working class, the three ‘second generation’ satellite

settlements—New Cairo, Sheikh Zayed City / Sixth of October City and Al-Shuruq—targeted

the city’s social elite by creating a simulated alternative ideal to the deterioration of Cairo’s

urban space. These newer settlements aimed to create a “carefully controlled environment that is

physically, economically and socially isolated from surrounding areas,” achieved through the

construction of gated communities that, “enforce codes of behavior to uphold the utopian

imagery which gives them their economic and symbolic value” (Adham 2005, 25). Egypt’s upper

class invested in the development of these new gated communities and leisure spaces, a model

many had previously experienced in the form of Alexandria’s 1980s resort villages. The upper
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class had three main incentives during this period for making such large investments into private

development: first, inflation made it more profitable to invest in a summer house than save

money; second, the leisure and entertainment industry was on the rise across the country; and

third, many had a newfound desire to extend the leisure lifestyle they had experienced on Egypt’s

coasts to one that they could experience year round. As such, developers of these new upscale

urban projects were able to “play on the twin desires of prospective residents—on the one hand,

to be far from the ills of the large metropolis; on the other to be close to its amenities” (Adham

2005, 25).

Today, many vieux riche and Nasserist technocrats continue to live in previously affluent

neighborhoods that can be found across Cairo, such as Zamalek, Maadi, Heliopolis and Nasr

City. However, many are now also relocating to join Cairo’s nouveau riche in these desert towns

at the periphery of the city that prominently feature gated communities. As a result, Cairo’s elite

today consists of a mix of the upper classes of Khedival, Nasserist and Sadat’s rule and is

beginning to spatially converge. The evolution of Cairo’s distribution outlined in this chapter

itself perpetuates further urban changes as it creates new affects and desires that inform

additional spatial exclusions (Ghannam 1996). I turn to these desires and exclusions next.
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Interlude 2

I sat peering out the window of my extended family member’s Volvo as he drove me

from centre city to Beverly Hills Compound. Though I had previously been to 6th of October

City a handful of times, this was my first time going to the adjacent Sheikh Zayed City. I

watched as the landscape shifted from the conglomeration of stacked apartment buildings,

billboards and bustling people to large industrial buildings and large lots, either empty or under

construction. Suddenly, this latter landscape was interrupted by a large mega shopping mall on

the side of the highway. Misinterpreting the “Wow” I muttered under my breath, my extended

family member, Omar, explained, “Yes, it’s a great mall; very big, very convenient!”

I took the mall as an indication that we were getting close to another hub of commercial

centres and residences. Sure enough, a few minutes later we approached a large toll station with

“SODIC” plastered across the top, referring to one of the leading real estate companies in Egypt.

I was struck that this was the first toll booth I had seen in the city. I couldn’t help but think of

how different this felt from military checkpoints. While we were stopped on this highway to pay

money to someone in a toll booth, when we are stopped in a car elsewhere in the city, it is by

fully armed men in bullet proof vests from the national army.

After we proceeded through the toll gate, we went through three more security booths

and gates where guards checked the Volvo for a residence sticker-pass to the compound. Finally,

after driving through the third gate, Omar exclaimed, “Welcome to suburbia!” I scanned the

neighbourhood around me: individual detached beige villas with white trim, black gates that led

to front gardens, and wide streets with at least one expensive car in front of each house. My first

thought was that it felt like any compound I had seen in Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Doha or Muscat. My
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second thought was that the buildings didn’t have the same dusty sand-coloured tint that casts all

buildings in the city’s central neighbourhoods.

Omar insisted we visit the plaza before going to his villa, so we drove down the road until

we arrived at a neighbourhood centre with restaurants, coffee shops, small supermarkets and a

pharmacy. Arriving at the plaza, my eyes were immediately drawn to everyone’s outfits. Since

my father told me it wouldn’t even be appropriate to bring skinny jeans with me to Egypt, I

couldn’t help but think of his reaction if I sent him a picture of those around me now: teenagers

in jean shorts and tank tops running around the square, young adults in workout leggings and

sports bras walking in groups towards the gym, and mothers in short dresses sitting at lunch with

their families. This gated community didn’t just seem to have its own toll booths, gates, security

guards, architectural style and commercial establishments, but also its own dress code that didn’t

apply to other neighbourhoods in the city.



2

NEOLIBERALISM & COSMOPOLITAN CONSUMPTION

On a weekday in the spring of 2017, I grabbed my laptop and a notebook and walked to

the north-most point of Zamalek where the Nile-side coffee shop and restaurant Left Bank was

then located. On that particular day, I was going to work there remotely, though Left Bank and its

two neighbouring restaurants, Sequoia and Miraj, were also a frequent site for casual business

meetings and catch ups with friends. Upon arriving at the entrance to the three restaurants, I

nodded to the two security guards each armed with an assault rifle, placed my belongings on the

baggage check conveyor belt, stepped through the metal detector and handed the property host

the 50 EGP4 entrance fee to the restaurant strip. I was no longer surprised by such ‘gating’

measures the way I had been months before when I first returned to Cairo. Though this particular

set of restaurants has since shut down, a similar security dance and fee to enter a space of

consumption is all too common across Cairo’s multiplying upscale leisure spaces. Whether to

enter one of Cairo’s high-end hotels, shopping malls, restaurant strips, sporting clubs or gated

communities, a comparable version of one or both of these measures can be expected. The

presence of such exclusionary locales of consumption is only growing in the city, particularly in

central affluent districts like Zamalek and Maadi and the outlying desert cities on the eastern and

western extremities of Cairo: Sixth of October City, Sheikh Zayed City and New Cairo City.

This chapter examines the formation of such upscale spaces in Cairo and their

implications for the city’s social structures. In particular, I will discuss the relationship between

social inequality, neoliberalism, urban planning and cosmopolitanism in Cairo, which manifests

in exclusionary urban systems like the extreme security measures and entry fees at Left Bank. As

4 Roughly equivalent to $3 USD, though significant in relation to the average monthly salary in Egypt of about $575
USD.
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I began to make evident in the previous chapter, social class and the built environment are

interrelated in the urban context such that the inequalities present in one can both produce and be

products of inequalities in the other. In other words, exclusive urban locales are not solely the

result of a shifting social fabric, but also central to continually crafting an evolving social order.

In this chapter, I will continue to highlight the mutually-reinforcing nature of a city’s built

environment and the social structure of its inhabitants, ultimately arguing that Cairo’s social

inequalities are maintained and deepened through interconnecting processes of neoliberalism,

urban real estate development and cosmopolitanism.

Though this chapter displays how such disparities can be exacerbated by larger processes,

it importantly does not argue that the seclusions evident in Cairo’s urban and social fabric are

solely the product of neoliberal reforms and cosmopolitan consumption. To say so would be too

simplistic and ignore the exclusionary urban formulations that existed prior to the prevalence of

both phenomena in the Egyptian narrative. For example, though Cairo’s gated communities may

have transformed under more recent socio-political shifts, such an approach to separated living in

the city dates back to Medieval Cairo, where the urban population was divided into a series of

walled communities based on shared traits (Denis 2006; Rodenbeck 1998). These walled

quarters were divided along religious lines, such as the Jewish population living in Haret El

Yahud (literally meaning the Jewish quarter), or even based on profession or geographic origin of

one’s family, but each walled district was reserved for a specific social group and had entrance

gates with someone to monitor the movement of its residents (Rodenbeck 1998).

In the first two sections of this chapter, I unpack the features of both neoliberalism and

cosmopolitanism, respectively, and contextualise their particular natures in Egypt. Lastly, in the

third section, I analyse how both neoliberal ideologies and cosmopolitan aspirations have
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affected urban life, arguing that neoliberalism and cosmopolitan consumption, both material and

immaterial, maintain and intensify urban and social exclusions in Cairo.

Neoliberal Overtones

Neoliberalism is a set of economic politics that prioritise the transfer of economic control

from the public sector to the private sector, premised on the notion that free markets are more

efficient and more favourable to fostering social mobility and prosperity. Neoliberal tenets argue

for the superiority of the global free market to regulate economies and societies around the

world. The premise of neoliberalism is an illusion of inclusion for all, where the benefits of

capitalism—wealth, prosperity, higher affluence—are available to anyone bold enough to seek

them (Summers 2019, 5).

Although economies internationally continue to conform to global standards of

neoliberalism, such systems aren’t just an apolitical implementation of that which is most

scientifically rational and effective. Rather, Timothy Mitchell (2002) argues that “the continuous

political struggles under way in places such as Egypt are not the consequences of a more global

logic, but an active political process whose significance is repeatedly marginalized and

overlooked in reproducing the simple narratives of globalization” (Mitchell 2002, 298).

Therefore, it is crucial that we don’t write off neoliberalism as an impartial economic process

and that we don’t frame neoliberalism in each context as solely a copy of the same system

evident in many other places globally. In Egypt, though the state is no longer the primary

provider of education and white collar employment as it was under Nasserism, it does still

dominate daily life after Sadat and his successors’ shifts to neoliberal privatisation. Today, the

Egyptian government remains central to resource allocation and the distribution of private sector

contracts, on top of providing crucial, though disparate, public goods. In this way, Egypt’s
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neoliberalist ideals are still highly government- and politics-centred, such that scholars and

others alike have deemed them as violent and repressive. Diane Singerman and Paul Amar

(2006) describe the ‘liberal’ Egyptian state as one “run in the interests of an elite,

state-subsidised ring of Cairo-based capitalists who call themselves liberals or globalizers or

democratizers because they facilitate foreign investment in the economic sphere, even as they

insist on repression, the extension of Emergency Law, and police-practices in the political

sphere” (Singerman and Amar 2006, 9), which has only increased in pertinence in the decade

following the 2011 Egyptian revolution. As I discussed in Chapter 1, the Egyptian state further

has and continues to play a central role in developing Cairo’s urban landscape, by dominating

urban land markets, by financing infrastructural investments and by producing the visions and

priorities that characterise the built environment.

As a result, the politically-driven system of Egyptian neoliberalism, namely through

Egypt’s economic restructuring and the focus on private sector power, is central to social and

spatial polarisation in its capital metropolis (Mitchell 2008). Egyptian neoliberalism has only

resulted in the further concentration of wealth in the hands of a small segment of Carene society,

those with “powerful resources and state connections” (Koning 2009, 24; Mitchell 2002). Studies

indicate that social inequality in Cairo has only increased under Egyptian neoliberalism, with the

most prominent changes starting in the 1980s (Adham 2005; Koning 2009). While some benefit

from their position in the up-market segment of the Cairene urban economy—employed in

internationally facing companies such as multinationals, NGOs and consultancy firms—real

wages have been in steady decline since the 1980s, making the cost of living in Cairo

increasingly challenging for a growing majority of its population. For these reasons, scholars
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(Adham 2009; Mitchell 2008) have argued that it is misleading to frame Egypt’s Infitah as a case

for the success of neoliberalism.

Therefore, though neoliberalism presents a façade of equal access and inclusion, Brandi

Summers (2019) argues that “rather than suppressing cultural and racial difference, neoliberalism

produces difference. Notions of diversity and multiculturalism get stitched onto narratives of

renewal, globalization, and … progress” (Summers 2019, 5). In doing so, the hegemonic

economic rationality of neoliberal systems actually invert concepts of social justice by holding

people responsible for their circumstances, rather than recognising the larger structural forces

that leave them in precarious standings (Summers 2019, 5-6). In Cairo and elsewhere,

neoliberalism is thus a productive world-making rationality with crucial ideological and material

implications, which I will discuss in the remainder of the chapter.

Cosmopolitan Aspirations

I use cosmopolitanism in this thesis to most simply allude to a notion of global belonging

(Koning 2009, Murphy 2019). More explicitly, cosmopolitanism is the process through which

“other-world esthetics, ideas, practices, and politics become appropriated via technology and the

imagination” in order to forge subjectivities that are deemed globally connected (Murphy 2019,

13). Central to the notion of cosmopolitanism, then, is a feeling of belonging, or as Murphy

(2019) frames it, “be-longing,” the experience of “longing that takes place when one attempts to

secure a rightful place for oneself both in the ‘world’ and at ‘home’” (Murphy 2019, 12). Using

Murphy’s framework, cosmopolitanism can thus be understood as the process of “be-longing in

the world at home,” where one may desire, approximate, harness and be part of different worlds

that are unreachable from their place of residence (Murphy 2019, 12).
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Where some scholars frame cosmopolitanism as being post- or anti-nationalist, others see

it as being antithetical to the local, and yet another set describe the “national/local” as being

“constitutive of and/or benefited by cosmopolitan orientations” (Murphy 2019, 13; Koning

2009). I situate myself with this last set of scholars (see Anand 2017, Dávila 2016, Murphy 2019,

Ray in Dejung et al. 2019 among others) who make the case for a ‘non-Western,’ subaltern, or

‘Third World’ cosmopolitanism; one that is grounded in a local context and that takes shape

through the imagination and appropriation of distant lifestyles.

Under this theory of Third World Cosmopolitanism, what then differentiates local

cosmopolitanisms across different post-colonial cities like Cairo are the different appropriations

of the global in each setting and the different “localising mechanisms,” as Murphy describes

them, that root these cosmopolitan orientations in each local context (Anand 2017; Dávila 2016;

Murphy 2019). Being a local cosmopolitan in a developing city then is a matter of negotiating

the contradiction of being at once local and global, located both within the country and among an

international cosmopolitan community. This is the case for Cairo’s upper middle class, which is

presented in the Egyptian narrative “as the successful mediators between the ‘local’ and the

‘global’” (Koning 2009, 4). Therefore, the ‘local’ and the ‘cosmopolitan’ for Cairo’s upper

middle class are two “repertoires that are taken up in personal strategies and performances.” As I

will demonstrate in the rest of this chapter, “These distinct repertoires signify specific choices,

allegiances, and modes of belonging in the local context” (Koning 2009, 8). As such, I frame my

analysis of cosmopolitanism in Cairo as a Third World Cosmopolitanism; a longing for distant

lifestyles that is mutually constructed by and negotiated with the local context.

Central to this Egyptian cosmopolitanism is the deployment of “cosmopolitan capital,”

which Koning (2009) argues is what most clearly differentiates Cairene upper and upper-middle
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classes from other segments of the urban population. Cairene “cosmopolitan capital,” the

prerogative of the city’s elite, is the “familiarity with globally dominant, First World repertoires

and standards … as well as the ability to participate in conspicuously cosmopolitan lifestyles”

(Koning 2009, 6). In other words, cosmopolitanism in Cairo is most evident in a form of cultural

capital used by the social elite that demonstrates “familiarity with and mastery of globally

dominant cultural codes” (Koning 2009, 9), including: a fluency in English and an ability to

seamlessly mix English with Egyptian Arabic as is common in upper-middle class spaces;

Western diplomas or degrees from Western-associated institutions such as the American

University of Cairo, British University in Egypt, among others; as well as knowledge of barra

(literally “outside”, but often used to indicate the West) through media, fashion and more. This

cosmopolitan capital has become both a crucial marker as well as product of various upscale

Cairene leisure spaces, as will be made evident in the following section.

The proponents of Third World Cosmopolitanism also demonstrate that global cultural

products do not solely circulate from the ‘West’ to the ‘Rest,’ but rather through a

multidirectional interplay of influence that includes exchange between different ‘developing’

countries (Anand 2017, Dávila 2016, Dejung et al. 2019, Murphy 2019, Ghannam 2009).

Therefore, I add to Koning’s analysis of cosmopolitan capital in Cairo to additionally incorporate

references to other non-Western countries that have been deemed desirable, such as the Gulf

states. The remainder of this section will further contextualise the notion of cosmopolitanism in

Egypt and the multiplicity of influences that constitute local repertoires of the ‘global,’ by

demonstrating first, the Western references and second, references from other ‘developing’

countries in Cairene society and urban space.
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As I demonstrated in the description of Cairo’s urban trajectory in Chapter 1, Western

countries have importantly influenced Egypt’s processes of neoliberalisation and spatial

reconfigurations through twentieth century involvement and globalisation. Though France was

formerly Cairo’s reference for a desirable ‘global’ that shaped local cosmopolitan lifestyles

during colonial rule, the United States increasingly shapes such repertoires in the country’s new

neoliberal age. As Koning (2009) demonstrates, the cultural capital central to achieving a

successful cosmopolitan repertoire in Cairo is largely derived from the country’s private

language schools that instil students both with “a language”—meaning a desirable language that

isn’t Arabic, previously most commonly French and now English, though German and other

European languages are also present—and informal cultural cues on desirable ways of dress,

tastes, mannerisms, and upper-middle class vernacular.

Exclusive locales in Cairo additionally make general allusions to the West in their

conceptualisation, names and features. This effect is best illustrated by gated communities as

“the key promise of these developments [is] the ability to lead a European/American lifestyle on

Egyptian land” (Ghannam, 2014). As Denis (2006) describes, gated community “developments

are marketed as the cutting edge of a post-metropolitan lifestyle, invented between the

imaginaries of ‘fortress America’s’ sprawling cities and the new risk-apartheid of Johannesburg”

(Denis 2006, 53). Coffee shops and other semi-private spaces with French names are common in

vieux riche areas of Cairo, such as Miette Patisserie in Zamalek and the renowned Café Riche in

Wust El Balad (Downtown Cairo). Prominent Western landmarks additionally influence the

names of new money spaces and gated communities, such as Hyde Park in New Cairo City and

Beverly Hills City, Gardenia Park—named after a 90% white suburb of South Africa—and

Dreamland in Sixth of October City. Gated communities further house American, British,
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Canadian, French and German international or private-language schools, which are considered

by their residents as the best option for raising healthy, bright children (Ghannam 2014). Coffee

shops and malls similarly invite “suggestions of First World belonging” and sophistication

through their Western style, English coffee shop names, American menu items and prominent

English on the menus (Koning 2009, 89).

The distinction between ‘new-’ and ‘old- money’ urban spaces is apparent in their

slightly differing temporal influences. Whereas historically upper class spaces of Cairo were

booming during colonial periods and continue to hold strong ties to French and British traits,

nouveau riche space formation occurred following national independence. The Nasserist socialist

years between 1950 and 1970, however, “became represented as a dark period, identified by its

visible lack of elegance and its architectural and infrastructural stagnation, rather than by social

achievements” (Denis 2006, 58). Therefore, new urban spaces were instead designed with the

Khedivial or belle-epoque liberal age and the era of British colonial occupation in mind as they

“featured the development of limited, elite-oriented, and colonially constrained liberal political

and cultural institutions, and [are] remembered for the birth of democratic Western-leaning

nationalism” (Denis 2006, 54). This is evident, for example, in the spatial configurations of

Heliopolis and Garden City (see Chapter 1), which allude to European urban planning (Abaza

2006, 261).

Cairo’s private urban development also occurred during a time of increased connection to

American culture via processes of globalisation such that “today, a hybrid, Egyptianized version

of the American dream predominates; but with a strong reference to the past and the

khedival/colonial era itself” (Denis 2006, 54). Sadat’s urban plans in the 1970s, for example,

were to remodel Cairo after his favourite American cities, Houston and Los Angeles (Ghannam
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2009, 254). This is similarly true for Madinat Nasr, or Nasr City, which was built in the 1960s,

but that many now view as “a suburb, which ‘smells’ of new money. It symbolizes the Cairene

nouveau-riche suburban culture” (Abaza 2006, 264). The effects of cosmopolitanism are further

evident in the formation of gated communities, as one of their fundamental promises is to “keep

Egyptians connected to global flows of capital, people, goods, and information. This ability to

select when to be connected and when to be detached is central to the production of flexible

citizens who are both locally grounded and globally connected” (Ghannam 1996).

Returning to the multiplicity of physical and ideological exchanges characteristic of

Third World Cosmopolitanism, it is again important to note that European and American traits

are not the only cultural elements transmitted via these exchanges (Abaza 2006; Anand 2017;

Dávila 2016; Ghannam 2009; Murphy 2019). The redefinition of Cairo’s urban space was, and

continues to be, largely influenced by the oil-producing countries of the Gulf in their standard of

luxury, conceptualisation of projects and consumer tastes. As Yasser Elsheshtawy (2009)

demonstrates, “Cairo in its drive to become a global city is ... drawing inspiration and precedents

from a post-traditional center such as Dubai, which in turn is responding to, and is influenced by,

larger global conditions and other global cities” (Elsheshtawy 2009, 236). For example, luxury

spaces and designer malls, like Cairo Festival City Mall in New Cairo City, mirror the

extravagance of such spaces in the United Arab Emirates and elsewhere, evident from

“interviews with managers and the public, where Saudi Arabia and the Gulf, especially Dubai,

are constantly mentioned as having the best malls they have seen” (Abaza 2006, 265).

Elsheshtawy (2009) analyses direct spatial influences of Dubai on Cairo, namely through Cairo’s

Smart Village Project, modeled after Dubai Internet City, and Maadi City Center, modeled after

Dubai City Centre (Elsheshtawy 2009, 236). Cairo’s failed Snow City, which has recently been
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replaced by the Mall of Egypt’s indoor snow park, Ski Egypt, is similarly a reproduction of the

popular Ski Dubai in Dubai Mall. Abaza (2006) and Elsheshtawy (2009) suggest that even the

demand for gated communities and malls are imported from the Gulf, echoing those found across

Saudi Arabia, Dubai and Doha (Abaza 2006, 265; Elsheshtawy 2009, 238). This adaptation of

local and Arab-influenced factors to fit into a framework of global cities—what some refer to as

the ‘Saudi Arabisation’ or ‘Gulfisation’ of Egyptian customs—may be Cairo’s effort to reaffirm

its position as a global city and centre of the Middle East, a position Dubai currently threatens

(Abaza 2006, 265; Denis 2006, 53; Elsheshtawy 2009).

Sherif, an upper class businessman soon reaching retirement age, shares such a

Gulf-influenced cosmopolitan lifestyle and longing for Dubai in Egypt. Sherif prides himself in

living in a gated community project built by Emaar Properties. This Dubai-based multinational

real estate development company is behind both the Burj Khalifa—the tallest man-made

structure in the world—and Dubai Mall—the largest shopping mall in the world—as well as

gated communities and other luxury developments in Dubai. When I asked Sherif about his

residential community, he proudly boasted that he has actually seen and experienced various

Emaar projects in Dubai and that nothing in Egypt can beat the company’s gated community in

Cairo where he now lives. He went so far as to say that he likes his compound because of Emaar

and the community’s Dubai-like feel. Particularly, he stated that he enjoys the company's

inclusion of multiple amenities within the walls of the gated community including malls, hotels

and squares, telling me enthusiastically that they are building “Emaar Square, which is similar of

course to Emaar Square in Dubai, but not as big.” Sherif’s experience, like many others,

demonstrates how Dubai and other non-Western references have become central to the Third

World Cosmopolitan subjectivities practised by many of Cairo’s upper class.
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Though Sherif told me with satisfaction that “the measures and the criteria of Emaar

[used in Dubai] are applied [in his compound in Cairo] to a very large extent,” he still views the

project as ‘Egyptianised,’ given that the other residents are Egyptian, rather than the international

mix found in Dubai gated communities. This means that the cosmopolitan experience that Sherif

enjoys in his compound is nonetheless rooted in the ‘local’ through the behaviors of the fellow

Egyptians who populate the space. As Sherif explained, Egyptians “don’t abide by all the rules.”

He described the residents of Dubai—Emirati and otherwise—as more obedient: being more

used to following rules and having political structure in their daily lives. In this way, he likes his

gated community for being Dubai-like in form and function, but finds that Egyptian mannerisms

serve as a localising mechanism that roots the cosmopolitan desirability for a Gulf-produced

project in the Egyptian context.

Having introduced Egyptian neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism, I now turn to the ways

in which cosmopolitan subjectivities interact with Egyptian neoliberalist projects.

Exacerbated Inequalities in Cairo’s Landscape

In the previous chapter, we saw how class and urban space are both fundamentally rooted

in social inequalities and are mutually affected, where urban respatialisation is both the product

and producer of a shifting social order. I now address how intersecting processes of

neoliberalism, urban planning, and cosmopolitanism work to both maintain and deepen Cairo’s

social inequalities. As I will make evident, the shifts occurring through Egypt’s neoliberal

reforms and through aspirations for global inclusion are primarily visible in Cairo’s urban

landscape (Koning 2009, 26). In other words, as systems of neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism

exacerbate social inequalities among Cairo’s residents, these inequalities are increasingly

manifested into the urban environment such that neoliberal reform and cosmopolitanism make
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Cairene social polarisation increasingly spatial (Koning 2009; Singerman and Amar 2006). I

begin this section by discussing the ways in which neoliberalism, cosmopolitanism and urban

planning interrelate to produce unequal landscapes, and then analyse how upscale sites of leisure

and consumption in Cairo deploy resultant systems of exclusion.

New Urbanism in Cairo

The combined impacts of neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism on urban space have

resulted in a rise of enclave urbanism and a disregard for social equity across global cities. Cities

in many corners of the world have shifted roles under the influences of these processes, resulting

in what Neil Smith (2002) describes as a “new urbanism” (Smith 2002, 434). This form of urban

development, he argues, is one in which production under a neoliberal system is concentrated in

metropolitan areas, where city governments can be thought of as competing to capture their share

of global business in order to increase the profile of their city’s global ranking (Smith 2002).

This ‘new urbanism’ thus results in a resource allocation centred on infrastructure—in order to

demonstrate a built urban environment that can serve as a showcase for the city’s rank—and in

government subsidies going towards global corporations in order to incentivise them to stay in

the city (Koning 2009; Smith 2002). These investments are particularly concentrated in the urban

landscape of a country’s capital city in order to represent national ambitions at large. In this way

“life in capital cities is often made to stand for the life of the nation” (Koning 2009, 27).

In Cairo, Koning (2009) rightly demonstrates that such practices of ‘new urbanism’ can

lead to negligible concern for social equality and thus increase the social polarisation of its

inhabitants. Instead, the city’s landscape is meant to portray a “globally appropriate Cairo”

(Koning 2009, 27). As I mentioned in Chapter 1, the plan to build a modern Cairo greatly

emphasised the need to develop a visually appealing cityscape, privileging “the gaze of tourists
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and upper-class Egyptians” over the material and immaterial needs of Cairene citizens (Ghannam

2002, 31). In this way, processes of neoliberalism, cosmopolitanism and urban planning intersect

to create new spaces that “structure public life in terms of real inequalities: differences are not to

be dismissed, taken as irrelevant, left unattended, or disguised in order to sustain ideologies of

universal equality or mythos of peaceful cultural pluralism. The new urban environment enforces

inequalities and separations” (Caldeira 2000, 331).

Cairo is marked by such polarising forms of urban development as the city’s landscape

increasingly caters to the social groups who fit the neoliberal narrative and who have the relative

wealth to affect urban development with their practices of cosmopolitan consumption (Koning

2009, 26). The consumption patterns and lifestyles of Cairo’s upper and upper-middle classes

have resulted in a series of new urban prestige projects, including new private and semi-private

locales for leisure and consumption. These new urban developments centre on cosmopolitan

desires, as they are rooted in “longstanding feelings of exclusion from and longing for First

World affluence, sophistication, and membership” (Koning 2009, 43). Such spaces include the

coffee shops, shopping malls and gated communities central to this thesis, all of which are key

sites of urban seclusion that cater to these cosmopolitan subjectivities.

Examples of enclave urbanism, these locales are additionally central to neoliberal urban

development in which exclusive enclaves are carved out in the urban landscape for small

segments of a city’s population (Dávila 2016, 28). In their respective studies of shopping malls in

Egypt and Latin America, Abaza (2006) and Dávila (2016) argue that malls, in particular, are an

an elite mechanism for comfort and security from a perceived dangerous lower-class world at the

cost of noticeably higher prices for goods in the malls compared to elsewhere (Abaza 2006;

Dávila 2016). Similar conclusions can be made about Cairo’s coffee shops (see Koning 2009)
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and gated communities, which in particular, serve as a “privileged window into the reality of

liberalization in Egypt” as “they reveal processes of disorganizing and reorganizing modes of

living and cohabiting in the city, that is, the dynamics of spatializing a new neoliberal ‘moral

order’ and justifying it through risk discourse” (Denis 2006, 49, 52).

Furthermore, Dávila demonstrates how shopping malls are “settlement institutions;”

neoliberal consumption locales that allow foreign companies to exert power on the developing

world (Dávila 2016, 10). In the same way that American companies establish and own

consumption spaces in Latin America so too do Gulf companies in Egypt. Though certain sites of

leisure in Cairo are owned by Egyptian companies—like Sodic Egypt which owns the luxurious

Beverly Hills compound in Sheikh Zayed City, among other properties (“Development”)—some

of Cairo’s most prominent hotels, gated communities and shopping malls were established by

Saudi and Emirati companies. These include Cairo’s popular CityStars Mall in Heliopolis, as

well as its nearby international hotels InterContinental Cairo Citystars and Holiday Inn Cairo

Citystars, which are owned by a set of Saudi Arabian investors that go by the name Golden

Pyramids (“Golden”). In addition to Emaar Properties, the Dubai-based company that owns the

Uptown Cairo residential community where Sherif lives, Majid Al Futtaim (MAF) Group also

owns key shopping and retail sites in Egypt (“Shopping”; “Uptown”). The MAF Group is

another Dubai-based retail company that owns 27 shopping malls to date across the Middle East,

including the notorious Mall of the Emirates that houses Ski Dubai and Mall of Egypt that

features the comparable Ski Egypt (“Shopping”).

As Dávila (2016) argues, malls and similar locales are therefore central to consolidating

the connections between neoliberal production, consumption and imaginary. She draws on

Fiske’s theory of “proletarian shopping,” arguing that people across global cities engage in the
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imaginary language of commodities in order to establish their belonging to these spaces (Dávila

2016). Dávila demonstrates the concrete ways in which the standardisation of the mall

experience globally isn't just a product of converging global aspirations and imaginations, but

rather actively produced through a plethora of initiatives specifically aimed at achieving such a

conformity. This includes the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC) that instils a

“‘science of malling,’ or the quest to create generic malls through standardized practices about

shopping mall development advanced in meetings, certification programs, and research, as well

as through advocacy and publications” (Dávila 2016, 47). The ICSC further instituted a

University of Shopping Malls in 1963 that has been housed at the Wharton School at the

University of Pennsylvania since 2004 and continues to produce key players in international

shopping mall developments (Dávila 2016, 47). Such programs are “key ‘globalizing’ projects

integrating individuals, communities, and countries into the world economy of shopping and

retail. Whether by opening up investment and encouraging global trade or by instituting new

social and cultural regimes that are more conducive to investments, capital increasingly operates

through entities like the ICSC that are central to spreading neoliberal governmentalities across

the globe” (Dávila 2016, 48). It is in this way that such urban development projects facilitate

systems of neo-imperialism.

In the same way that exclusive ‘globalising’ urban developments like shopping malls,

gated communities and coffee shops are actively produced through influence from foreign

companies and networks like the ICSC, the ways in which said spaces exclude segments of

Cairene society is itself also an active process. It is to these multifaceted mechanisms of

exclusion and segregation that I turn to next.
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Systems of Cairene Urban Exclusion

Just as neoliberal ideals are rooted in an illusion of inclusion, where anybody is able to

reap the benefits of capitalism if they try, so too are the urban spaces that these narratives

produce. As I will demonstrate in the rest of this chapter, establishments of leisure and

consumption like shopping malls, gated communities and coffee shops promote the semblance of

participatory equality, while simultaneously imposing socio spatial constraints (Dávila 2016, 8;

Koning 2009). In other words, the imagined modern Cairo offers a “semblance of openness and

inclusion in an exclusive, elegant promise,” all the while carrying “a subtext of displacement and

denial” (Koning 2009, 37).

This promise of inclusion is one that many upper-middle and upper class Egyptians like

Dalia, proudly adopt. Dalia is a dynamic woman in her early 30s who self-identifies as being

from Egypt’s “petit bourgeoisie.” Dalia’s trajectory is similar to that of many women her age

from vieux riche families: raised in one of Cairo’s affluent old-money neighborhoods, attended

an English private language school, formerly employed as a young professional in the real estate

market, and currently no longer working to raise her first child from her villa in Sixth of October

City. When I asked her one afternoon if it occurred to her that the sites of consumption that she

likes to visit so often (such as Cairo Festival City Mall in New Cairo City) could be exclusionary,

she quickly responded with what could have been a bullet point in a neoliberalist pamphlet for

sites of urban consumption: “La’, yaani bil aks (on the contrary), it’s actually a benefit for the

lower-middle class and middle classes: that they are able to ba’a enjoy public spaces like the

mall where they spend the day out and maybe have a good meal. And if it’s peak summer, they

get AC fahma (you understand)?” She went on to express how it is great for them to be able to

access such perks that are unavailable to them where they are living.
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However, though shopping malls and coffee shops in particular seem to offer an openness

and accessibility for any resident of Cairo to enter and enjoy at their will, these urban sites

deploy an intricate system of barriers and exclusionary features to deter unwanted segments of

the city’s population (Abaza 2006; Dávila 2016; Koning 2009). In her work on Latin American

shopping centres, Dávila (2016) argues that, in fact, the growing policing of public space through

consumption leads to exclusion, shame and intimidation for how people access and claim these

new locales of consumption. Among these are the invisible barriers to a supposedly public space,

which she refers to as “threshold fears,” or social constraints that hinder people’s use of an urban

space that is seemingly geared to them (Dávila 2016). Such barriers, both in the form of physical

restrictions and invisible threshold fears, are central to the prominence and success of Cairene

gated communities, shopping malls and coffee shops, and as will be made evident, are carefully

deployed to maintain the neoliberalist illusion of access available to all.

In doing so, these sites of transnational consumption are central to neoliberal hegemony,

as one does not solely consume the goods offered in these spaces, but also, like Dalia, that

narratives that these spaces produce—what Koning (2009) refers to as an “imaginary

consumption” (Abaza 2006; Dávila 2019; Koning 2009). Therefore, the real power of these

exclusive upmarket spaces—be it a luxury shopping mall, international coffee shop or high-end

gated community—is “the suggestion of inclusion to an exclusive reality; elegant, fashionable

and First World, as well as elite and restricted” (Koning 2009, 57). The remainder of this section

presents the tools of exclusion these locales deploy: namely the economic barriers; physical

restrictions; and regulations that limit access to those who can properly demonstrate their

cosmopolitan capital.
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Economic Barriers

First, an individual must have the real and perceived economic means to gain access to

semi-private and private urban spaces like malls, coffee shops and gated communities, which all

have high prices relative to other goods and services offered locally (Ghannam 1996; Abaza,

2006; Koning 2009). As Abaza (2006) explains, “classy [malls] do their best to keep the masses

away by tightening their security and introducing expensive restaurants and coffee shops that

will exclude the poor” (Abaza 2006, 281). Most upscale malls, like the First Mall located within

the Four Seasons Hotel complex in Giza, are situated within larger spatial structures with

entrance security, ensuring exclusivity by perceived wealth (Abaza 2006, 281). This is similarly

achieved through the tolls on the roads to the most exclusive gated communities, such as the 6th

of October toll station used to access the Beverly Hills compound. Westernised coffee shop

culture is similarly a leisure activity to be built into one’s daily routine, such that it is too

expensive for the masses to indulge in (Koning 2009, 95).

Given this tactic of exclusion, gated communities are by far the most exclusive urban

locale in Cairo. Though it is possible to access these spaces through friend and family

connections and proper performances of wealth, actually buying into life in a gated community

requires significant wealth given their exorbitant rent rates and even higher sale prices. For

context, buying a house in one of Cairo's upscale gated communities could cost anywhere from 3

million EGP ($300,000 USD) to 180 million EGP (over $11 million USD), with many units

averaging around 12 million EGP (over $750,000 USD). Paying such prices is only possible for

a very slim portion of Cairenes, as the average monthly salary in Egypt is about $575 USD.
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Physical Restrictions

Next, many upscale establishments utilise a series of physical barriers to entry, including

the security stations we saw at the beginning of this chapter; the explicit walling of elite spaces;

and the intentional physical distance and infrastructure involved in reaching such sites. Gated

communities are one prominent example of the “walling” of urban space as a result of a

discourse of fear of violence and crime that drives urban dwellers to search for more secure

communities to reside (Caldeira 2000; Low 2001). Several scholars (see Denis 2006 and Sims

2018) have demonstrated that Cairo’s gated communities are founded on and legitimised through

a risk discourse and negative narrative of the city’s lower classes.

This leads developers to market Cairene compounds as independent cities that serve as a

defensible space against this perceived risk. Their marketing campaigns refer to upper class

material demands for leisure and luxury, while playing on social fears by promising secure

communities with socially similar neighbours (Hawas 2012; Kuppinger 2004). Central to this

marketing and the increased popularity of gated communities is the clear communication of

compounds’ global inventories of architecture and social imaginations, such they become “a

global commodity and cultural icon eagerly consumed by urban elites world-wide,” and appeal

to a Cairene upper class attempt to modernise by adopting international cosmopolitan traits

(Ghannam 2014, Kuppinger 2004). Abaza (2006) echoes Caldeira’s (2000) concept of a

neoliberal “city of walls” in discussing how “walls and more walls are erected” in Cairo “to keep

away the politically unwanted as well as the poor from the luxurious spaces of the desert satellite

cities” that house these gated communities (Abaza 2016, 428).

Many residents of Cairene gated communities additionally adopt the marketing narrative

of the safety of walls and separation from other social classes. Among them are Sherif, who we
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met earlier in the chapter, and Ramy, a recent graduate of a European university in Cairo who

was part of the first wave of people relocating from Nasr City to New Cairo City over 10 years

ago. Ramy enjoys living in a gated community because “it saves you the trouble of not feeling

safe. It makes you feel that everything is stable,” particularly pointing out how he lives in a

community of like-minded individuals that he trusts, implying that a same level of comfort is not

achievable outside of the walls of his compound. Sherif echoes Ramy’s sentiment, meticulously

describing all of the safety measures available to him within Uptown Cairo, including walls,

security guards that are posted at every entrance and that patrol the space, passcodes and access

cards needed at every stage of entry—including to enter the compound’s front gate, to enter his

apartment cluster, to enter the building’s parking garage, to enter the building’s elevator and to

enter his individual apartment—and importantly, that multiple layers of security guards will

notify him when a guest or delivery person has arrived so that he can choose to permit them

access. Though in the next breath admitting that, “al hamdulilah (thank God), Cairo isn’t unsafe”

and that he never had any issues in the 40 years he lived outside of a gated community, Sherif

reaffirmed that safety provided by these physical barriers is the most important element of living

in a compound. Sherif’s perspective, that Cairo is safe but that physical barriers for safety are

still crucial, demonstrates how residents of compounds buy into the discourse of a need for

separation from others in order to lead ideal lifestyles.

Material restrictions to accessing upscale sites of leisure and consumption are also

evident in the physical distance between these spaces as well as the infrastructure available to

reach them. “One of the features of [Cairo’s] neoliberal landscape is an increasing spatial

segregation that offers ‘safe distance’ from the growing population of slum dwellers” (Koning

2009, 38). Though many of these urban sites are located in up-market areas of Cairo, we saw in
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Chapter 1 that these areas are themselves not all located in proximity to each other. Whereas the

old-money areas of affluence are generally found near the city’s centre—including Zamalek and

Maadi—and eastern periphery—such as Nasr City and Heliopolis—the new elite developments

of Cairo’s desert cities are located on the eastern and western extremities of Greater Cairo.

However, key transportation networks connect these different up-market areas of the city,

creating a relative5 ease of movement for upper class Cairenes with private vehicles through a

circuit of elite spaces in the city. This network is highlighted in the figure below.

Map of Greater Cairo’s transportation routes by the author, 2021.

Important highways are traced in purple and the two major Greater Cairo ring roads are outlined in orange.

5 Relative, in that traffic is still inevitable in such a densely populated city, though these access routes make
commute times between upmarket Cairo lower than accessing other parts of the city.
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Though traffic—like anywhere in Cairo or any other city of its population size—is still an

issue along these transportation routes, there still exists “an intricate network of inner-city

highways and the ring road [that] allow affluent car-owners to move from one part of the

up-market Cairo to the next, without descending into the disorder, crowdedness and poverty of

Cairo’s poorer spaces” (Koning 2009, 30). The map on the previous page shows the two Greater

Cairo ring roads in orange, and two crucial highways and their outputs in purple: the 26 of July

Corridor and the 6th of October bridge. The inner ring road is the most important freeway of the

Greater Cairo metropolitan area as it provides easy access to affluent neighborhoods like

Maadi/Mokattam/New Maadi, Katameya Heights and New Cairo City. The two highlighted

highways run along the east-west axis, providing important access to the affluent desert cities of

Greater Cairo, namely Sixth of October City, Sheikh Zayed City and New Cairo City. This

network additionally allows someone to easily descend from the overpass into the vieux riche

island of Zamalek without having to drive through crowded Imababah, Mohandeseen and Wust

El Balad (Downtown) on either side of the Nile.

Such a separated transport network has tangible effects for upper class Cairenes who

navigate the city face every day. Take Fady, for example. On a Friday evening in 2017, after

visiting Fady’s father in his gated community of Sheikh Zayed city, I got ready to head back

downtown to rejoin my friends. Fady’s father, an extended family friend, indicated that I

wouldn’t be safe going alone and urged me to let his driver drop me off. Fady, a teenager who

was born and raised in Egypt and had lived in the same compound all of his life, said he would

come along as well. After over an hour of sitting in traffic on the 26 of July Corridor—which is

all but to be expected on any Friday evening—we proceeded on the overpass over Zamalek,

taking the exit to descend into Downtown Cairo on the other side. Perplexed, Fady turned to me
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and asked, “Where are we?!” Not understanding his reaction, I asked him what he meant. He

slowly explained that he only ever goes from his compound in Sheikh Zayed City to his

American private school in Maadi, a neighbourhood historically known for its foreigners and

vieux riche population, and back. He meets his friends and family in his or their gated

community or at his school. I was taken aback. The fact that an upper class teenager who has

spent his entire life in Cairo can circulate the city daily without driving through less affluent

neighbourhoods like the city centre often enough for them to be recognisable (even after the

2011 Egyptian Revolution occurred in Downtown’s Tahrir Square!) is a testament to the efficacy

of Cairo’s network of transportation infrastructure in creating an exclusive circuit of urban

upscale locales.

It is, however, worth noting that despite all of these physical restrictions, gated

communities still feature an “incomplete boundedness,” as workers from the feared social groups

enter gated communities regularly to maintain the space and work for its residents (Low 2001).

Therefore, physical distance and material infrastructures may not serve to fully end contact

between various social groups, but rather serve as an example of the ways in which the kinds of

interactions that can exist between certain social groups are qualified and restricted under a

neoliberal system. In the case of gated communities and people like Fady who have limited

contact outside of his community—or even like Ramy and Sherif who admitted to only leaving

Uptown Cairo and New Cairo City two or three times a month—Cairo’s elite may at times only

interact with the city’s lower social groups when these groups serve them. As Ramy puts it, “The

only person you’re going to meet in a gated compound who isn’t an owner, is staff. Like the

people who work [there]: the security guys, the guys who do the gardening, the people who do

all the things that need to be done. While outside [the compound’s walls], there is no control over
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who you will and will not meet and different people are not bound to a certain role” in the same

way they are when entering the gated community to complete a job. In this way, the physical

barriers to certain high-end spaces of consumption and leisure in Cairo serve not only as a means

of separating social groups, but also a way of controlling the nature of the interactions as one

where lower social orders are present to serve the upper class.

Regulations of Cosmopolitan Capital

Lastly, though more subtle, are the ways in which coffee shops, gated communities and

shopping malls require various forms of cosmopolitan capital to gain access to their exclusive

sites. As I will discuss here, the needed cosmopolitan capital includes: a familiarity with and

taste for global goods; comfort with relaxed religious norms; knowledge of and fluency with

Western languages; as well as the ability to ultimately combine these traits in a successful

performance of a cosmopolitan identity. First, an individual must have a degree of connection to

and familiarity with global products both to have interest in these semi-private and private urban

spaces and to facilitate the needed behavior. For example, going to a Western coffee shop in the

day-time for a mixed-gender chat with friends, without smoking shisha or playing cards or

backgammon, is a practice adopted from abroad that differs from Egyptian norms. These coffee

shops, with their American and European menu items—from Caesar salads to croissants,

espressos to frappuccinos—similarly require an acquired taste for foreign goods instead of what

is offered at a more traditional ’ahwa mazbuut, a male-dominated sidewalk cafe characteristic of

Cairo. In other words, one needs familiarity with and appreciation for local forms of

cosmopolitan consumption in order to desire, appreciate, and successfully navigate such locales

(Koning 2009, 115).
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It is further necessary to note the importance of mixed-gender interactions that occur

across these elite spaces and that serve as a barrier of exclusion for some to participate in

consumption in establishments. As we saw briefly in Chapter 1, the privatisation of the Egyptian

economy came with the Islamisation of public space in the 1990s. The growing religious

conservatism in Cairo’s public spaces was instigated in part by an Islamic fundamentalism that

was brewing among the majority of the city’s population that found themselves neglected by the

State and living in informal housing (Abaza 2006, 118; Sims 2010, 69; Koning 2009, 88).

However, contrasting these conservative measures were a seeming moral liberal shift in Egyptian

culture and loosening of traditional customs due to the rise of consumer culture, globalisation

and influence from overseas (Abaza 2006, 238; Ghannam 1996; Koning 2009). The move

towards neoliberalism, in particular, is most evident socially by a relaxation of norms of

sexuality, of mixed-gender relations and of modesty in dress and behaviour (Abaza 2006, 238;

Koning 2009). As Abaza (2006) observes, “compared to the mid seventies, many youngsters

have ‘loosened up’ in their sexual behaviour in public spaces” such that today, “in the darkened

Abul Feda street, along the Nile bank in the island of Zamalek, the sight of muhagabaat,”

(wearing a Muslim headscarf) “young women kissing young men and holding hands is quite

frequent” (Abaza 2006, 238). It is important to note, however, that the scope of this neoliberalist

relaxation was, and still is, largely limited to the urban elite, as Egyptian society at large was

becoming more conservative, authoritarian and militarised (Denis 2006, 60).

The discrepancy between social liberalisation in the upper-middle and upper classes and

public conservatism informed new visions for the use of urban space as it dichotomised cultural

authenticity and Westernisation, sophistication and immorality (Koning 2009, 100). There was a

new upper class demand for more relaxed ‘sanctuary’ bubbles within the confines of a more
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Islamicised society, where practicing Muslims were able to express their piety without

abandoning the lifestyle perks of consumer culture (Abaza 2006, 241; Koning 2009, 97, 118).

Notably, malls and coffee shops “succeeded in creating a protected niche for mixed-gender

socialising outside the purview of the family in a wider social landscape where such public

mixed-gender socializing is more contentious” (Koning 2009, 86). In this way, the mixed-gender

socialisation that informs new urban locales of consumption require patrons to be liberal enough

to accept their culturally untraditional features, sharing similar values or morals that characterise

‘First World’ belonging.

Images of consumer locales in Zamalek. Left: Dara’s ice cream and coffee. Top right: menu in English and
Arabic at Dara’s. Bottom right: Costa Coffee in Zamalek. All images courtesy of Anaëlle Gabrieli.
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Next, knowledge and fluency of Western languages, namely English, is additionally

needed to successfully navigate Cairo’s new sites of leisure and consumption. Coffee shops,

malls and many shops and restaurants in gated communities invite suggestions of global

belonging and sophistication through their English and French names and menus that include a

prominent use of English (Abaza 2006, 277; Ghannam 1996; Koning 2009, 89). Koning (2009)

similarly identifies this trend in “the originally American formula” of Cairo’s coffee shops,

which she describes as a shift from a French café au lait to an American caffè latte, when she

states that “France has ceased to be the measure of sophistication and cosmopolitanism.

‘Nowadays,’ as a coffee shop manager said, ‘Middle Eastern youth want an American style,’

clearly demonstrating the increased dominance of the United States in the international arena and

the prevalence of North American mass culture in global cultural flows” (Koning 2009, 90, 96).

Cairo’s new malls are similarly marked by English shop names, which young Egyptians

tend to think of as cooler and more attractive (Abaza 2006, 278). This is coupled with the

“overpowering intrusion of English language mixing with Arabic dialect to describe the malls”,

such as the word ‘mall’ being Arabised as ‘el-moll’ or ‘el-mollat’ plural, rather than the Arabic

‘markaz al tagary’ (Abaza 2006, 277). A similar process happens with the other spaces of leisure

being considered, with upper class Egyptians commonly referring to gated communities as ‘el

compound’ or ‘compounds’ plural, again using the adapted English words even when speaking in

the Egyptian Arabic dialect. A localised version of the English name ‘el coffee shop’ or the

French name ‘el cafe’ is also used to refer to upmarket coffee shops serving global goods,

whereas the Arabic form, ‘el ’ahwa’ is used to refer to the ‘traditional’ male-dominated sidewalk

cafes.
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Through English menus, English and French names for upscale sites of consumption,

English shop names in malls and the corresponding marketing materials used to advertise all of

these locales, Western language now has an “iconic visual presence in Cairo’s urban landscape”

(Koning 2009, 62). However, the mastery of the language that is needed to navigate these spaces

creates high degrees of exclusion as it is largely reserved for Cairenes from affluent backgrounds

who have had upper-middle class educational and professional trajectories, such as Dalia and

Sherif whom we met earlier in the chapter. Dalia, the mother in her early 30s who was raised in

an affluent vieux riche neighborhood, attended an English private language school and recounts

that her parents never spoke to her in Arabic, and instead that “everything was always in

English.” Sherif, though about 30 years older, shares a similar economic and familial background

as Dalia. When asked whether he notices the intrusion of English in the landscape of upper class

locales, he responded by saying that he actually preferred this: “For me, personally, when I have

a menu I go to the English version because I know things better in English on the menu than the

translated version in Arabic. I’ve spent all of my life travelling here and there and always reading

the menu in English no matter where I am. If something is in Arabic, I could handle it also. But

most of the menus here in most of the cafes, and restaurants and so forth are in both English and

Arabic and that’s better for me.” Dalia and Sherif’s experiences, however, stand in stark contrast

to a limited if negligible use of English in Cairo’s middle and lower classes due to restricted

access to both private education and professional trajectories in internationally-facing industries.

Therefore, the pertinent use of foreign language in upper class urban spaces creates an additional

barrier of access for people from other social groups.

Finally, these elements of Cairene cosmopolitan capital intersect to create a cosmopolitan

subjectivity that is further crucial for access to the most high end spaces of leisure and
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consumption in the city. Though I will delve into these cosmopolitan subjectivities in greater

detail in the following chapter, here I briefly note that policing the appropriate practices for

accessing and existing in spaces of consumption and leisure “can entail the transmission of

neoliberal dispositions among everyday people as they are actively reconstituted as ‘new

customers’” (Dávila 2016, 6). Such locales can be seen as public stages to practise and exercise

neoliberal identities, not only in the consumption of commodities offered in their establishment,

but more importantly in seeing others and being seen in these spaces (Dávila 2016).

In conclusion, neoliberalism, cosmopolitanism and real estate investments have

intersected in Cairo to deepen social inequalities through robust tactics of spatial exclusion.

These tactics include economic obstacles, physical barriers, and the deployment of restrictions

relating to cosmopolitan capital. Importantly, the systems of exclusion used in consumption

locales are central to the hegemony of neoliberal and cosmopolitan aspirations, as well as

ultimately to the social domination of Cairo’s social elite. As these narratives continue to be

manifested in the urban landscape, they further a segregated physical reality that in turn further

fuels social inequalities. As I demonstrated throughout this chapter, exclusive urban sites like

coffee shops, gated communities and shopping malls materialise neoliberal capitalism in the city,

in that they affect both the local political economy and their consumers’ imaginaries. In this way,

these locales are best seen as “complex spaces of social differentiation, where a range of new

identities and dispositions are being actively conditioned” (Dávila 2016, 7). It is to these new

identities and manners of social differentiation that I address next.
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Interlude 3

As I pulled up to the underground parking lot at Cairo Festival City, I was met by a

security guard with a sniffer dog on a leash who asked me to open the trunk of the car. After

circling the car and checking the back, he motioned me on to the parking spots. I was dropped

off at an underground entrance and made my way up to the shopping mall’s main level. I roamed

the halls of the mall as I tried to find the right exit to the mall’s main plaza where I was supposed

to meet Fatima. It was my first time in a Cairene shopping mall, but I couldn’t help but notice all

of the same brands familiar to me from the malls I had grown up with in the UAE: H&M,

Forever 21, Zara, Bershka, TopShop, Bath & Body Works, Victoria’s Secret, Etam,

BCBGMaxazria, Desigual, Mango, Stradivarius… it was as though the same combination of

shops had just been transplanted from the UAE’s malls to this mall in Cairo.

After weaving in and out of these halls, I finally found myself at the right exit and walked

out to an expansive plaza. The square had a grand outdoor staircase that led down to a large

fountain with outdoor restaurants and coffee shops on the other side. People strolled around the

plaza with ice cream or shopping bags in hand, while others sat on the steps and chatted,

watching their kids play in the fountain. Walking across the plaza towards the restaurants on the

other side, I realised that—other than in the Gezira Sporting Club in Zamalek—this was one of

the few times I had been in open air in the city, away from the commotion of the street.

I eventually found Fatima, surprised as she led me to the coffee shop Café Supreme. Why

had we come all of the way to Cairo Festival City (which was out of the way for both of us) just

to sit in a coffee shop found in most neighbourhoods of the city? In fact, I hadn’t even realised

that the Sushi Bay and Café Supreme combination was a chain until this moment, as I had only

seen it across from the apartment I was then staying at in Zamalek. As we ordered and began to
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catch up, I began to take in the people across the plaza again, this time realising who was and

who wasn’t a patron at the commercial establishments on this side of the fountain. Whereas

young upper class professionals and families with nannies sat in the restaurants around me, larger

families with women in galabeyyas and groups of men in more “popular”-looking attire gathered

outside, across the fountain. I realised that this wasn’t just one large outdoor space for everyone.

It was an outdoor space that signalled inclusion while being sectioned off by way of

consumption locales. I asked Fatima about this dynamic and she waved it off, “At least they get a

space to hang out at all, it’s fine.”



3

CAIRO’S EVOLVING URBAN CLASS STRUCTURES

It was a typical Friday night: I had just showered, thrown on a pair of jeans and a t-shirt

and was waiting comfortably on the couch for my friends to arrive. We had said we would, as

usual, meet up at the flat I shared in Dokki and then go out together. We always said 9pm, but we

all knew that really meant to arrive anytime between 10:30 and 11:30pm. Knowing I was early, I

pulled out my book and got ready to read a few chapters until they showed up. In the following

30 minutes, I faced one surprise after another. For the first time, everyone had arrived by

9:30pm. It was also the first time that everyone in our friend group was present for a night out;

there were typically a few who decided to stay in or to do something else with their other friends

or their families, but not tonight. The biggest shock of all: everyone was dressed up. The men

were wearing dress shirts and either fitted slacks or dark jeans and the women were in elegant

cocktail dresses, wearing a full face of makeup, with their hair pinned up or straightened.

My friend group in Egypt consists mostly of single, middle or upper-middle class people

in their 20s living across Zamalek, Dokki and downtown, who considered themselves artist

types—many of them are film makers, musicians and creative designers. It was only then that I

realised that I had never seen any of my friends in anything more than casual attire. Confused, I

asked one of the first arrivals what was going on, “Leh? We never dress up.” Why was tonight

any different? “La’ ya Lamia,” he responded as though the answer was obvious, “we’re going to

the Swiss Club.” The Swiss Club is an event space boasting multiple villas, outdoor gardens and

a Swiss restaurant that commonly hosts bazaars, weddings, and company or embassy parties like

the one we were attending that night. He emphasised the location as to indicate that this wasn’t
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like the laid back locales, music venues and casual hangouts we usually go to, and that I should

have known to dress up.

This moment, like many others in Cairene daily life, reveals the nuanced understandings

of local class structures. How did everyone but me know how to dress and what time to arrive for

this function in particular? Why was this the one event that no one in my friend group would

miss? Which events and spaces prompt this behaviour and which do not? In this chapter, I

attempt to answer these questions through an analysis of the intimate connections between class

and urbanity in Cairo. I begin by discussing the evolving nature of class in the city, pointing to

the multiplicity of forms of capital that inform social distinctions, before then turning to how

class is performed and contested in various spaces of the city. We saw in Chapter 1 that urban

configurations and conceptions of class in the city are inextricably linked and in Chapter 2 that

processes of neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism have informed urban development in Cairo in

the last decades. This chapter completes the picture of the links between these various concepts

by demonstrating how Cairene class structures have also evolved in relation to the intersecting

nature of urbanity, neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism. I ultimately argue that conceptions of

social class in Cairo must capture the nuances of multiple forms of capital deployed in the city

and demonstrate how Cairene class structures reflect the intersecting influences of urbanity and

consumption discussed thus far, such that they are publicly performed and contested across the

urban landscape.

I start this chapter by unpacking what it means to be of a higher class in Cairo today,

examining the nuances of Cairene forms of social distinction. In the second section, I then

discuss how such formulations of class are publicly demonstrated in a way that interacts with the

built environment. However, since many of the forms of social distinction discussed are so
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subtle, class membership in the city is both relational and often contested. I therefore examine

such tensions between different class categories in the third section. I end the chapter by taking a

step back to examine what these changing class configurations and social performances might

tell us about the multifaceted tensions between class, urban development, neoliberalism and

cosmopolitanism.

Urban Class Capitals

When I asked Dalia, the mother living in a Sixth of October City villa that we met in

Chapter 2, how she distinguishes the social positions of the people she encounters, she looked at

me as if I had asked her a ridiculous question. She quickly responded matter-of-factly, “I can just

tell: fi nas baladi ‘ashan they’re baladi,” or “there are people who are baladi because they’re

baladi.” Baladi literally means ‘of the town/the country,’ but is often used either to denote

something or someone that is lower class—like how Dalia uses the word here—or to describe

something that is seen positively for its authenticity and old-fashioned quality—such as the

national baladi bread eaten throughout Egypt. When pressed on specific features she looks for,

Dalia eventually stated it could be a combination of any number of factors, including the way

someone speaks, how they dress and carry themselves, where they live and their last name.

Dalia’s response solidifies the arguments advanced by many scholars since Bourdieu

(1984) that class is not solely determined by economic wealth. Rather, we must conceptualise

class to capture the nuances of multiple forms of capital within different settings. Bourdieu

(1986) disaggregates between three forms of capital: economic capital, assets that are directly

convertible to money; social capital, social connections and the resources that are extractable

from those connections; and cultural capital, symbolic elements someone acquires by being part

of a particular social group, including family background, educational qualifications and skills
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(Bourdieu 1986, 243). Importantly, Bourdieu states that social and cultural capital are rooted in

economic capital and under certain conditions can be converted to an economic form, but that

they cannot solely be captured to their economic equivalents (Bourdieu 1986). In other words,

social and cultural capital play an important role in class formations in their existing forms.

Koning (2009) demonstrates that cosmopolitan capital often doubles as a locally

distinctive cultural capital in Cairo (Koning 2009, 55), such that being of a higher class is

conflated with having high levels of a cultural sophistication that is based on the knowledge and

incorporation of globally dominant ‘First World’ codes. Other scholars (Dávila 2016; Murphy

2019) have demonstrated that similar “cosmopolitan appropriations” (Murphy 2019, 93) are

acquired and deployed for status and belonging in many global cities. In Cairo, such informal

cultural capital is portrayed by an upper class that speaks in a vernacular that switches between

Egyptian dialect and English, has distinctive tastes and styles, has the ‘right’ mannerisms and

more. Divisions in social classes in Cairo are enforced through a combination of Bourdieu’s

(1986) different kinds of capital: economic capital, cultural capital in the form of cosmopolitan

capital, and social capital.

In Chapter 2, I outlined a system of economic, physical and social barriers used to control

elite locales throughout Cairo. The factors of social classification in the city shape and are

shaped by the systems of urban exclusion I described. Therefore, in parallel to these methods of

urban exclusion, I propose five overlying factors of social classification in Cairo: wealth; style;

morals and values; mannerisms; and linguistic and cultural global connections.
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Wealth

First, an individual must have the real and perceived economic means to gain access to

semi-private and private urban spaces like malls, coffee shops and gated communities. As we

saw in Chapter 2, the high prices at these venues relative to other goods and services offered

locally (Ghannam 2014; Abaza 2006; Koning 2009) require people to have a high disposable

income to maintain a lifestyle in which frequent visits to such spaces of consumption are

possible. Economic means are also needed to overcome the physical barriers of access to these

locales, which includes the spatial distribution of upscale venues across the city. As these venues

are often situated in wealthy neighbourhoods that are not physically proximal, residents often

need a car to easily travel to and between these sites. Residents also need additional funds to use

both for the tolls on the roads to and from these spaces—such as the tolls before entering Sheikh

Zayed City and its various compounds—and for the entry fees common at certain sites like

shopping and restaurant plazas—like the property fee I paid to access Left Bank.

Style

Many elite locales such as shopping malls also feature security guards that filter access

based on appearance (Abaza 2006, 276). As a result, people must be aware of trends and dress

stylishly enough to be granted entry to certain areas and to facilitate a perceived sense of

belonging within that space (Koning 2009, 96). Manner of dress and style implies one’s class,

creating a basis for discrimination by what is deemed inappropriate or not of a high enough

standard. Being able to attain the ‘right’ style can also require significant economic means for

people in certain class positions, as it may involve buying name brands, or shopping at higher

end stores. Traditional galabeyyas (the loose-fitting garment worn by both men and women

across Egypt), flip flops and ‘popular-looking’ attires, for example, are not allowed in higher-end
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malls, where managers have admitted to instructing security guards to “filter the public through

appearance” (Abaza 2006, 275-276).

However, the converse is also true: what is appropriate to wear in exclusive urban spaces

does not always conform with the cultural norms in more public settings. People tend to have a

less modest style of dress in these semi-private urban spaces, which may include wearing more

form-fitting clothes or clothes that expose more skin. It is common to see teenagers in leggings

and both men and women wearing tank tops and over the knee shorts while dining in the plazas

of their compounds and people wearing similar, though slightly less revealing, clothing in other

upscale leisure sites like sporting clubs and pricey coffee shops.

Morals and values

Such revealing styling norms in upper class locales similarly relate to the third factor for

class distinction: morals and values. As we saw in Chapter 2, these kinds of upper class styles, as

well as the forms of mixed-gender socialisation that inform new urban spaces, require people to

be ‘liberal’ enough to accept their culturally untraditional features, sharing similar values or

morals that characterise First World belonging. For example, Koning (2009) quotes a young

Egyptian who frequents upscale shops in saying that his “family would criticize things that have

become normal in the coffee shop,” such as a man and woman semi-publicly embracing each

other when they meet (Koning 2009, 102).

Mannerisms

Mannerisms are additionally crucial to upper class membership as patrons must have the

right etiquette to access exclusive leisure spaces. This involves having “an ability to embody

upper-middle class styles” through body language that signals that they belong, perceived ease

and a manifested right to be within that space (Koning 2009, 115). This is evident in Abaza’s
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(2006) interview with a mall manager who stated that “undesirables from Sabriyyah and Bulaq,”

both ‘ashwaa’iyyaat (lower class areas with unplanned housing construction) “have no manners

whatsoever,” as they “use the public toilets to have baths” and “use the liquid soap to wash their

hair” (276). Therefore, how someone behaves and carries themself is an important factor for

social exclusion as people from lower-income and ‘lesser-developed’ neighbourhoods are

associated with vulgarity and a lack of manners (Abaza 2006, 276).

Linguistic and Cultural Global Connections

Lastly, an upper class individual in Cairo must have a degree of connection to global

traits, both to facilitate the styles and mannerisms I have outlined and to be familiar and

appreciative of local forms of cosmopolitan consumption. Having the style and the mannerisms

needed to access exclusive locales involves knowing what the right styles and mannerisms for

cultural sophistication are. Koning (2009) demonstrates that Cairo’s upper classes acquire this

informal cultural capital through education in one of the city’s many private language schools.

These schools instil students both with “a language”—meaning a desirable language that isn’t

Arabic, previously most commonly French and now English, though German and other European

languages are also present—and informal cultural cues on desirable ways of dress, tastes,

mannerisms, and upper-middle class vernacular.

The upper class vernacular that dominates urban elite spaces consists largely of a mix of

English and Arabic, with certain key words in French (Koning 2009, 115). Dalia explains that

this is a crucial marker of social class. When I pressed her on how she can tell if someone is

baladi, her immediate response was, “English is obviously the first cue. Based on how they

speak, it’s so easy to tell if this person was spoken to in English at home and at school or not.

This is a very basic [method of] filtration.” As Dávila (2016) has argued, “the preeminence of
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language as a class defining sign stems from its power as a racial and status marker that remains

more lasting and reliable, especially as a sign of education and upbringing” (Dávila 2016, 123).

Using English as the ‘obvious first cue’ allows Dalia and many others in her class position to

simultaneously capture many of the means of social differentiation I have described, including

whether someone had the means to attend a private language school and in turn whether they

have the tastes, styles, values and mannerisms that define an upper class Egyptian.

Many friends in Dalia’s social strata share this mindset, most evident by how commonly I

hear them say “ma’andush logha” when describing someone of a lower class. This expression

literally means “he doesn’t have a language,” implying an inability to communicate at all. As

Koning (2009) rightly demonstrates, this phrase is actually used to refer to people who do not

speak any language but Arabic, or most commonly, that they do not speak English specifically

(Koning 2009, 59). In doing so, those who use the expression imply two things: first, that the

person they are referring to who can’t speak English obviously can’t be upper class; and second,

that this person would not be able to cope in up-market Cairo or be integrated into the modern

global system in a way that would allow them to acquire the needed cosmopolitan capital to

become upper class (Koning 2009, 59). This phrase therefore profoundly stigmatises those who

are ‘non-cosmopolitan’ as lacking language and culture at all.

On top of just “having” the language, Dalia importantly went on to describe how the

language that demonstrates upper class membership isn’t the “kind of English” you can get as a

second language in an Arabic public school. Rather, she spoke of needing the right command of

the language as well, demonstrated by an ability to switch between English and Arabic

seamlessly and knowing the right terms and expressions to use in different situations. For
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example, she recounted a story of the first time she heard the Arabic word for “elevator” and

how it allowed her to determine that the person who said the word wasn’t upper class.

Though English has become the dominant foreign language in Egypt since the 1980s,

everyday conversations of the upper class still incorporate French words heavily. These words

are spoken in Egyptian pronunciation, but are commonly used to signal sophistication and

membership in a high class by referencing knowledge of barra, or outside (Koning 2009, 61).

Among these French words are ascenseur (elevator), plage (beach), merci (thank you) and

coiffeur (hairdresser) and many of the words used to describe the parts of a car—words, it should

be noted, that it is hard to go a day in upscale Cairo without hearing. In this way, “knowledge of

foreign languages has been a sign of distinction, indicating high social status and origins. It is the

most salient component of the cosmopolitan capital that is instrumental to divisions” in Cairo’s

upper-middle and upper classes (Koning 2009, 61).

Collectively, these five indicators of social classification define a high class Cairene

urbanite as an individual who has both money and cultural sophistication, which they

demonstrate through stylish dress, a liberal mindset, manifested belonging in exclusive spaces,

consumption patterns, and a skillful mastery of the English language and French terms. In these

ways, cosmopolitan capital—including the material and immaterial consumptions needed to

attain this capital—is central to determining class positions in Cairo.

I have not included family name or lineage in these factors of class distinction as, in some

cases, it is redundant and, in others, it may not be necessary. Often, being from a family with

generational wealth begets the private language school enrollment and upbringing that instils

someone with the other social markers I described. Similarly, someone who is not from a

well-known family but who acquires these traits will often still be able to solidify their position
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in a higher social class without that lineage. I will discuss the role of family influence at more

length in a later part of the chapter when outlining class contestations. Before that, I turn next to

exploring how displaying these features of social distinction is both central to being accepted as

part of an upper class and is used in order to aspire to upward mobility.

Chic Performances

When my friend at the top of the chapter implied that I should have known to dress up

because we were going to the Swiss Club that night, what he was really saying is that the venue

is chic and therefore that it is obvious that we would dress and act differently than we do on a

typical night out. The upper class Cairene urbanite I described who carries the traits of the five

means of distinction is similarly referred to in local parlance as being chic or class. The words

chic and class are used in Egyptian Arabic to describe a person, a place or a thing that is

sophisticated or distinctive (Bourdieu 1984), and therefore associated with a high class position.

Following Murphy’s (2019) argument in his study of social distinction in Teresina, Brazil, for a

person to be chic, they must perform chicness in a number of different contexts (Murphy 2019,

64). He argues that the ability to demonstrate social status through chic performances has

become increasingly important for city-dwellers to gain a sense of place and belonging, as it

entails portraying cosmopolitanism and in turn assert membership in an imagined global

community (Murphy 2019, 56). As such, class membership and aspirations are often displayed in

a way that is frequently assessed, negotiated and surveilled across the urban landscape (Dávila

2016). Here, I outline the ways in which the means of class differentiation I described in the

previous section are performed in urban Cairo in an attempt to demonstrate or achieve chicness

and in turn portray a high social standing.
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In his analysis of public demonstrations of sophistication in Teresina, Murphy (2019)

introduces the Brazilian Portuguese word “chique” to describe that which is beautiful, elegant or

expensive. He determines that these displays of “chique” are used by Teresinians to establish a

sense of belonging among the upper middle class, and therefore that sophistication becomes a

tool for both distinction and upward mobility (Murphy 2019). Though his analysis of “chique”

holds many strong similarities to the use of chic in Cairo, it is worth noting that the two words

are not used in the exact same ways. Whereas “chique” can be used in Teresina to describe the

demonstration of wealth and an expensive lifestyle, chic in Egypt is used to describe the specific

nature of certain objects, people and places. Though I will incorporate elements of his findings

that are relevant to Cairene conceptions of chic throughout this discussion, we should keep in

mind that each term is rooted in a specific context. In the same way, the understanding of a

Teresinian “chique” or a Cairene chic is also not exactly the same as how the concept of

sophistication is used in the United States or across European countries either. Instead,

understanding what is chic is “relative to the specific context in which it is positioned” (Murphy

2019, 62) and requires an appreciation for the subtleties of local conceptions of social class and

distinction6. What is the same across these contexts is that, like all types of status, what is chic is

both relational and hierarchical (Bourdieu 1984; Murphy 2019, 56, 60; Weber 1964).

In Cairo, chic is often used to refer to a person, place or event that is expensive-looking,

but that demonstrates that wealth in a refined and tasteful way. A New York Times article from

1985 titled “Cosmopolitan Chic Cairo” from their “Style Around the World” series suggests that

for someone to be chic in Cairo, they need to dress in a way that alludes to Western style trends

and that allows them to be seen by others. The article describes “elegance in modern Cairo” as

6 It is also for this reason that I italicise the word “chic” when using it to refer to the Cairene conception of
sophistication rather than the word as it is used in English.
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implying “a Western orientation toward what Egyptians would call ‘cafe society,’ a high degree

of public visibility. It indicates a willingness to buck ‘Islamic chic,’ the surge of Moslem

fundamentalism that has prompted so many of Cairo’s most beautiful women to cover all but

their faces, hands and feet in drab, shapeless garments” (Miller 1985). Though the article falsely

dichotomises modernity and Islam—falsely, as plenty of Muslim women and women who

choose to dress modestly can still dress in a ‘modern’ way that is considered chic—it accurately

captures chicness as incorporating elements of Western global beauty standards, as signaling a

distance from conservative popular-looking attires, and as only being effective when it is seen by

others, successfully attaining a ‘high degree of visibility.’

The upper class women I interviewed, including Dalia and Leila, share similar views. For

Leila, a long-time Zamalek resident in her 20s, there is a fine line between being chic and being

“plastic.” She describes a chic person as someone who dresses “modernly”—pointing to

globally-dominant clothing—and importantly does so with an elegant taste. Though she

struggled to specify exactly what an elegant taste may look like, she easily told me what was not

chic: “You can see it in the way that they dress. When they have shoes, socks, pants, belt, shirt,

hoodie, everything visibly from a different brand.” Multiple people expressed sentiments like

Leila’s; wearing too many flashy name brands or ‘trying too hard’ to demonstrate that they have

wealth can lead to a failed performance of chicness. Similarly, “looking too plastic,” as Leila

describes it, is an easy way for someone to be unsuccessful in their aspirations for chicness. This

can include having one’s hair overly done up or wearing over the top makeup when the context

doesn’t call for it, such as, Leila explained, women she sees at the gym with a full face of

makeup and perfectly curled hair. Importantly, people who are not chic in these ways can be

either people with actual economic means who try to perform chicness but fail to have the
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sophistication it requires, or people who don’t have the means to attempt a chic demonstration at

all. In this way, being chic is not only associated with someone of an upper class, but someone

who successfully solidifies that class position in their performance of the mechanisms of class I

described. For example, someone might speak English and have economic wealth, but they

won’t be accepted as part of the urban elite unless they are able to successfully perform their

membership.

Conversely, being seen as chic, no matter someone’s real class position, can allow them

to aspire to a higher social standing. As Dalia describes, “Even if I’m vulgar, I’ll get influenced

because I’m trying to get into these cool places. And I see what people there look like. So if I

want to be part of it, I’m going to try to dress the part. And accordingly, I’ll have my kids do the

same. That is if you are actually trying to socially climb.” Dalia’s comment reveals three central

characteristics of social distinction and the economy of chic in Cairo. First, she indicates that

someone can achieve membership in a higher social class by ‘dressing the part,’ or successfully

embodying sophistication, whether they actually are or not. Dalia further portrays this in her use

of the word ‘vulgar’ as a way to refer to a ‘vulgar person.’ She uses the word to mean someone

who is trying to attain a higher class position, but isn’t already part of the most elite. In this way,

she contrasts vulgarity to chicness, and demonstrates that it is something that people just are; in

their essences, some people are refined, truly chic, while others are just not. The performance is

just that, it doesn’t change who someone is. Lastly, Dalia roots these ways of embodying

distinction as something people do to get access to ‘cool places.’ In doing so, she points to the

ways in which demonstrations of social distinction are informed by, and play out in the urban

landscape.
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Relatedly, an urban locale itself can also be chic. A chic restaurant, for example, is one

that has a formal ambience, is relatively pricey, and that prompts a more sophisticated style of

dress from its patrons. In other words a chic restaurant is meant to attract chic performances. Just

as chic people are defined relationally to ‘vulgar’ people, chic restaurants are also defined

relationally based on aspects of a common dining experience. Such a restaurant only becomes

chic because having a sit down dinner in the most expensive neighbourhoods, where everyone is

well dressed and each person orders multiple course meals for themselves, is something that the

majority of Egyptians cannot do (Murphy 2019, 66) For this reason, restaurants that are

distinctive usually also serve a foreign cuisine, as this is unlike the multitude of lower priced

options for local foods. Similarly, events and parties can also be considered chic if they are

expensive-looking with tasteful fresh décor and distinctive entertainment and food. My friends

considered the Swiss Club party chic because it boasted an open bar, food from Switzerland, a

live performance from a well-known musician, and the opportunity to experience nightlife in one

of the Club’s vast green spaces, something that isn’t common in other locales in the city.

All of these examples from Cairo echo Murphy’s (2019) analysis that Teresinian “chique”

is dependent on someone’s ability to “approximate and appropriate” that which is foreign,

particularly from the places and cultures that are deemed as superior to Teresina. The same is

true in Cairo: whether it’s Western styles of dress, pricey restaurants with foreign cuisines, or

parties that offer international foods and entertainment, being able to incorporate symbols of

barra (outside, read Western) is central to constructing a truly chic identity and in turn

solidifying belonging to a cosmopolitan upwardly mobile social class.

That specific symbols of barra bear significant power on what is chic demonstrates one

way in which conceptions of chicness are hierarchical. The hierarchical nature of chic economies
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are also evident, as I began to allude to, in that what is chic depends on the prevalence of less

sophisticated versions of the same thing (Murphy 2019, 64). Just as the pricey foreign restaurant

is chic because there are so many Egyptian restaurants and food stalls that are accessible to a

wider public, so too are the invite-only Swiss Club parties because of the number of more

accessible nightlife options. What someone deems sophisticated is similarly also dependent on

their social position. Having a car, for example, may be considered chic in some circles because

of the prevalence of less distinctive ways to move in the city, including motorcycles, the Metro

and public buses. However, in upper class circles where owning one, or even multiple, vehicles

is the norm, a car would only be chic if it is unlike the other cars on the street (newer model,

custom paint job etc.) while still being sophisticated.

Successful demonstrations of chicness are already extremely complex—as is evident

even when Leila described what is not chic with more ease than what is. As Murphy (2019)

explains, these performances become even less straightforward when considering how they

incorporate conceptions of ‘race’ in settings like Brazil and Egypt, that have a great prevalence

of interracial mixing over time and resultantly less essential categorisations of ‘race’ than in the

United States and other settings (Murphy 2019, 66). In Brazil and Egypt, this is evident in the

greater number of combinations of different skin tones, eye colours and hair textures. Therefore,

it is similarly difficult to generalise on the role of ‘race’ in conceptions of chicness in Egypt, just

as it is with “chique”-ness in Brazil. However, Murphy’s conclusions on Teresina hold true in

Cairo as well: generally, the most privileged members of society are on average lighter in skin

tone than those in lower social strata (Murphy 2019, 66). Race is further embedded in successful

chic performances and formulations of upper classness in Cairo through the Western-leaning

beauty standards I described previously. A further example of the racialised nature of chic
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formulations is the sheer number of older women in high class positions, living in Zamalek or

elsewhere, that wear straight or straightened shoulder-length or longer hair, sometimes even

dyeing it to a lighter colour.

Together, the examples in this section illustrate that successful performances of chicness

are “contingent upon one’s ability to convey one’s relative wealth and power to others” (Murphy

2019, 67) through a cosmopolitan idiom. Where those who already have money/power can use

chic performances to help maintain their class position, for those with less money/power, chic

performances offer the possibility to become wealthier/more powerful (Murphy 2019, 69). As I

have shown, demonstrations of chicness continue to be informed by and displayed across upscale

sites of leisure in the city. Such public performances of sophistication throughout the city further

reinforce the ties between class and urban space as practices of social distinction become

embedded in the urban landscape (Dávila 2016; Murphy 2019, 41). However, given that what is

chic is already so nuanced but continues to evolve with shifting trends and tastes, this form of

sophistication can be understood differently across social groups. In this way, it may become less

obvious who is truly chic and the attempt to successfully perform chicness by various class strata

can in itself be the cause of contention between different social groups. I continue the discussion

of Cairene class structures by turning to such disputes next.

Class Contestations

As people across social strata have increased access to consumption and therefore the

means to perform social distinction, it may sometimes be less clear who is ‘truly’ chic—as in

essentially part of who they are, as Dalia described—compared to those who simply have the

means to ‘fake’ it—what Dalia referred to as “dressing the part” (Murphy 2019). I heard this

dispute about ‘actual’ chicness among my interviewees often, namely in their attempts to
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determine who is ‘truly’ the most ‘upper’ of Cairo’s upper classes: the vieux or the nouveau

riche. As in the last chapters, I use the term ‘vieux riche’ throughout this section to describe the

Egyptian elite that rose in social rank during colonisation and post-independence and ‘nouveau

riche’ for Nasser’s military elite and those that gained wealth through Sadat-era policies and

after. I use these terms specifically because, though they derive from French, they are the

expressions used by Cairo’s upper-middle and elite classes. In upper-middle class vernacular,

class categories themselves are often described using French terms like vieux riche, nouveau

riche and petite bourgeoisie rather than their Arabic equivalents, whereas—as this section will

demonstrate and as we saw in Dalia’s earlier use of the word baladi—the characteristics of

different social strata are largely described using Arabic words.

A primary point of differentiation between the vieux and nouveau riche in Egyptian

narratives of social class is the association of the vieux riche with a notable family lineage. Leila,

a young professional who self-identified as being from an old money family, described that

determining who is vieux riche is “just a game of ‘who’s who?’ It comes with the name,” she

told me, “old money knows each other.” If someone who is vieux riche doesn’t recognise

someone else’s name or know anything about their origin, then that person is unlikely to be part

of the same social standing, she explained. Though the extent to which such a high degree of

familiarity amongst Cairo’s vieux riche is open for dispute, it is a narrative many people share,

especially when describing the benefits of supposed old money neighbourhoods like Zamalek.

Such comments point to a key aspect of vieux riche class formations: the notability of a family

“with a name.”

Tamer, another young member of Cairo’s vieux riche who has lived in New Cairo City

for over 10 years, explains that being ‘truly’ chic depends on coming from an old money family,
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such that the vieux riche are the only ones who can achieve the status of being truly the most

elite. “There’s money and then there’s class,” where being class is dependent on “being from a

Family, you know, capital F; [being] from a good family. And the capital F is because these

people are well-mannered and well raised, but they also tend to have money.” Leila and Tamer’s

comments alike demonstrate the ways in which aristocratic hierarchies are still subtly deployed

in elite class distinctions, despite aristocratic titles being abolished in Egypt in 1952. Those who

are able to claim a bey or a basha—titles for someone of a high rank during Ottoman rule—in

the family can boast being from a “Family with a name,” as Tamer calls it. Doing so allows them

to signal the long-standing nature of their wealth and cultural capital, and in turn assert a “true”

upper class belonging, an option not available to the nouveau riche. In this way, old social

hierarchies, particularly in the favouring of notable family backgrounds, continue to prevail in

today’s evolving class structure.

With these old social hierarchies also come generational family-owned assets, including

membership to distinctive urban locales like the Gezira Sporting Club in Zamalek. This sports

club, founded in 1882, was once a space of leisure exclusively for the country’s British ruling

elite. As British author Percy F. Martin wrote in 1923, “no actual rule as to the exclusion of the

Egyptians from the [Gezira] Sporting Club exists; but the natives are not welcomed, and

doubtless find themselves ordinarily de trop” (quoted in Jackson 2013, 113). Following the 1952

Black Saturday in Cairo, the British were ousted from the Gezira Club and Zamalek at large and

a new club committee was elected, comprising of beyat and bashawat (plurals of bey and basha)

(see Jackson 2013 for more on the history of the sporting club and this shift). Since then, the

Gezira Club has been solidified as a crucial marker of vieux riche belonging through its use of

membership cards that are either inherited from earlier generations or acquired by invitation
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from a current old-money member. In this way, “club membership is first and foremost a family

asset” (Koning 2009, 92) and further demonstrates the ways in which old social hierarchies

continue to actively inform existing class structures. As such, no matter how highly one can rank

based on the markers of class differentiation I have described and the performance of that social

position, there is still an unreachable status to those not from a family with inherited wealth.

Koning (2009) argues that this unattainable status and access for those who aren’t from vieux

riche families is a main factor influencing the creation of new locales of leisure like coffee shops

and gated communities, as the nouveau riche sought spaces of “individualized access based on

financial means” (Koning 2009, 92).

The descriptor nouveau riche only became a part of Egyptian class discourse after the

Infitah in the 1970s and 1980s, when lower classes gained wealth, largely from private

government contracts and urban development projects. The term was used to describe this new

class of people with money as they engaged in what the old elite regarded as a “conspicuous

consumption,” where old values and strong educational achievements “were felt to be dwarfed

by money” (Koning 2009, 67). Therefore, since its inception, ‘nouveau riche’ has been used in

elite circles to refer to those who lack both sophistication and a strong moral character. This

narrative of the nouveau riche persists to this day. At first, every interviewee under 40 insisted

that they don’t differentiate between nouveau and vieux riche memberships; that it’s not

something that really exists anymore and that “money is money,” as Dalia explained. Leila, for

example, started by saying that she doesn’t like to make such distinctions between Cairo’s upper

classes, only to in the next breath state, “Okay, but it’s easily identifiable.” She went on to

explain that “you can find [new money] automatically” because they show you that they have

money: “They’re living in the suburbs, and they get the most lavish house in the best place that’s
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‘in’ at the moment, like Katameya Heights or somewhere like that.” When I asked Leila to

describe a time she determined someone was nouveau riche based on first impression, she

responded with a direct “That’s easy. Okay, when I’m passing by the gym and I see someone

who is wearing expensive jewelry: why are you on the treadmill with diamonds? Why? I can see

them.” For her, such an unnecessary display of wealth reeks of “young money, cash money,” as

she called it. In both examples, she alludes to this ‘conspicuous consumption’ I described, and

portrays—with disdain—the nouveau riche need to be ‘showy’ or ‘flashy.’

As Dalia explains, these kinds of public displays of wealth lack the refinement of the

vieux riche. She describes social distinctions in a similar way to Leila: the nouveau riche “end up

wearing brands and they don’t know that these things have a sophistication to them,” she says.

“You find people that are older money, who are maybe wealthier, but dress less fancy because

they have nothing to prove.” All three examples—and the many others shared by

respondents—demonstrate the old money narrative that the nouveau riche lack the sophistication

central to being chic, consequently solidifying the vieux riche as being ‘truly’ the most chic and

therefore being of the highest class position in Cairene society. In addition, this common

hesitancy for young people from old elite families to describe these lines of distinction—going

so far as to say there is no difference between the vieux and nouveau riche, only to start listing

characteristics a few seconds later—indicates their desire to establish their membership in the

most ‘upper’ of the upper class, by distancing themselves from what they perceive as

unsuccessful performances of chicness and negative characteristics of the nouveau riche.

Tamer describes how such a social distancing can take place. He explains that someone

who has money and is not chic is instead, in old money discourses, conflated to lower social

classes for their inability to perform the correct level of sophistication. When the old elite “think
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of nouveau riche,” he explained, “they tend to think of people who have money bas they use the

word baladi. So these people are ‘less chic,’ ‘unrefined,’ ‘less tasteful,’ that sort of thing.” As I

explained previously, baladi is a term that is used here to describe something of a lower social

class. Another word commonly used in such instances is bii’a, which doesn’t indicate those that

are obviously poor, but rather those who lack an upper-middle class, sometimes vieux riche,

sense of style. The term, which has an even worse connotation than baladi, is mostly associated

with people who try to pretend they are from higher social backgrounds by (unsuccessfully)

adopting classy looks or attitudes (Koning 2009, 110). When I asked Leila for an example of

being bii’a, she described someone coming overly dressed up to a casual setting with a tasteless

dress that was an off-putting colour and that revealed too much skin. In this way, those affiliated

with old money may refer to new money as bii’a for a style sometimes cited within their circles

as ‘plastic’ or fake and instead may be partial to their more ‘authentic’ and traditional

demonstrations of sophistication.

This perceived fakeness, however, is what new money groups consider the styles and

mannerisms that mark their liberal First World belonging, which causes the nouveau riche to

sometimes consider the vieux riche as too conservative to be truly chic. Narratives of

differentiation among Cairene upper class juxtaposes a restrained lifestyle and sophistication of

the vieux riche to a ostentatious or conspicuous consumption and lifestyle of the nouveau riche

(Koning 2009, 67-68). Therefore, the distinction between these groups is not necessarily based

on the five factors that distinguish them from the lower classes. Rather, it depends on how each

group subjectively determines the appropriate performance of those factors. The tension between

the vieux and nouveau riche thus demonstrates that any configuration of Cairene class structures

is not as rigid of a definition as it may seem, as the means of social differentiation and
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corresponding chic performances I described are dependent on being deemed as such by another

group of people.

Though I have demonstrated that Cairene class stratifications incorporate a competing

upper class, it is still, however, an upper class that undoubtedly agrees on their superiority to the

conflated sha’bi and bii’a lower classes. This again demonstrates the relational nature of

chicness and how a sophisticated and affluent upper class is separated from a crude, traditional,

unsuccessfully sophisticated ‘other’ (Koning 2019, 110). It is worth noting that the distinctions

between new and old money that so many say are ‘so easily identifiable,’ seem to be overstated,

particularly by the vieux riche as a means of solidifying the superiority of their own cultural

capital and class position. As Karim, a lifelong resident of the supposedly vieux riche island of

Zamalek, explains, it’s mostly all for show: “A lot of the so-called ‘old elite’ doesn’t even go

back very far. The rich people in 1952,” meaning the vieux riche, “were bashawat (title of an

aristocratic high rank) then, but if you go back 50 years before that they weren’t particularly

bashawat. Their money was relatively new money too. You know, it’s not as though we have

some aristocracy that goes back 200 years… it’s not like that. Everyone’s putting on a pretense

of being ‘old family.’ Really, it’s just a lot of snobbery based on not very much.”

In reality, a comfortable family situation and private language school attendance allows

for a relatively homogeneous acquisition of upper class cultural capital (Koning 2009, 68), such

that the lines of distinction between the vieux and nouveau riche get blurred. Despite the

differences she stated between old and new money above, Davlia eventually explained that

really, ‘true’ chicness is achievable even if someone doesn’t come from a vieux riche family. All

they have to do is have the money and power and get their kids to have what she calls a “proper

education,” referring to a private language school education, “and then khalas (that’s it), you’re
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normalised” as being truly upper class. She went on to explain that “it just takes one generation:

all it takes is your kids going to the proper school. You can have the money, you can have power

and your kids will be considered upper class eventually. But you? People will always know

where you came from. The [social] climbing just takes one generation.” In this way, these lines

of separation drawn between the vieux and nouveau riche are getting increasingly blurred,

especially as members of both social groups continue to mix in Cairo’s numerous urban

enclaves. For this reason, Mona Abaza (2006) determines that ‘nouveau riche’ is really just “a

floating category” (Abaza 2006, 50-51) deployed by the vieux riche to assert their dominance,

rather than pointing to any substantial socioeconomic difference from other segments of Cairo’s

elite.

In conclusion, I have shown both how public demonstrations of sophistication across the

urban landscape are crucial to asserting, maintaining or aspiring to a high class position and how

Cairene class configurations require an understanding of the subtleties of such performances.

Given this nuance, Cairene class membership, described through degrees of chicness, are both

relational and hierarchical, as well as contested as a means of reinforcing one’s own social

superiority. I finish this chapter by examining what these urban class configurations and social

performances expose about the complex relationship between class structures, urbanity,

neoliberalism and cosmopolitanism.

Consuming Class in the City

I described in the previous chapter how neoliberal aspirations and cosmopolitan

consumptions have shaped urban development in Cairo. In this chapter, I have demonstrated how

Cairene class structures are also reformulated, performed and contested in relation to these urban

shifts. In this last section, I take a step back to reflect on the ways in which these structures and
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processes intersect and become interdependent, such that access to urban locales and the

consumption that such access requires are themselves markers of social class. In doing so, I

attempt to reveal the insidious nature of an urbanity that is shaped by the material and immaterial

consumption of social differentiation.

Access & Consumption

As the examples throughout this chapter demonstrate, the built environment only

determines certain facets of the meaning inscribed in an urban landscape (Murphy 2019, 51). In

addition to the materiality of urban spaces, people also play a significant role in shaping the

chicness of a place, how a place is experienced and what kinds of performances that place

requires. As we have seen, security guards, physical barriers, and class narratives additionally

shape who has access to what spaces, and what kind of subjectivities one must adopt and portray

in order to get access to those spaces. In this way, a successful performance of cosmopolitan

subjectivities needed to access exclusionary urban locales can lead to class distinctions made

based on the access to that space. In other words, the capitals needed to properly demonstrate and

assert belonging to a certain social group in order to gain access to exclusive spaces like upscale

coffee shops and high end shopping malls can lead to the access itself being an important

indicator of one’s class position. That Leila visits the Gezira Sporting Club on a daily basis, or

that Tamer and his friends regularly frequent a circuit of Western coffee shops across New Cairo

signals their membership in Cairo’s upper class.

However, we must consider the role and implications of differing forms of ‘access’ to

these urban locales. To access a leisure site as a patron is not the same as accessing it as an

onlooker, nor is it the same as accessing it as an employee. People from lower class positions can

easily access the plazas and grand halls of Cairo’s shopping malls, for example, as long as they
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avoid baladi-looking attire. However, in doing so, they are exposed to an echelon of additional

barriers limiting them from experiencing the space in the same way as their upper class

counterparts: they may not be able to read all of the signage if they don’t know English, they

might not be able to walk the most exclusive halls of the mall with the biggest designer brands

and added levels of security, and they may not be able to browse and purchase goods from the

various stores. As Abaza (2006) explains, “these young men and women can still originate from

the ‘ashwaa’iyyaat (slums, unplanned, scattered areas) but once in these walled off, exclusive

spaces, they are offered a simulation and an elevation (through dress), a feeling that they can

participate in the better world, even if it is merely window shopping” (Abaza 2006, 240-241). In

this way, by being in the exclusive urban site, they also experience—and maybe even, as Abaza

mentions, to a limited extent participate in—the upper class subjectivities performed by the

patrons in the same locale. Therefore, it is not only the access to an urban site that determines

someone’s class position, but the kind of access they are granted.

What is the same, however, between populations with differing levels of access to

distinctive sites of leisure in the city, is that while they are in that space, they are all engaged in

acts of consumption. Whether materially consuming through the purchase of goods—food,

drinks, clothes, accessories, movie theatre tickets, and more—or consuming the immaterial—the

performances, the narratives and the imaginaries of distinction, class aspirations and a proper

chic performance—being in these locales shaped by neoliberal urban planning and cosmopolitan

aspirations beget constant consumption and the longing to do so. In doing so, this consumption

also enhances neoliberal class mechanisms as it solidifies the distinctions between different

social orders and underlines an individual’s responsibility in achieving upward mobility by

consuming more.
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For example, a lower class Cairene may gain access to an upscale shopping mall by

dressing in a way that the security guards deem permissible. However, their access to the mall

may be limited to walking around the mall’s open spaces, rather than purchasing goods. But in

doing so, that person observes those who have a ‘higher’ degree of access (visible, for example,

by the shopping bags they carry), including what they are wearing and how they carry

themselves. Seeing this therefore becomes a subconscious indication to the lower class person

that this is the ‘right’ subjectivity to display in order to achieve ‘higher’ access, while solidifying

their own position as a degree lower because they don’t have the economic means to consume

the items included in this performance. Through this process, this person has consumed the

(immaterial) narrative that to achieve a higher class position, they must consume more of the

‘right’ (material) goods. In this way, class ideals and upward mobility in Cairo are framed by

consumption patterns and more specifically, having the right consumption patterns (material and

immaterial) that will lead to a successful performance or attainment of upper class membership.

The sinister strength of such an urban class mechanism is that it is inescapable, constantly

being reinforced as urban-dwellers move through daily life in the city. In Cairo, the privatisation

of public spaces under neoliberal agendas coupled with local social norms shapes a leisure

culture that occurs across upscale locales. For example, it is common for people across Cairo’s

class strata to live with their families until they begin families of their own. Take Leila, Tamer

and Ramy, who are all upper class professionals in their mid-twenties employed in

internationally-facing industries. All three continue to live with their parents and each of them

told me that they would only move out when they got married. Given the stigma associated with

mixed-gender socialisation in private settings—including within family homes—they all turn to

spaces outside their homes for their leisure time and social encounters. They recounted meeting
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up with their friends at coffee shops, shopping malls, bars and restaurants multiple times a week,

if not on a daily basis. I asked Tamer if he noticed that everywhere he goes out to is a site of

consumerism, somewhere that asks him to buy something, and his response is telling: “I mean…

where else would we go? A park? What would we do there? Who would I bump into there?” If

the space or the leisure activities available at that space are not considered chic and if there is no

chance for him to see or be seen by other people he deems worthy, then he has no interest in

going there. Leila, Ramy and other people in their class position shared similar sentiments. As

such, their patterns of socialising and leisure are contingent on the exclusive urban locales I have

described.

Shopping malls are particularly powerful in this regard as they provide perks that are not

always attainable in the larger urban landscape, especially for people of a lower social position

(Abaza 2006; Dávila 2016; Murphy 2016). Cairo’s malls are “one of the most secure spaces in

the city where one can socialize, shop and be entertained” as they are pristine, orderly,

air-conditioned and stand in stark contrast to the chaos of traffic, noise and heat beyond the

malls’ perimeters (Murphy 2016, 65). As Abaza (2006) has demonstrated, “these new spaces are

basically a good way to stroll in cool air in hot summers, for walking up and down the escalators

and going in rounds with groups of friends” (Abaza 2006, 282). Even Leila admitted that, though

she hates shopping, she loves going to Cairo Festival City to walk around because it has “good

air” that she can’t get elsewhere in the city. All of these examples demonstrate the unavoidable

presence of upscale sites of leisure in Cairo and their frequent use by people of all class

positions. As a result, we also see the inescapable nature of the patterns of consumption and class

mechanisms I described that are embedded in these sites.
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It is worth noting that these same dynamics still exist even if someone engages in

different modes of socialising in the city. Take for example the young boys and men—though

there are always exceptions—who choose to spend their leisure time by doing what they refer to

as hanliff. This verb yiliff literally means ‘to wrap/roll’ or ‘to go around,’ and is conjugated here

to mean ‘we will go around,’ referring to socialising while driving around the city in one’s car

with friends. As Tamer describes, the best places to do this are in Zamalek, Maadi and other

affluent neighbourhoods where the roads are wider and where there isn’t the risk of accidentally

ending up on a highway and getting stuck in traffic. High end neighbourhoods are also nice, he

explained, because ideally he might eventually find a parking spot and will have a quiet place to

talk, listen to music and smoke with friends in and around the car. Just as in a shopping mall and

the other sites described, this activity involves the immaterial consumption of class distinctions

and narratives of neoliberal aspirations; by engaging in this activity, Tamer and others understand

that an upper class neighbourhood has both better infrastructure such as wider roads as well as

less people and cars leading to a quieter environment. They in turn see these conditions for a

more pleasant leisure activity as something to aspire to.

In these ways, merely being in the city itself is a continual process of playing into and

maintaining these neoliberal class structures through continual (active or inactive) consumptions

(material or immaterial) that I have described. We have also seen how the urban landscape is

central to shaping and reshaping what is chic. Therefore, the form and function of these urban

spaces, coupled with the tastes and performances they beget, become central to social class

hegemony (Bourdieu 1984). As Bourdieu (1984) describes, those with a high volume of cultural

capital determine what constitutes tastes within society, just as we saw with the vieux and

nouveau riche determining conceptions of chicness earlier in the chapter. This chicness is a form
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of distinction, or something that the upper class uses to distinguish themselves from other social

groups (Bourdieu 1984, 57). As the distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultures and classes are

naturalised through their performance in urban locales, this distinction becomes embedded in the

urban landscape. The naturalisation of class distinction in this way is itself pivotal for the

Cairene upper class to hegemonically maintain their higher relative social position.

“The Privilege to Breathe”

Just as a certain access to exclusive leisure sites can indicate someone’s class position, so

too can the ways in which they deal with the realities of daily urban life. In his study of Teresina,

Murphy (2019) describes how class lines can be drawn between those who surrender to the heat

of the city and those who control it. In the former category, he includes those who lack

climate-control in their homes and modes of transportation and those who have daytime

responsibilities that require them to be outside, both examples of surrendering to the heat. In the

second category, Murphy (2019) describes those who are able to escape the heat altogether with

extensive climate control systems, by staying indoors during the day and by socialising outdoors

at nightfall in the safety of their affluent neighbourhoods. He argues that the ways in which

Teresinians deal with the heat is itself a crucial form of social distinction (Bourdieu 1984) in the

city, and therefore central to their demonstrations of “chique” (Murphy 2019, 54).

Similar conclusions can be made in Cairo about how the city’s different social classes

either put up with or manipulate the features of urban life, including the heat, the traffic, the

polluted air, and the noise. Take, for example, Sherif, the soon retiring upper class businessman

we met in Chapter 2 who was proud to be living in the Emaar development, Uptown Cairo. In

addition to feeling connected to the grand urban development projects in Dubai, Sherif told me

this compound was particularly appealing to him for three reasons. First, he repeatedly told me
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how quiet his gated community is, emphasising that there was nowhere else in Cairo that could

be this peaceful. “The quietness is perfect,” he told me, explaining that he doesn’t hear noises

from people, cars honking, street vendors or anything of the sort. Second, he proudly told me that

the name “Uptown Cairo” is derived from the residential community’s elevation: “We are above

sea level; 12,000 metres above sea level actually. This makes the climate here perfect in the

summer; cooler than [the rest of] Cairo by 2 or 3°C.” He went on to explain that because of this,

“you cannot feel any pollution” there either, only to in the next sentence repeat: “The

temperature is perfect, as I told you, in the summer and the winter.” Lastly, is the accessibility:

“The developers connected us with all the major highways and they even built a few

flyovers—Emaar Drive 1 and Emaar Drive 2 and Emaar Drive 3—that are connecting us to other

places in Cairo.” He boasted that he could get anywhere in central Cairo or New Cairo City in

under 25 minutes with these private roads, whereas the same distance travelled on the other roads

can take up to three hours, depending on traffic. Because of this, he explained, “It’s accessible, so

the location is perfect.” Putting these three factors together, Sherif’s appreciation for Uptown

Cairo boils down to the ‘quietness’ being ‘perfect,’ the ‘temperature’ being ‘perfect,’ and the

‘location’ being ‘perfect.’ By having the means to pay for a residence in one of the most

expensive gated communities in the city, Sherif essentially bought himself a completely different

urban reality: one in which he is able to altogether bypass the noise, the heat and the traffic that

is so typical to daily life in Cairo. In doing so, he is able to demonstrate and solidify his class

membership in a chic way.

Sherif’s case and the examples from Teresina demonstrate how certain kinds of urban

realities become markers of higher social classes. Zamalek, for example, has the upper class

privilege of open space, empty streets, relative quiet, trees and other greenery, and a tight-knit
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population where residents like Leila and Maha state, “everyone knew each other7.” However, by

their accounts, these higher class privileges are getting ruined by those outside their class groups

encroaching on “their” space and stripping the island of these luxuries. For example, Maha, a

retired vieux riche woman, told me, “their presence on my territory doesn’t make it quiet for me

anymore.” The ‘their’ here refers to young people from Imbaba, a lower class area on the other

side of the Nile, who come to Zamalek to hang out on the evenings and weekends and frequent

the many coffee shops the neighbourhood has to offer. As a result, many Zamalek residents now

try to regain such features—open space, quiet and greenery being the most commonly cited—by

moving to the outskirts of the city to live in gated communities. As Karim, another long-time

resident of Cairo describes, the reason Zamalek is so desirable for people from more crowded

and less economically advantaged neighbourhoods is because it is one of few publicly-accessible

places in Cairo that has wide streets and trees. As Zamalek becomes more crowded, this luxury is

lessened for those who enjoyed the island when it was more secluded. This leads long-time

Zamalek residents to go out to the only other places that have maintained green spaces and

regulated residential development: gated communities. Therefore, the only way someone in

Cairo can access such open green spaces is to either have the vieux riche capital needed to gain

entry to the Gezira Sporting Club, or to have the economic means to reside in a gated

community. Because of this, Karim explains that “it has become a matter of privilege to be able

to breathe” in the city.

In this way, the ‘ability to breathe’ becomes something that Cairo’s elite must pay for. As

such, the intersections of neoliberal urban development, class structures, and cosmopolitan

consumptions exacerbate social inequalities in Cairo in very perverse ways. Just as Anand (2019)

7 Whether this is actually true, or an overexaggerated figment of nostalgia is contested, as we saw with the narratives
of a vieux riche class in which everyone knew each other. However, this idea of Zamalek’s great past is central to all
accounts about the island from long-time residents encountered over the course of this research.
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argues that the control, maintenance and management of urban infrastructures becomes a

mechanism by which to control the city’s social structures, the lack of control of these

infrastructures outside of private urban development projects can similarly become a way by

which social separations are deepened. Using Anand’s descriptors, to be a “substantive,” and

worthy citizen of a city—in contrast to being solely a “formal citizen”—under systems of

neoliberal urbanism, again, depends on consumption; about who has the means to attain the

ability to breathe. As Sherif explained: “we were suffocating in the city. But now we have New

Cairo and the suburbs, we have Sixth of October… so these expansions and these new roads and

new accesses are giving us new veins.” Importantly here, the “us” only refers to the elite that has

the means to relocate. To refer to these new secluded spaces as providing ‘new veins’ implies

them giving new life to urban residents. However, there are frightening and callous implications

to this life being a good that must be paid for, and even further, one that only the city’s elite can

even afford. This dynamic illustrates how so few of Cairo’s residents get to choose to live.

Through different urban accesses and an ability to manipulate their urban realities,

Cairo’s upper class is able to create a new and distinctive life in the city by distancing themselves

from what is less chic and less desirable about the lower social orders. In the final chapter, I turn

to the crucial social and cultural implications of these socio spatial separations in Cairo.
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Interlude 4

During my first month back in Cairo, I got in the habit of buying my groceries from the

vendors I saw around me in Dokki. For my seasonal fruits and vegetables, I went to see Ahmad

who had a stand at the end of my apartment’s street. For my staples and other goods, I went to

any number of corner shops, either at the bottom of my building or on my walks home. It didn’t

even occur to me that there were other possibilities—or even that there was any reason not to be

satisfied with these options—until one weekly family dinner in Zamalek. After hearing that I was

living with friends (read: without house help), someone leaned across the table and asked in a

hushed voice, “But what are you eating?” When I responded that I was just getting my groceries

from corner shops and vegetable stands and cooking for myself, all other side conversations

stopped and everyone turned their attention to me. The eight vieux riche people around the table

all began to chime in:

“Leh?! Why would you do that?”

“You need us to make you food? Mamdouh can cook and bring you your dishes!”

(Mamdouh being their house boy).

“La’ ya Lamia, you can’t eat like this.”

“You live in Dokki, why don’t you just go to Gourmet?!”

This last comment is the one that got everyone nodding in approval. After a few more

interjections, the consensus was that I was being ridiculous eating this way when there was such

a “nice” place to buy groceries near me: Gourmet Supermarket. Feeling as though they were

treating my stay in Dokki as some wild camping expedition where I couldn’t get proper food, I

quickly agreed that I would go to Gourmet, hoping to end the conversation.
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The following week, I rounded the corner onto Nadi Al Saeed street and was taken aback

by a large black storefront with a huge embossed “Gourmet Egypt” logo on it. As I approached

the store door, a shop attendant in a branded cream uniform opened the door and greeted me. I

stepped onto the stylish gray tiled floor and took in the space around me. It was a tiny shop with

limited free floor space and no aisles. Instead, there were shelves lined with goods from the floor

to the high ceilings, with stools and small ladders for the attendants to reach the highest-placed

items. The same person who opened the door approached me with a basket and asked me what I

was looking for today. Though it took some convincing—as he was adamant about carrying my

basket and getting the items off the shelves for me—I politely told him I was just looking and

would be shopping alone.

Unsure where to start, I moved towards the frozen foods section and looked down at a

variety of packaged Egyptian and other Middle Eastern dishes with colourful designs on their

fronts. Though the packages had the names of the dishes in Arabic with an English translation,

the price tags all included the same three words before the name of each dish: “Gourmet Oriental

Frozen.” Gourmet Oriental Frozen Hamam Mahshi, Gourmet Oriental Frozen Stuffed Vine

Leaves, Gourmet Oriental Frozen Shawerma Wraps. As I reached for one of these boxes, I

noticed the price and quickly pulled my arm away. 230 EGP for Hamam Mahshi?! It was double

the price I usually paid for about half the amount.

I slowly moved around the rest of the store surveying the price tags by each item. One

box of gluten free pasta cost more than I was spending on groceries for an entire week at corner

stores. One serving of salmon cost more than the price of four takeout dinners for me and my

friends the night before. One block of parmesan alone cost 450 EGP, almost $30 USD.
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After settling for a box of hummus and a bag of nuts—while the three shop attendants

monitored my every move, ready to jump in to help at the slightest indication—I walked to the

checkout counter. To the cashier’s surprise, I reached for my bag after paying. The bag boy

quickly grabbed the bag and asked me where my driver was so he could place it in the car. I

explained that I would take the bag myself as I would be walking back. Reluctantly, the cashier

asked me multiple times if I was sure, before he eventually motioned to the bag boy to give me

the bag. I thanked them and quickly left the store.



4

LOCAL EGYPTIAN ORIENTALISM

When I was visiting extended family and family friends one Saturday morning in Beverly

Hills Compound, we decided to go get breakfast at the Westown Hub, a commercial plaza

catering to nearby compounds. It was my first time in Sheikh Zayed City—or any Egyptian gated

community for that matter—and I had already been in disbelief all morning given how different

the surroundings looked from what I had grown accustomed to in Cairo’s central

neighbourhoods. In the first few minutes at the chosen restaurant, my disbelief only

compounded. I sat stunned as one of the Egyptian men I was with, in English, asked the Egyptian

waiter to get us all “Oriental Breakfasts,” which, as the English menus we were given specified,

were just the Egyptian staples ful and ta‘miya.

Why were these two men talking to each other in English when both overheard the other

speaking in Egyptian Arabic a few minutes earlier and when everyone present was Egyptian?

Why were we all given menus that were solely in English? And most shockingly, why would

both the menu and the man who ordered for us refer to dishes that are so common in Egypt as

“Oriental” food, rather than more appropriately “Egyptian” food? Slowly, I started to process my

surroundings, trying to make sense of where I was. Looking down at the menu, I saw the price

listed next to the breakfasts that were just ordered. Why would we pay 100 Egyptian Pounds

(EGP) for dishes I had been getting Downtown for under 10 EGP (about $6 USD and 64¢ US,

respectively)? What is a space like this selling that justifies this tenfold price increase? I closed

the menu and read the name of the restaurant on the cover: Baladina Oriental Restaurant. There it

was again. What makes this an ‘Oriental’ restaurant rather than just an ‘Egyptian’ restaurant?

Why are Egyptians openly adopting a term that referred to us as lesser people?
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I started to take in the rest of the restaurant: the vibrant palm tree decals on the walls; the

bright turquoise ‘rustic’ ful (fava bean) cart at the entrance that served as the host’s table; the

waiters wearing black galabeyyas (long flowing Egyptian garment) and white woven kufis

(brimless cloth caps worn by men). How could these supposedly ‘traditional’ motifs be attractive

in this context when they are typically understood as markers of anti-chicness, as we saw in

Chapter 3? I suddenly became aware that my discomfort in Cairo’s elite spaces derived from the

paradoxical narratives of superiority and of complex adaptations and rejections of certain

elements of Egyptian culture they enforce; that a galabeyya is chic here but bii‘a (exemplifying

bad taste of lower classes) elsewhere. In other words, it seems that upper class Egyptians openly

adopt Orientalist representations of other Egyptians at the same time clinging to Western traits

and symbols that firmly proclaim their non-Egyptianness. It is this paradox that I attempt to

make sense of in this chapter.

Other restaurants in Cairo also deploy the term ‘Oriental’ to refer to something that is

Egyptian, such as the Egyptian street food chain Tabali: Oriental Bistro, Cairo’s Four Seasons

restaurant Zitouni that serves the same national dishes under the name “Oriental Breakfast” for

365 EGP ($23 USD) and Egypt’s prominent food delivery system Talabat that uses “oriental” as

the category name for local foods on their application. Beyond solely the use of the term

however, the features of this particular restaurant are replicated across daily life in Cairo. As

Cairo’s elite rejects other segments of society to solidify their own superior class position, they

have adopted many of the tropes once projected onto the Egyptian people writ large by imperial

powers. In doing so, I suggest that Cairo’s elite has perpetuated imperial Orientalist ideals

through a form of local Egyptian Orientalism. I begin this chapter with an introduction of the

theories of Orientalism, before then examining how a local form of Egyptian elite Orientalism is
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both enforced by Cairo’s elite urban locales and serves to further the class distinctions and

exclusions I described in the previous chapters.

Orientalism Through the Years

In his renowned book by the same name, Edward Said (1978) defines Orientalism as “a

style of thought based upon an ontological and epistemological distinction between ‘the Orient’

and (most of the time) ‘the Occident’” (Said 1978, 2). This distinction is ontological in that

Orientalism was a way for Occidental intellectuals to classify and explain the Orient and the

Oriental subject. It is epistemological in that these categorisations serve as a “a kind of

intellectual authority over the Orient within Western culture” (Said 1978, 19). Drawing heavily

on a Foucauldian understanding of discourse and power, Said argues that this system of

representations is both essentialising—in that it characterises Oriental difference from the

Occident as intrinsic and natural—and hegemonic—as it is central to consolidating the

Occident/West’s supremacy and authority over the Orient/East, including the Middle East (Said

1978). As such, Orientalist discourses have critical implications beyond the socio-symbolic field,

directly affecting the oppression and domination of the Orient for material gain (Said 1978).

Although he specifies the ‘Orient’ as including Asia and North Africa, Said focuses on

discourses deployed by elites and intellectuals ruling the Arab world specifically. Said cites

many examples that address Egypt in particular, where he grew up, arguing that “Egypt was not

just another colony: it was the vindication of Western imperialism; it was, until its annexation by

England, an almost academic example of Oriental backwardness” (Said 1978, 35). Importantly,

Said additionally demonstrates that Orientalism predates colonialism; it is not solely a

rationalisation of colonial rule but rather colonial rule was justified in advance by Orientalism

(Said 1978, 39).
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As Shatz (2019) describes, Orientalism “had a wide array of expressions, and … held up

a mirror to its time.” Therefore, Shatz continues, though the forms of Orientalist expression may

have changed with time, the system of representations that make up Orientalism still exists to

this day (Shatz 2019). Though Shatz focuses on the ways in which Orientalist discourses persist

in Western contexts, the foundation of his analysis is relevant to a continued Orientalism in the

‘Orient’ as well. Where Said argued that Orientalism can take on interrelated academic,

imaginative and institutional forms, Shatz demonstrates that Orientalism now exists mostly in its

imaginative and corresponding institutional expressions. Specifically, today’s Orientalism is one

“based not on tendentious scholarship,” like it had at the time of Said’s writing, “but on an

absence of scholarship” (Shatz 2019); that is, rather than this system of representations being

rooted in academic and intellectual work, today, it is most expressed in the imaginative realm,

namely through “putative differences in culture” (Shatz 2019).

It is with Said’s (1978) original theory of Orientalism and Shatz’s (2019) framework for

modern configurations of Orientalist discourse in the West that I begin to demonstrate a form of

Egyptian Orientalism deployed by the country’s urban elite. Though a systematic analysis of

Egyptian Orientalism is beyond the scope of this chapter, I intend to introduce the broad strokes

of such a system that is fundamental to and enforced by the urban space configurations and

corresponding class structures I have discussed in the chapters thus far. Though I have examined

urban and social exclusions in Cairo through a lens of neoliberal and cosmopolitan consumptions

in previous chapters, I return to many of the same concepts and examples throughout this

discussion, now reframing them to explore what they might reveal about Egyptian elite

Orientalism. In the first three sections of this chapter, I demonstrate how local Orientalism is

foundational to; reproduced in; and strengthened by Cairo’s elite urban landscape, respectively.
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In the last section, I return to the paradoxical nature of Egyptian elite deploying Orientalism to

exert and maintain their superiority over other Egyptians, when Orientalist frameworks have

been—and continue to be—used against all Egyptians, including the elite.

Egyptian Orientalism as Foundational to the Elite Urban Landscape

The establishment of Cairo’s post-revolution upper class and of their elite locales across

the city reveal their adaptation of Orientalist narratives from Cairo’s former imperial powers. As

I will discuss in this section, the Cairene elite adopted elements of Orientalist discourse including

the regard for Western superiority; Occidental visions of the Orient; and disparaging views about

Egyptian people and culture. These traits of Orientalism in turn served as a foundation for the

elite’s urban landscape.

Tastes for “Superior” Western Architecture

In the years leading up to the 1952 revolution that ended the British occupation of Egypt,

Cairo was spatially distributed with most of the Europeanised quarters in the west of the city

(including Maadi and Zamalek, largely home to those affiliated with the British ruling elite and

to other European expatriates) and the Egyptian quarters in the east (AlSayyad 2011, 224). While

these western quarters were prospering, the old city that housed the Egyptian population

remained “stagnant and untouched by modernity” (AlSayyad 2011, 224). As AlSayyad (2011)

describes, “the privileged position of expatriates created antagonisms with the local population.

Upper-middle-class Egyptians coveted the privileged social standing of the Europeans,” and

began to seek Western affiliations—including the Western private language school education I

have discussed in previous chapters—as a means to achieve upward social mobility (AlSayyad

2011, 225). This yearning led upper middle class Cairenes to seize the Europeans’

neighbourhoods during the revolution, in hopes of assuming their former social position.
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Following the January 1952 Black Saturday fires, the British and other expatriates were ousted

from Zamalek (then still Gezira Island) and other neighbourhoods on the west of Cairo

(AlSayyad 2011, 241; Jackson 2013). In their place, a large number of upper middle class

government workers and bureaucrats came to those areas, making neighbourhoods like Zamalek

the “playground” of a new Egyptian elite (AlSayyad 2011, 241).

These neighbourhoods in the west were largely designed by and for Europeans. The

histories of Zamalek and Maadi—two neighbourhoods that have been central to my analysis this

far—reveal that these neighbourhoods fostered a Western vision for desirable living among the

Egyptian elite. Though Zamalek was started at the end of the 19th century, by the beginning of

the 20th century, ownership of the island began to be transferred from the original residents to

the then-new political and social elites, namely those of prominence during British rule (Beattie

2005). The island’s new residents proceeded to rebuild the area to suit their own urban tastes,

including European belle-époque architecture and wide streets that mirrored the boulevards of

Paris. Various European architects—such as Belgian Ernest Jaspar who built the Chezirah House

/ Gezira Mansions on Imarat al-Yemeni and French Henri Fresco who built numerous buildings

across Zamalek and Maadi—erected many buildings during this period that were still standing at

the time of the revolution when the Eygptian upper class took over the island, and are even still

visible in Zamalek today. French landscape designer De la Chevalerie additionally designed the

island’s landscape plan, gardens, and plant nurseries with a collection of exotic plants shipped

from all over the world (Beattie 2005). Maadi was similarly designed based on visions for a

desirable European city, with most of the town’s planning completed in 1905 by a Canadian

retired officer Captain Alexander J. Adams (Beattie 2005).
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Until expatriates left the city during the revolution, many of these quarters and their

leisure locales like the Gezira Club in Zamalek were explicitly for the European elite; local

Egyptians were often not welcomed (Jackson 2013, 113). Particularly following the

respatialisation of the upper middle class after the revolution, Cairo’s new elite acquired a taste

for the architecture and urban style of their new European-designed neighbourhoods. To this day,

many Egyptians still regard areas like Zamalek and Maadi as more desirable for their spatial

organisation and architectural features. Take Leila, for example, the vieux riche young

professional we met in Chapter 3 who has lived in Zamalek with her family for most of her life.

When Leila describes what she likes about Zamalek, she speaks fondly of what was built during

the colonial era, such as buildings that are “very old” and “very detailed—whether [they are]

Italian, French, [or] whoever built [them].” However, she speaks with disdain of that which has

been built in the following decades, including the “modern style of the bottom half of these same

buildings,” that are now being used as commercial establishments. Leila and Maha, both lifelong

residents of Zamalek, repeatedly told me that one of the main things that makes Zamalek

spatially ideal are the wide streets that imitate European boulevards. “You can’t find this

anywhere else, we really do have it best architecturally speaking [in Zamalek],” Maha insisted.

Dalia echoes this fondness for Cairo’s belle-époque architecture. When I asked her what

the ideal Cairo would look like physically, she quickly responded “Downtown Cairo. With the

beautiful buildings, [it’s] Paris-like. The lit Ramadan decorations overhead remind me of

walking in Paris in the winter fahma (you understand)? It’s so wonderful. Egyptians never knew

how to make a space charming like this.” Dalia herself grew up in Maadi, which she describes as

“really cozy, very foreign and very comfortable.” When I asked her to elaborate, she explained

“Maadi is just more enjoyable than other areas. The Egyptian way is chaos, whereas the Maadi
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life is calming.” As these examples demonstrate, the Egyptian discourse of an ideal Western

neighbourhood is tangled with the relational superiority of both what Europeans built in Cairo

and what models European cities, over other Egyptian neighbourhoods. All three women

expressed wanting to stay in Zamalek or Maadi over anywhere else in Cairo for these reasons.

However, both Dalia and Maha felt pushed out of Zamalek by what they described as the

“downfall” of this area, which they explain as the increased noise, litter and pollution from

people (“Imababa youngsters8,” according to Maha) coming onto the island and ruining its

livability. As a result, they feel forced to leave the most desirable living quarters in Cairo. These

views held by many upper class Cairenes, namely vieux riche families who lived in these

neighbourhoods in the second half of the 20th century, reflect a key tenet of Orientalist

discourse: that the Occidental way (here, the European way of designing a city) trumps the

Oriental way.

Desires for Occidental Visions of the Orient

Not all of Cairo’s old elite neighbourhoods during Egypt’s colonial period were built to

model European living, however. Heliopolis, for example, was begun in 1905 by Belgian

industrialist Édouard Empain in the northeast of Cairo, at the time far away from the city centre

and Cairo’s other neighbourhoods (Adham 2009). Empain built Heliopolis as a European vision

of the Orient, trying to capture a supposed Oriental charm in an architecture now known as

“Heliopolis style.” This style included hints of Islamic architecture that were made to look

modern in order to complement the Oriental atmosphere. Empain also commissioned French

architect Alexander Marcel to build him a Hindu-style palace in Heliopolis modelled on

8 Imbaba is a lower class area on the Nile’s western bank and north west of Zamalek. Most interviewees residing in
Zamalek referred to young people from Imbaba invading the island and ruining its livability. For example, see
Maha’s comments in Chapter 3.
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Cambodia’s Angkor Wat and the Hindu temples of Orissa, both symbols of an exotic Oriental

world (Adham 2009). Heliopolis, Adham (2009) argues was the “phantasmagoria” of a

foreigner’s view of the Oriental world, developed as a tourist destination for visitors to get a taste

of an Oriental Cairo and as an escape for the rich that were living in Cairo’s then-western-most

wealthy neighbourhoods. It was “a measured, controlled, and organized urban experience, which

was intimately linked to a fusion of strategies of entertainment, orientalism, tourism and

capitalism” (Adham 2009, 151).

Heliopolis had a significantly larger Egyptian population during the British colonial

period than Zamalek, Maadi, and other neighbourhoods in the west of Cairo. In the years

following the 1952 revolution and the departure of many of the city’s foreigners, Heliopolis

became home to much of Nasser’s educated middle class. Though the neighbourhood has been

slowly absorbed by an expanding Cairo, it remains one of the most affluent areas in the city.

Heliopolis is important to later established urban elite locales as it served as a key source of

inspiration for some of the gated communities built in the decades following, in both function

and architecture (Adham 2009). Among these is Dreamland, a private urban development started

in 1995 in 6th of October City in Cairo’s western desert. Adham (2009) demonstrates how

Empain’s vision for Heliopolis was replicated in the Egyptian elite’s vision for this gated

community, where “Heliopolis was designed to accommodate spaces for production and

consumption, Dreamland … is designed solely for consumption and fun” (Adham 2009, 161).

This consumption, he argues, includes that of a fantasy Oriental world which has been

“interwoven with the production of elite spaces” (Adham 2009, 62). Ultimately, Adham (2009)

determines that both Heliopolis and Dreamland “are deliberately formulaic and fabricated

illusions of the Orient and the Occident … If the figure of the flaneur, the nineteenth-century idle
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stroller, fitted the image of a promenading European in Heliopolis, who combined urban

voyeurism with a desire to consume Oriental culture, today, the figure fits the image of a

wandering Egyptian neo-bourgeois in Dreamland, who combines a tourist gaze with a maximum

impulse for consumption and a desire to indulge in the illusionary world of Disney” (Adham

2009, 163-164). This “illusionary world of Disney” Adham refers to is one in which today’s elite

spaces commodify symbols of a ‘traditional’ Egypt—like the palm tree decorations, ful carts and

waiters’ attires we saw at the start of the chapter—which I will explore in greater detail in the

following section when I discuss the ways in which Oriental narratives are physically reproduced

into the new elite urban landscape. For now, the point I make is that European visions of the

Orient were influential in the post revolutionary years as the Egyptian elite replicated these

visions in Cairo’s urban elite locales. As a result, upscale Cairo began to resemble its imagined

self—an imagined self that is the product of an Oriental fascination with the city’s charm

(AlSayyad 2011, 280).

Derogatory Narratives of Urban Egyptians

Many of today’s private or semi-private urban spaces in Cairo are further founded on a

similarly degrading view of Egyptians that is central to Orientalist narratives. Denis (2006)

argues that the evolution of Cairo’s exclusive urban spaces is rooted in the same attitudes

towards the ‘ashwaa’iyyaat (slums, unplanned, scattered areas) and baladi (lower class) people

and the dichotomisation of fallah (inferior peasant) and hadari (civilised urbanite) that was used

by British colonists and French powers in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Cairo’s gated

communities in particular are founded on and legitimised through risk discourse: “a social and

political construct that crystallizes, sorts and normalizes dangers, fears and anxieties that define

and limit a given society” (Denis 2006, 51).
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Cairo’s upper class perceptions and fears of risk from the city’s lower social orders has

facilitated the creation of a social hierarchy with defined spatial borders such that these fears “lie

at the heart of the interactionist formulation of identity as relationships of domination” over other

Egyptians (Denis 2006, 51). Many of Cairo’s non-elite spaces, products and people are

associated with all kinds of disliked features and ways of life by the city’s upper class, essentially

marking them as a “a dangerous unknown on which all kinds of fears could be projected”

(Koning 2009, 111). My interviewees’ comments about Cairo and its residents that I will discuss

here portray Egyptians as unsafe; diseased and dirty; lazy and unintelligible; and indecent. In

other words, the traits projected onto Cairo’s lower classes as a way to legitimise the need for

separate high-end elite spaces simultaneously perpetuate stereotypes of the Oriental subject (Said

1978). In this way, the need for upscale locales is justified through Orientalist tropes and

therefore, adopting these narratives becomes a central foundation for the elite urban landscape.

Unsafe

In Chapter 3, we heard Sherif thoroughly describe every safety protocol and feature of

Uptown Cairo, his gated community built by Emirati construction company Emaar, including

security guards, gate passcodes and building access cards. For Sherif, the ability to feel safe

within the walls of his compound is one of the greatest attractions of this community. His

sentiment of the importance of compound safety measures was shared by all residents of gated

communities that I interviewed. As Tamer, a resident of a New Cairo compound describes, these

residential projects are safe because “no one’s a stranger, no one who doesn't live there will be

there, as opposed to maybe more [strangers] when you’re not in a gated community.” Knowing

that the idea of ‘everyone knowing each other’ in a gated community is often a pretense, I

pressed Tamer on how he knows people inside a compound are safe and that “strangers,” as he
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calls them, are unsafe. He responded that, “Inside the gated community, you’re more likely to

make friends from the people who live around you because they’re more like you. People feel

safer when they don’t have to worry about less privileged people surrounding them. They tend to

think of those [less privileged] people as troublemakers. Security helps to keep a more

homogeneous community for your children, one that is closer to what you want.”

Tamer’s response highlights a few points: first, that people who can afford to and choose

to live in a gated community are deemed to be similar to one another in some way, just by the

fact that they are able to live there, and therefore easier to get along with. Second, that this

similarity of a certain ‘kind’ of person within a compound is desired; the goal is to create a more

“homogeneous community,” as he calls it. Third, that the cause of concern, or the need for safety

measures in these gated communities, are the “less privileged people” outside the walls of

compounds as they are “troublemakers” and reason to feel less safe. Fourth, that though he

recognises and perpetuates this narrative, Tamer tries to disassociate from these “classist”

narratives, as he later referred to them. This is evident by his use of “they” and “you” instead of

“we” and “I” in the previous quote when describing people in gated communities who think this

way, and by his quick addition of “even though I’m not like that,” when he finished explaining

the need for security.

As we continued talking about the safety of compounds, Tamer insisted that this view

was logical, that obviously anyone inside a gated community is safer than whoever is on the

outside. Revisiting Tamer’s comments from Chapter 2, he thinks compounds are safe because

“the only person you’re going to walk into in a gated compound who isn’t a [home] owner is

staff. Like the people who work [there]: the security guys, the guys who do the gardening, the

people who do all the things that need to be done. While outside [the compound’s walls], there is
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no control over who you will and will not meet and different people are not bound to a certain

role. In a compound they are the cooks, the cleaning [staff]... all of these menial, day to day

jobs.” Again, Tamer here assumes that a homeowner is safe—they are not why compounds need

security—and that the only trouble is people coming from the outside, people of a lower

socioeconomic status who serve as staff for the compound’s residents. Importantly, however, his

comments also reveal that the ‘outsider’ is tamed when they are “bound to a certain role;”

rendered safe by working one of “these menial jobs” that serve the elite. As we continued

talking, Tamer revealed the power of gated communities in normalising these distinctions: “if

I’m a kid [that grows up in gated community] and I only see people who have less money

working these sorts of menial jobs, I will correlate that with being the normal way of things.” In

other words, gated communities work to reinforce an upper class world where outside Egyptians

are not safe, where the upper class must protect themselves from these other Egyptians with

walls and other security measures, where other Egyptians’ role is to serve the upper class as

workers in their communities, and where interacting with lower classes is only expected when

they are bound to such a role. Replacing every occurrence of “other Egyptians” and “lower

classes” with “all Egyptians” and every occurrence of “upper class” with “foreign elite” in the

previous sentence reveal chilling parallels between the Egyptian upper class discourse of lower

social classes and that of the Orientalist against the Oriental subject.

Diseased & Dirty

Beyond being unsafe, the upper class also projects other Egyptians as being diseased and

dirty. Tamer, along with Sherif and another New Cairo compound resident, Ramy, described how

they became even more accustomed to staying within the walls of their own communities during

the COVID-19 pandemic out of fear that the disease was more prevalent beyond its walls. Ramy
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described that people and neighbourhoods outside gated communities are dirtier and more

susceptible to illness, so though he wouldn’t wear a mask in his compound, he always did in the

few times he left his gated community at the start of the pandemic. Here, people inside a

compound are deemed healthier and safe, whereas those outside are seen as unclean and likely

infected.

When I asked him how his leisure patterns have changed since the beginning of the

pandemic, Ramy explained that he and his friends don’t go to the ’ahwa (largely male-dominated

local cafe) anymore because they are afraid that it isn’t safe right now. Tamer shared a similar

comment: “Because of the whole Corona thing, ’ahawi” (plural of ’ahwa) “have been a bit

scrutinised as being generally unhygienic,” causing more people to go to modern coffee shops

instead. Tamer describes how lately, he “wouldn’t trust el ’ahawi” because “of the people

working there: they don’t have this sort of culture about cleaning and hygiene. Egyptians tend to

think that, ‘yeah, I’m just going to eat everything and interact with everything because’ we say el

man‘a, it ‘boosts your immunity.’ These people don’t have the mindset you’d expect to be very

diligent when it comes to sanitisation.” Tamer’s comments similarly portray Egyptians as being

dirty, and this time unable to be clean because of limited knowledge about hygiene. Importantly

here, Tamer refers to this being the Egyptian way, rather than just a facet of lower class

mentalities. In doing so, he simultaneously perpetuates an Orientalist stereotype about primitive

Egyptians, while creating a distinction between, on one hand, his presumably ‘Western’ way of

thinking and his knowledge of sanitation practices and, on the other, all other Egyptians’.

Lazy & Unintelligible

Leila and Dalia use a similar method of projecting negative traits on Egyptians while

simultaneously distancing themselves from these traits when they describe how Egyptians are
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lazy and unintelligible. Leila, who is in the medical field herself, explained that Egyptian doctors

don’t want to do their jobs and just want to give their patients drugs and tell them to go home

without taking the time to, like her, properly listen to their complaints, understand what could be

wrong with them and treat them carefully and holistically. As with previous examples, in

generalising this laziness as a trait of all Egyptian doctors, Leila casts this as being an essential

Egyptian characteristic, but one that doesn’t apply to her specifically.

In Dalia’s case, she describes how she has to “try to deal with the average worker” in the

streets of Cairo. She says, “I can’t have a regular conversation [with them]; I have to dumb it

down.” When I asked her for an example she stated: “The taxi drivers and cleaners and so on:

they have become Tramadol zombies who have no manners and don’t know how to hold a

conversation. You can’t talk to them! All they say is,” she continues in a deep muttering voice:

“‘eh’ (what) and ‘ah’ (yes); they grunt at you as if they don’t even know how to formulate a

sentence.” Here, her description of “Tramadol zombies” is in reference to the painkiller

Tramadol, Cairo’s “drug of the poor” that is widely used by manual labourers in Egypt and is

today the most abused substance in the country (Curnow 2018). Dalia’s descriptions conflate all

Egyptian workers as having a substance-abuse problem, or at the very least lacking the

intellectual capacity to speak coherently. She also echoes Tamer’s earlier points of lower social

classes being cooks, gardeners, or here, taxi drivers and cleaners that the upper class just has to

“deal with” as they are being served. In turn, Dalia further differentiates this population from

those who don’t work service jobs in the city, those of a higher social order who have to “dumb

down” their smartness in order to be understood by a less intelligent Egyptian majority. In this

way, she generalises upper class Cairenes as smarter, able to speak and communicate, and not

subject to painkiller addictions.
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Indecent

Sherif similarly explained what he sees as the essential distinction between Egyptians and

residents of the UAE. Sherif told me the only difference between Emaar’s urban developments in

Dubai and those in Egypt like his compound Uptown Cairo, isn’t the construction itself, it is the

kind of people who reside in Emaar’s project in Cairo. “The behaviour of the people is what

makes it different,” he explained. “Of course, we as Egyptians, we don’t abide by all the rules.

By nature, actually. In Dubai, people know how to act and they can follow the law. But here, the

Egyptian way is different.” Though I asked him to elaborate on this sentiment—in what ways,

for example, do Egyptians not follow the rules?—Sherif said there was nothing else to add on the

matter. His comments echo a few Orientalist tropes. First, that Egyptians, the Oriental subject, is

less civilised or less obedient, unable to behave and follow the rules of society. Second, that this

characteristic is essential to who they are, it is “by nature” and so evident (“of course”) that

Egyptians are different in this way. Third, that this lack of decent behaviour is relational to

another society, in this case Dubai, that is seen as more modern and having more order.

Together, all of these examples reveal an upper class depiction of an unsafe, diseased,

dirty, lazy, unintelligible and indecent Egyptian, echoing the traits ascribed to the Oriental

subject in many of the academic works Said (1978) analyses. In connoting an ‘Other’ from

outside the urban elite circuit to these negative stereotypes, Cairo’s upper class implicitly

fabricates their own social superiority and projects as negative and patronising an image on these

social groups as may be done by a biased Westerner with little knowledge about the country and

its culture (Abaza 2006). Importantly, many of these examples don’t just refer to a specific subset

of Egyptians, but to Egyptians as a whole—that all Egyptians have poor hygiene standards, that

all Egyptians are disobedient and indecent.
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Though some interviewees did ascribe these traits specifically to lower classes, many did

later in our conversation talk about a more general “Egyptian problem.” Take Ramy, for

example, who timidly told me that I have to “understand that Egyptians are not… I don’t know

how to say this in a good way, but they’re not the best people. In terms of manners. It’s

something that you can see on the street.” Later in the conversation he added: “Some people

suffer from the downfall of Egyptian culture.” This idea of the “downfall of Egyptian culture” is

one that I heard from multiple people. They described an Egyptian culture that once was, one in

which, as Leila stated, people were “quick witted, people were funny, people were intelligent,

people were just sincerely kind.” But since then, Maha explained, “The general behavior of the

Egyptian has changed; Egyptians, as a people, have changed.” Both Maha and Leila believe that

the issues of Cairo today are a product of “the quality of the people more than the place itself,” a

low quality of people who have suffered from this Egyptian cultural downfall.

I include multiple examples of the same sentiment here in order to demonstrate how these

upper class projections are in fact, essentialising: the urban elite depict an “Egyptian” problem

by perpetuating Orientalist narratives about a less developed Oriental subject, despite themselves

being Egyptian. Ramy, Maha, Leila and other upper class Cairenes who shared similar comments

and the stated negative projections of other Egyptians try to distance themselves from these traits

by describing how they are different in culture from lower social classes—that they somehow

maintained the greatness of what Egyptian culture once was, while other Egyptians succumbed

to a cultural retrogression. In this way, the Cairene elite have crafted a perception of two separate

Egyptian cultures that are practised by different strata of the city’s population. This attitude

echoes the discussion of Shatz (2019) at the start of the chapter, who argues that Orientalism

today is practised through portraying a difference in culture that makes an ‘Us’ (here, Cairo’s
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upper class) essentially, by nature, different from an ‘Other,’ (here, the rest of Egyptians) in order

to explain a need to separate from the ‘Other.’

In doing so, the Cairene urban elite justify the need to disorganise and reorganise modes

of living and leisure in the city in order to spatialise this new cultural difference and justify it

through a risk discourse (Denis 2006, 49, 52). In other words, out of fear of these projected traits

and difference in culture, and out of fear that they too may experience the downfall of Egyptian

ways if they do not protect it in a secluded locale, Cairo’s upper class legitimises their need for

separate niches in the cityscape. This argument supports Denis’s (2006) description of upmarket

Cairo, and its compounds in particular, as a patina, “a nostalgic landscape built upon the

reappropriation of an old framework, patrimonializing and historicizing the gated communities”

(Denis 2006, 55).

I have demonstrated here that local Orientalism is foundational to Cairo’s circuit of upper

class neighbourhoods, and gated communities in particular. This is evident in the regarded

superiority of European architecture in vieux riche neighbourhoods; in the Occidental visions of

the Orient that characterise neighbourhoods like Heliopolis and is reflected in following gated

communities; and in the derogatory narratives of Egyptians adopted by the elite to legitimise

their exclusive locales. Though I will return to this idea of a failing Egyptian culture and the

paradoxes of Egyptian Orientalism in the last section of this chapter, I turn first to two other

related ways that Cairo’s elite urban landscape enforces local Orientalism.

Reproducing Egyptian Orientalism in the Elite Urban Landscape

Though the last section outlined how a local form of Egyptian Orientalism is

foundational to upper class Cairene locales, here I describe the ways in which elements of such a

discourse are actually reproduced in and physically seen across Cairo’s cityscape. I first
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introduce how Orientalist depictions are central to advertising upper class developments and how

the advertisements themselves are inescapable in the city’s urban landscape. I then demonstrate

how chic performances across upscale spaces as well as the languages used in these

performances and across exclusive locales reflect an Egyptian Orientalist discourse. Lastly,

building on the previous allusion to Disneyfied landscapes and Oriental restaurants, I end this

section with a discussion of how a supposed traditional Egyptian culture is aestheticised and

commodified in both the architecture and design of upper class establishments.

Advertising Luxury

As several scholars (see Ghannam 2014, Kuppinger 2004, among others) have

demonstrated, advertisements for gated communities Cairo and on Egypt’s coasts often utilise

Western beauty standards as a key selling point. These advertisements—displayed online, on

billboards across Cairo, and in magazines—commonly depict atypical-looking Egyptian women

or foreign models, “often with blond hair and blue eyes” that are ultra-thin and portray a Western

conception of what it looks like to be fit and healthy (Ghannam 2014). As one man I spoke to

remarked about these advertisements: “It’s all families that look like they’re in Switzerland! It’s

absurd.” In using thin, pale, foreign models, Ghannam (2014) argues that these advertisements

aim to portray the “anti baladi” person; someone who is chic and doesn’t look like the majority

of Egyptians. In doing so, elite urban locales imply that the upper class should aspire to look like

the models in the advertisements and, more importantly, that these exclusive housing

developments are the way to do so; if upper class Cairenes stay in the chaos of the city, they risk

looking like and eventually becoming this baladi person (Ghannam 2014). These advertisements

demonstrate how body size and shape have become a crucial signifier of class distinctions

(Bourdieu 1984; Ghannam 2014), but importantly that the way to materialise an upper class
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disposition in Cairo is to aspire to look like a Westerner. This narrative once again echoes the

Orientalist tenet that what is Occidental/Western is more desirable and superior than the Oriental

alternative.

These advertisements similarly perpetuate other derogatory Orientalist narratives of

Egyptians that I discussed in the previous section, by portraying elite locales as the way to

escape dirt, noise, and the other negative characteristics associated with the lower classes.

Billboard advertisements for luxury residential developments often display a serene background

such as an ocean or greenery with key terms plastered over them, like “escape,” “calm,”

“breathe.” One advertisement for Uptown Cairo—the Emaar gated community where Sherif

lives—uses a soothing backdrop of the Los Angeles cityscape at sunset with the slogan “Living

Above It All” (Abotera and Ashoub 2017). In this way, these advertisements enforce the upper

class need to separate from other Egyptians by bolstering negative aspects of life in Cairo with

other Egyptians, while also making allusions to the desirability of barra (outside), here Los

Angeles.

The narratives displayed by such advertisements are physically manifested in the urban

landscape in two key ways. First, the lifestyles sold through these advertisements can become a

key facet of daily life achieved by living in the gated communities. Though Dalia doesn’t live in

a gated community herself, she explained how she considered moving to one after seeing that

people who inhabit the space embody the lifestyles that the advertisements portray. She

described a time that she went to visit friends in a Sheikh Zayed City compound and was struck

by how it actually “looks like the brochure! It literally looks like the brochure: young couples

jogging, fit people doing yoga in the garden, cute kids all around playing. I felt like I was in

Europe or something. It was one of those times where I felt like, ‘oh, this is really a nice place to

live. I should move here.’” Here, Dalia explains wanting to live in a gated community once she

could physically see a reality that “looked like Europe” in the urban space. In doing so, she is
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also implying that this is a more desired lifestyle than what she experiences outside of the walls

of a compound, in a place that does not resemble the West.

Second, these advertisements are physically built into the urban landscape in that they are

displayed on huge billboards that tower over the city’s buildings and that line every major

highway in Cairo. It is impossible to drive anywhere in the city without seeing a billboard, and

highly unlikely that none of these billboards display an advertisement for a gated community.

These advertisements thus become part of the visual reality of living in Cairo and are rendered

particularly appealing when they portray an escape from the daily challenges of traversing the

city: noise, traffic, pollution and more. Therefore, advertisements for luxury elite developments

in Cairo physically reproduce Orientalist narratives in the city’s landscape.

Billboards along Cairo’s major highways, here advertising products and Ramadan TV shows.
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Billboards along Cairo’s major highways advertising luxury

developments in the country. Top: Palm Hills East, a gated

community development in New Cairo City. Above (left): a

gated community in Ain Sokhna, a coastal town on the Red

Sea, that boasts “panoramic sea views.” Right top: Nile

Developments’ new tower in the New Administrative Capital

with the tagline “A Leading Signature Project.” Right bottom:

Another tower in the New Capital with the tagline “A Location

Like Never Before.” All images courtesy of Anaëlle Gabrieli.
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Distancing Through Chic Performances

In a similar way as the advertisements for upscale residential areas, the chic formulations

we saw in Chapter 3 are also racialised by nature, in that notions of chicness privilege Western

beauty standards such as fairer skin and straightened lighter-coloured hair. Inherent in the upper

class using chic as a way to claim connections to barra, or outside, is the juxtaposition of what is

chic from what is inside, or local. In this way, chicness not only works to gain proximity to the

West, but simultaneously involves distancing “in both space and time” from the locally rooted

popular class (Murphy 2019, 147). As we saw in Chapter 3, tangled in the narratives of what is

chic is a disapproval of that which is baladi, such as wearing Egyptian galabeyyas and unstylish

hijabs, as they are often deemed too traditional to be sophisticated and modern. Therefore,

through chic narratives, local Egyptian garments—worn by a large portion of Cairo’s

population—have become a symbol for Egyptian backwardness, while more Western-inspired

looks and sensibilities are deemed favourable and the only acceptable way to access the most

exclusive of urban locales.

Relatedly, upper class notions of bii‘a people (those who attempt to be chic but fail)

similarly portray elite Egyptians as not only superior for their ability to successfully embody

Western dispositions, but also for having greater knowledge of what is truly sophisticated.

Dalia’s comments about Egyptian vulgarity in the previous chapter and my interviewees

distinctions around ‘true’ chicness being natural similarly demonstrates how these traits are

essentialised; that in their nature, some people are refined, truly chic, while others are just not. In

these ways, chic conceptions enforce Cairo’s elite as being more desirable, more sophisticated

and more knowledgeable, while perpetuating that other Egyptians are, in their essences,

backwards, vulgar and unaware.
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Such characteristics of the Egyptian elite Orientalist discourse are manifested in the

Careine landscape through chic narratives. We saw in Chapter 3 that embodying chicness is often

a prerequisite for access to the most exclusive urban locales and that chic performances are

played out across such sites of consumption. Therefore, these Orientalist narratives are

reinforced both through the need to perform chicness and in the chic performances themselves.

First, in order to portray the upper class disposition needed to access different parts of upscale

Cairo, Egyptians must materialise chicness through their body and actions, creating an embodied

capital (Bourdieu 1984). Then, this embodied chicness becomes part of the visual landscape as

the bodies of those inhabiting and traversing the city becomes a key element manifested in the

city.

Using & Seeing Language

Language—both what is said to describe upmarket Cairo and its consumers, and what is

used across urban elite locales—similarly serves to enforce a local Orientalism through the

cityscape. First, the language used to describe the city’s luxury spaces are important as they help

to reinforce the city’s elite as masterful and superior. For example, New Cairo City on the east of

Cairo is home to many of the newest luxury gated communities. One of the most affluent

districts in New Cairo is the Fifth Settlement and consists of Cairo Festival City (one of the

largest shopping centres in the capital), the notorious Katameya Heights Golf & Tennis Resort

and several private neighbourhoods. Though the Arabic name for this area is “et-Tagammo‘

el-khamis,” or Tagammo‘ for short, which literally means “the Fifth Gathering,” this district is

referred to with the word “Settlement” in English instead. The use of this word to refer to

Tagammo‘ alludes to a civilised colonial settlement that is contrasted to the backwardness of
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nomadic people, in the same way that these gated communities are perceived as more civilised

than the risky ‘ashwaa’iyyaat, as I discussed in the first section.

Furthermore, the first individuals who moved to gated communities in the second half of

the twentieth century were considered pioneers. This was so given that moving out from the city

into the desert served national policies; it both mitigated the problems associated with the city’s

overcrowding and supported the government’s efforts to modernise Cairo and stimulate domestic

and foreign investment in the private sectors. As Denis (2006) describes, “the buyers of villas in

the gated communities may see themselves as pioneers working for the expansion of inhabitable

space, thus working for the valorization of the common good, embodied in Egyptian territory”

(Denis 2006, 62). In this way, the use of the word “settlement” tied with an image of brave

citizens portrays the Cairene elite as skilled pioneers who discovered virgin terrains and turned

them into something of value. This depiction reflects the image of the Occidental Orientalists as

skilled intellectuals or great colonists who discovered a virgin Orient and either made sense of it

through great academic work, or civilised it.

Next, I turn to what the language used across urban elite locales reveals about Egyptian

Orientalism. For this, I consider language as both what is used by the people inhabiting these

spaces and what is present in the visual landscape of these establishments. Often these two uses

of language are interconnected, as we saw at the start of this chapter when my Egyptian family

friend ordered us “Oriental breakfasts” off of an English menu; the language he used in this

restaurant was directly related to how the language was presented in the visual landscape of the

restaurant through its menu. As I discussed in the previous chapters, English and French are

central to both of these uses of language in the city; part of a chic performance includes

successfully speaking a seamless mix of English and Egyptian Arabic, with certain keywords in
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French, and many upscale gated communities, coffee shops, restaurants and shopping malls use

English and French in their names, advertisements, menus and more.

This dual use of Western languages in exclusive urban spaces are rooted in perceptions of

the superiority of those languages over Arabic. As Koning (2009) describes in her analysis of

private language schools in Cairo, each language is associated with a different set of cultural

traits. Arabic schools are thought to transfer bad manners to its students, whereas foreign

schools, particularly European and American schools, are associated with higher culture (Koning

2009, 54). For example, French “has long been seen as the language of culture and

sophistication,” and as such, French private language schools are deemed “most suited for the

education of sophisticated wives and mothers” (Koning 2009, 61). In this way, the prevalence of

languages like English and French in the urban landscape reveal their relational superiority to

Arabic in the minds of Cairo’s elite. Therefore, using English and French in elite locales also

serves as a means to perpetuate the notions that Arabic is spoken by those with a lower social

level and that that which is Egyptian or Arabic is less advanced. Koning (2009) includes the

following comment posted by an Egyptian man on a SaharaSafari listserv to demonstrate this

point:

I noticed that most of the people on this trip spoke English more than they spoke Arabic.

To be honest, I find this shameful. It’s not that I do not say a single word of English when

I speak, but I feel really ashamed that I do so. I mean we are—after all—Egyptians and

should be proud of our mother tongue. We seem to be proud to say loudly that we do not

read Arabic books. It’s like we are saying it’s way below our social level to read in such a

common language and that we should differentiate ourselves from the rest of the

Egyptian society (as quoted in Koning 2009, 62).

Koning (2009) then goes on to demonstrate how prioritising these languages over Arabic

is part of a larger system of prioritising the people and things associated with that language as
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well. In doing so, the Cairene elite simultaneously diminish the value of that which is associated

with Arabic and Egypt. Such a system is evident in what I have discussed this far: preferring

European belle-époque architecture over Egyptian city planning; favouring foreign restaurants

and foods as more chic than local alternatives; conflating upper class appearances with Western

standards of beauty; desiring to live in European-like gated communities over other residential

developments and more. This system is also reflected in the preferential treatment given to

foreign staff in Cairo. Koning (2009) describes how the presence of foreign staff at a school can

increase the school’s prestige, even if that staff member had no teaching qualifications. As one of

her interviewees stated, “a foreigner always has the best views on things, even if he understands

nothing at all” (Koning 2009, 89). Together the totality of these examples and the valuation of

the foreign over the local can be described with Egyptian term “‘u’dit el-khawaaga,” or as one

Egyptian man explained to me, “our Egyptian foreigner complex.” It’s the idea that “everything

from the West must be good and better than the Egyptian. It’s crazy because we actually believe

it. And we enforce it.” As I have demonstrated, the language used to describe upscale Cairo and

used across elite urban locales further reproduce Egyptian Orientalist narratives in the cityscape.

Commodifying Egyptian Culture

Though upper class Cairenes attempt to distance themselves from lower class people and

deploy chicness and cosmopolitan capital to approximate barra (outside) they have also

aestheticised certain elements of the Egyptian culture they try to disassociate from. What we saw

at the start of the chapter is a prime example, where the upscale breakfast restaurant I went to

with family friends in Sheikh Zayed City used motifs of a supposed traditional Egypt as part of

its decorations: palm trees plastered on the walls, the host’s table that looks like a toy version of

the ful carts that go through the streets of popular neighbourhoods in the city and the local outfits
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worn by the waiters. Many upscale locales in Cairo use similar cultural symbols as part of their

aesthetic, which demonstrates a commodification, or “folklorisation,” of Egyptian culture. The

architecture of Wonderland Mall in Nasr City, for example, reflects a distorted Western media

perception of ‘traditional’ Middle Eastern symbols. The mall, with its palace-like towers,

sand-coloured theme and plastic indoor palm trees and fake oasis in the mall’s main hall, is

described by the manager and salesmen as a “Sinbad style” building (Abaza 2006, 266).

Other examples include the “live-baking” of popular baladi bread in the city’s exclusive

Marriott and Sheraton hotels; tent installations with belly dancers miming bedouin life at

different upscale events; young upper class Egyptians that strive for a more “ethnic” look by

repurposing “traditional” clothing; and the ambulant food carts selling ful and ta‘miya inside

high end shopping malls (Abaza 2006). By capitalising on traditional and folkloric symbols in

their architecture and decor, exclusive urban spaces in the city “evoke an invented Hollywood

style Orient” and resemble an “Egyptianised Disneyland” (Abaza 2006, 266). Ahmed Bahgat did

in fact conceive a vision for Dreamland—the luxury compound I discussed in the first section of

this chapter—after a visit to Celebration, a private community built by the Walt Disney

Corporation in Orlando (Denis 2006, 53). In this way, upper class urban locales appropriate and

deploy an Occidental, commercialised view of Egyptian culture and Oriental charm (Denis 2006,

53). James, a European expatriate who was raised in Egypt and lived in Cairo for the majority of

his life, describes this aesthetic as “a kind of theme park-isation of what is authentically

Egyptian.” As someone who has visited various popular neighbourhoods in Cairo, James is

astonished that this is the version of “Egyptianness” that upscale locales portray: “Is this really

what they think their country looks like?!”
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Elsheshtawy (2009) describes examples like these, and the “pyramid-shaped think-tank

café” in 6th of October City’s Smart Village (Elsheshtawy 2009, 241), as the way in which

Cairo’s elite uses Egyptian heritage as a “‘branding’ device” (Elsheshtawy 2009, 236).

Commodifying cultural traits in elite locales in this way plays into Western expectations of Egypt

such that this commodification is used to attract international attention to Cairo so it can assert

itself as a globalising city. As such, the folklorisation of Egyptian heritage serves both as a way

for the Egyptian elite to live the “Arabian experience” that is the product of outsiders’ views of

their culture and as a way to attract those same outsiders who are seeking to experience this

imagined reality. In both cases, however, the appreciation of these cultural motifs exists with the

simultaneous depreciation of those who actually embody these cultural traits, as I have discussed

in the previous sections. What the upper class Egyptian or the foreigner experiences in these elite

spaces is a simulation of Egyptian culture, stripped of the challenges of the people who actually

have to live in this way: such as those who actually have to eat baladi bread regularly as one of

the cheapest means of sustenance and who actually buy their ful and ta‘miya from street carts.

These lifestyles are not considered chic when lower class people have to live them, but they still

become key aspects of exclusive chic locales that the upper class can choose to experience.

Similarly, it is admissible when an upper class person chooses to wear ‘traditional’ clothing for

aesthetic purposes, but as I have discussed, these same clothes are taken as a symbol of Egyptian

backwardness when someone from a lower socioeconomic background wears them.

The concurrent desire for the commodified version of cultural symbols and the reduction

of the lower class people who embody these same symbols reflects what Summers (2019)

describes as an aestheticisation of tradition for consumerist purposes. Through this process, what

is perceived as signaling Egyptianness becomes its own distinct aesthetic, where symbols of a
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great past culture and Egyptian charm are considered cool, while the Egyptian people themselves

aren’t (Summers 2019, 6). Take Dalia, for example. We have seen in her comments that she

conflates lower class people and today’s Egyptian culture with negative traits like vulgarity and

danger, while viewing symbols of European cultures—like Maadi’s architecture and speaking

English—as superior to the Egyptian equivalents. However, at the same time, she also fetishises

vulgarity as an aesthetic to consume. “I used to tell my parents I want to live in Mohandeseen,”

Dalia told me, “because I wanted to be in the middle of the Egyptian chaos.” She would ask her

parents why she was “living in Maadi for foreigners,” when she wanted to be closer to “that

vulgar Egyptian culture that I love.” Here, what Dalia frames as Egyptian chaos and vulgarity

becomes something for her to choose to enjoy and consume. Even the use of ful and ta‘miya in

the multiple examples I have cited throughout this chapter demonstrates the phenomenon

Summers (2019) outlines. Though these dishes were originally the diet of the poor and the lower

classes, they have now become fashionable and are served at exorbitant prices in even the most

exclusive establishments (Abaza 2006, 172).

Importantly, it is this folkloric portrayal of Egyptian culture that the Cairene elite

consume in their “illusionary world of Disney” (Adham 2009, 163) of their upscale urban

locales. Therefore, the upper class discourse of a downfall of Eygptian culture that I described in

the first section of this chapter could also be strongly linked to what symbols of “Egyptianness”

Cairo’s upper class consumes on a daily basis in the city. Inhabiting these spaces and continually

consuming the folkloric version of Egyptian heritage and culture could in fact distort their view

of what life in Egypt actually looks like for other Egyptians. Therefore, being confronted with

such a different reality outside of their circuit of exclusive spaces may be why they view the real

cultural elements with disdain and develop nostalgic narratives of a great past Egyptian culture.
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Whether or not the commodification of culture does in fact shape the upper class discourse of a

greater past in this way, what is certain, however, is that this commodification of history and

culture through consumption involves an affective regime that has impact on people’s

imaginations and dreams in ways that make these upmarket locales far more powerful than many

other land-intensive developments (Dávila 2016, 11).

Strengthening Egyptian Orientalism through the Elite Urban Landscape

Before I continue my discussion of the paradox of an Egyptian Orientalist discourse, I

first demonstrate in this section how such a narrative is strengthened through Cairo’s elite urban

landscape. The urban reproductions of local Orientalism that I described in the previous

section—advertisements, chic performances, language, and folkloric cultural symbols—are

central to perpetuating and enforcing such a narrative as they become key elements of the visual

landscape of daily life in Cairo. I instead turn my focus here on the ways in which the urban

landscape strengthens this discourse in what one doesn’t see. Particularly, I will outline how the

spatialisation of urban elite locales across the city and the barriers of exclusion to these

establishments that I described in Chapter 2 become central to furthering the Egyptian elite’s

Orientalist narratives and validating it as true.

Beyond just keeping lower classes out of exclusive locales (to various degrees, as we saw

in Chapter 3), the elite urban landscape and the Orientalist narratives at their foundation are

equally effective at keeping its upper classes in. Remember Fady, for example, from Chapter 3:

the teenager living in a Sheikh Zayed City compound who told me he had never seen central

Cairo before, despite living in the city his entire life. Though this may seem like an exaggerated

example, many of the people I spoke to shared similar stories of staying in a circuit of the

wealthiest neighbourhoods in the city. Sherif, Ramy and Tamer all told me that they only leave
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their respective areas of Uptown Cairo and New Cairo City at most one or two times a month.

Tamer told me: “I don’t leave New Cairo unless I have an appointment, or a birthday or

something. If I have a reason that forces me to leave, then I leave.” Tamer’s use of the word

“forces” here is very telling; he sees leaving New Cairo as such a disagreeable thing to do that he

has to be forced to do so. They all feel that they have everything they need for daily life in their

upper class neighbourhoods. As Ramy says, “most of the places that we go out [to] are around

[my compound], 10 or 15 minutes away.”

This is also a key characteristic of the most upscale gated communities in the city, like

Uptown Cairo. Sherif describes how Uptown, when construction is completed, will “have

everything; all the facilities and all the amenities you could possibly need” including business

offices that residents can lease and “a very big hotel, an Armani hotel actually.” Emaar is still

“building a school—a big private school—some prayer areas like mosques and others, a

[Sporting] club also,” and a commercial area so that residents “will have a shopping mall [that

they] can go [to] everyday around [their] block.” After explaining all of these features of the

community, he shrugged and asked me, “why would I leave?”

Even young upper class Cairenes who don’t live in New Cairo or 6th of October City

often end up spending a lot of their downtime there since many of the most attractive exclusive

leisure spaces are located in those areas. Leila, who lives in Zamalek, describes how “the spot”

for the city’s elite to hang out has shifted from Zamalek to New Cairo in the last five years. As a

result, she says, “Basically, I just wake up in the morning, go to work, go to New Cairo” to see

friends and hangout, “and then I go back to Zamalek.” James also noted that the elite tends to

stay in their own circuit of neighbourhoods across the city when he told me that many of the

upper class Cairenes he went to the American University of Cairo (AUC) with—he was one of
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the only foreigners there at the time—seemed to have a very low inclination for seeing their own

city. When he took an Urban Studies class, the professor often asked his students if anyone had

been to certain neighbourhoods in Cairo, like Gamaleyya, and he says: “I was always the only

person! Me, the foreigner. And people were always like ‘where is that?’ ‘what is that?’ ‘I haven’t

heard of that.’ And I still see the same thing today with my upper class friends in Cairo. I was

and still am just shocked at how little they know of their own city. It was extraordinary to me.

And a lot of people who went to AUC—even when it was Downtown, when it was in Tahrir

Square!—had never actually walked into Wust El Balad (Downtown). Their driver would drop

them off at the gates of AUC and their driver would just come pick them back up in the same

spot. But to walk across the street? ‘Ah!’” he exclaimed, replicating a sound of disgust.

As these examples demonstrate, the Orientalist tropes projected on lower class

neighbourhoods coupled with the expansive urban developments that make key services

available within the more exclusive neighbourhoods, facilitate Cairo’s upper class distancing

themselves from those other areas and reality, ultimately keeping the elite within their own

upmarket circuit. However, this separation from non-elite neighbourhoods and people in the city

often causes the upper class to adopt a very narrow imaginary of the city. When the people I

spoke to talked about Cairo—about different neighbourhoods, leisure activities, areas to walk in

and more—the only areas of Greater Cairo that they referenced were 6th of October City and

Sheikh Zayed City, on the western extreme, vieux riche neighbourhoods like Mohandeseen,

Zamalek Maadi, Heliopolis and Nasr City in Cairo proper and New Cairo City on the eastern

extreme. This reflects how their vision of the city only includes the most affluent areas. The only

times my interviewees mentioned neighbourhoods other than the ones listed was when they were

describing undesirable people or actions, like people from Imbaba coming into Zamalek and
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‘ruining its livability’. In this way, the urban elite see a narrow part of the city as “for them,”

while simultaneously evading the rest of the city where the great majority of its population lives.

So even when Dalia told me about her desire to expand her urban horizons, her comments

reflected an inability to imagine areas beyond the ones in the upmarket circuit. She told me about

her cynicism of class separations in Cairo and how she thinks that diversity and being exposed to

different realities is an important part of living in the city: “It helps you grow as a person because

being sheltered from anyone who’s different is just absurd. I have huge issues with the bubble in

general.” She went on to explain that, as a result, she finds ways to “break” the “elite sheltered

urban bubble” when she can by experiencing a more common Cairene experience than her life in

Sheikh Zayed City. When I asked her for examples, she listed going to Zamalek to visit her vieux

riche family and taking her toddler to the Gezira Sports Club, also in Zamalek, then proudly

stating, “I’m trying to play my part!” That someone who is intentionally trying to expose

themselves to a diversity of people outside 6th of October City thinks the only way—or maybe

the only safe way?—to do so is by returning to one of the wealthiest neighbourhoods in central

Cairo reveals just how separated her imaginary of and experience in Cairo is from the majority of

the city’s inhabitants’.

The Egyptian Orientalism that I describe is thus “made possible by sufficient distance

from the less pleasant realities of the existing ‘oriental’ setting” (Koning 2009, 112). Namely,

Cairo’s elite is separated from lower social orders through the physical distance between their

exclusive spaces and other areas in Cairo, the guards and other preventative measures that push

the non-elite away, and as I have demonstrated here, the incentives and narratives that keep the

elite in their own circuit of locales. This leads to minimal interaction between Cairo’s upper and

lower classes—except for, as Tamer told us, when a lower class person is “bound to a certain
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role” in their job in one of these exclusive locales—and in turn makes it easier for the elite to

project and validate the derogatory Orientalist narratives on Egyptians outside their social class.

Therefore, Cairo’s upper class also lives independently of the realities of the people beyond the

walls of their gated communities or the doors to their malls, coffee shops and sporting clubs and

is able to self-organise in ways that best suits their desires and reinforces their cultural difference

from the perceived risky ‘Other.’ For example, “the adherence by the elites to the political model

of the gated community, a form of voluntary disaffiliation and exclusionary self-organization …

aims to constitute autonomous units in which it is possible to live in a directly participatory

democracy without waiting for, or while blocking the arrival of, the substantive democracy for

the country as a whole” (Denis 2006, 60). In other words, the process of forming into

autonomous units allows the upper class to independently organise and determine how to live in

their exclusive neighbourhoods without needing to consider the views of other fragments of

society. This, in turn, renders the elite even more generally unaware of the reality outside their

units. In these ways, an Egyptian Orientalist discourse is enforced through Cairo’s elite urban

landscape through separate modes of living that both capitalise on and further perpetuate

derogatory Orientalist narratives of other Egyptians.

Whose Orientalism?

Together, these various examples of how local Orientalism is foundational to, reproduced

in, and strengthened by upper class Cairo demonstrate key facets of Orientalism. The three

characteristics that I will discuss here are: that local Orientalism is a system of narratives by

those in power against those without it; these representations of a lower-class Cairene are central

to defining the city’s upper class; and Orientalist discourse serves to establish elite domination.
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First, Said (1978) argues that the body of literature and knowledge that makes up the field

of Orientalism is not false in some crudely empirical sense. Instead, Orientalism is a form of

Foucauldian “power-knowledge,” a discourse of the powerful about the powerless (Said 1978).

Through this system of representations of the Oriental by the Orientalist, Orientalism

produced—either explicitly or, more often, implicitly—an ‘Other’ (Said 1978) that was central to

“secure the stability and supremacy of the Western self” (Shatz 2019). The same is true with

Egyptian Orientalism: the city’s elite establishes its domination over other segments of the

population through a separation from and authoritatively repressive representation of an

exoticised local ‘Other’ as those being represented have no chance to intervene in the process of

their representation. Just as Occidental Orientalsim “creates the Orient, the Oriental, and his

world” such that “the Oriental is contained and represented by dominating frameworks,” (Said

1978, 40), so too is the lower-class Egyptian through Egyptian Orientalist narratives. Therefore,

the process of people in power (here Cairo’s elite) classifying and giving meaning to lower-class

Egyptians leads to an objective validity of the classifications that are made (Said 1978, 54).

Second, Said (1978) describes how the Orient is not “a free subject of thought or action”

through Occidental Orientalist discourse as whatever is said about the Oriental subject cannot be

divorced from the “whole network of interests” that are always involved in the discussion of the

Orient (Said 1978, 3). This too is true of Egyptian Orientalism as the non-elite Cairene is

depicted as and projected with certain negative traits as part of an elite class mechanism; upper

class Cairenes try to establish their similarity to imperial powers by defining their own cultural

ways in contrast to an exoticised and patronised non-elite ‘Other.’ In this way, just as the image

of the Occident cannot exist without an image of the Orient (Said 1978, 5), so too the image of a

superior elite cannot exist without the portrayal of the city’s lower social orders.
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Third, in a similar way that Occidental Orientalism serves as “a Western style for

dominating, restructuring, and having authority over the Orient” (Said 1978, 3), local

Orientalism is used by Cairo’s upper class to dominate other Egyptians. By adhering to

Orientalist ideals, the upper class assures the social homogeneity of their ranking and the

perceived purity and civilised nature of their semi-private and private spaces. In doing so, they

further validate and perpetuate the need to separate from lower social orders, essentially creating

a self-fulfilling prophecy where foundations for separation serve as the legitimation for the need

to separate. In this way, “it is hegemony, or rather the result of cultural hegemony at work, that

gives Orientalism [its] durability and [its] strength” (Said 1978, 7).

Ultimately, Egyptian Orientalism is a didactic process that forces the consumer of

Orientalist discourses to accept codifications about the Orient as the true Orient. In other words,

what is and isn’t true about the Orient becomes “a function of learned judgement, not of the

material itself” (Said 1978, 67). Just as we saw with the narratives of the downfall of Egyptian

culture and the related commodification of cultural motifs in elite locales, the Cairene elite

narratives of what Egyptian culture looks like and consists of becomes the truth of what Egyptian

culture actually is. In other words, through the derogatory tropes that cause the Cairene elite to

distance themselves from what they perceive as an inferior culture and through the commodified

folkloric Egyptian culture that they consume instead, the city’s upper class have used Orientalism

to define a nostalgic Egypt; an Egypt of a past culture, before its supposed collapse. The

perceived new, deteriorated culture instead becomes a means to draw class distinctions on lines

of cultural difference.

However, whether or not the Cairene elite identifies with the depictions of Egyptian

culture that they perpetuate through their Orientalist narratives, ultimately is of very little
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importance. As Said (1978) describes, Orientalism is used to establish a “flexible positional

superiority” over an ‘Other’ (Said 1978, 7). Though local Orientalism may allow the Cairene

elite to maintain a positional superiority over other Egyptians, it also condemns them to an

inferior position against the Western Orientalist. In other words, Egyptian Orientalism is just

that: it serves to self-Orientalise the Egyptian elite just as much as it serves to Orientalise other

Egyptians. Therefore, Egyptian elite Orientalism ironically positions Cairo’s upper class in a

liminal state between othering those of a lower social rank in their own society and being othered

by a Western orientalist discourse for their position in the Orient. In this way, Egyptian

Orientalism, or really auto-Orientalism isn’t counter-hegemonic at all. In fact, using the same

framework and applying it to a different segment of the Egyptian population under the guise of a

classist discourse only solidifies the validity of the framework in the first place. Therefore,

though all of the examples of Egyptian Orientalism that I discussed in this chapter—from

defining chicness along lines of Western proximity, to commodifying motifs of Egyptian

heritage—help to enforce the urban elite’s higher class position, by deploying Orientalism to

solidify their own relational superiority, Cairo’s elite is ultimately just enforcing the domination

of all Egyptians writ large
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Interlude 5

On most weekend mornings and select weekday evenings, I got in the habit of walking to

the Gezira Sporting Club in Zamalek. On my first trip to the Club, I approached Gate 3 slowly

and watched as pedestrians walked past two armed men sitting in plastic chairs through the gates

of the Club. These men nodded and greeted those they recognised as they walked in. As I

approached for the first time, gripping onto a small plastic card in my right hand, one of the men

asked to see my ID. I handed him the sports club ID in my hand, one I didn’t even know I had

until my father gave it to me the day I was set to fly to Cairo. On it was a picture of myself as a

toddler grinning up at the camera. Even though the card had been expired for over 15 years, the

man nodded at me and let me in without any problems, simply letting me know I should go to the

renewal office to pay for a new card. Relieved, I walked in.

As I was waiting for my new card to be issued, I continued going to the Club with my old

ID. One of those weekend mornings, I returned with an Egyptian upper-middle class friend who

had lived in Zamalek for over 12 years. Whereas the guards had been letting me in without

asking for my card the few days prior, they saw the person I was with this day and quickly

stopped us. Though my friend adamantly explained that he lives down the road (he did) and

offered to pay the guest entrance fee (which was standard practice), the guards insisted that it

was ID-or-no-entry. That is, ID—even if it is over a decade old and belongs to someone who has

never spent more than a month in Zamalek—or no entry.

In the following weeks, I returned to the club with my now renewed ID accompanied by

a Swiss friend visiting for a short trip. When we arrived at the gate, the guards once again

stopped us and asked for her membership card. After watching me translate to her in English,

however, they realised that she couldn’t understand or speak Arabic and swiftly beckoned her to
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go inside. I asked them about paying the guest fee for her to join me inside for a few hours, only

to be met with a “no problem, no problem,” repeated in English as they quickly nodded and

waved us through the gate.



CONCLUSION

WHERE DOES IT END?

As I have discussed throughout this thesis, upmarket Cairo is the network of

interconnected spaces that are closed off from other social groups and lives in the city. This

network consists of Western coffee shops that cater almost exclusively to an English-speaking

upper middle class; numerous vast luxury shopping malls; and highly exclusive gated

communities at the peripheries of the city, among other private locales. Such urban spaces are

exclusionary in that they are formed based on the desires of the elite and are dominated by upper

class privileges and hierarchies. Through these spaces, upper class Cairenes are “able to impose

their own code of behaviour … onto the city” (Caldeira 2000, 319). In this way, upper-middle

and upper class lifestyles in Cairo have “come to represent ideal lifestyles, even normative

standards … that portray a young, modern Egypt” (Koning 2009, 161).

When urban spaces are built to cater for the desires of a certain class and when class

identity and belonging is performed across elite establishments in the city, it is clear that urbanity

and class cannot be divorced from each other. Class structures in a city and the urban landscape

inform and constitute each other, as do the complex inequalities and exclusions that shape them.

The Cairene elite deploying cosmopolitan capital, approximating barra (outside; West),

performing and contesting chicness and adopting demeaning narratives of Egypt as a class

strategy constitute their attempt to distance themselves—both physically and by way of

imaginations and nostalgia of Egyptian culture—from the city’s lower social orders. As such,

these urban elite locales have shaped and continue to define lines of sociocultural distinction,

social segregation and urban exclusivity in Cairo.
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Throughout my analysis, I have alluded to the insidious nature of an urbanity that is

predicated on furthering and normalising social inequalities between its inhabitants. Tangled in

neoliberal urban development and cosmopolitan aspirations is the need to build, and continue

building in order to benefit private contractors, cater to the urban elite and strengthen the city’s

position as a ‘modern’ cosmopolitan competitor. But doing so ignores the tangible needs of

lower social classes and the ways in which elite spaces perpetuate their further domination.

Roughly 12% of Egypt’s GDP is in its real estate. That is double that of most other countries,

such as the United States (6% in 2018) and the United Arab Emirates (7% in 2019). A large

majority of this real estate is the development of luxury projects, like high-end compounds. Even

when 70% of housing units in Cairo’s gated communities remain vacant, private developers’

capitalist interests guide them to keep building. Meanwhile, the city’s population is growing by

about half a million people per year, most of which are not of the social class that can afford to

live in new luxury development projects. In other words, we are faced with a model of urbanity

that prioritises building visually appealing cityscapes that cater to the leisure desires of the elite

and benefit private developers, at the expense of the large majority of the city’s residents.

Coupled with this model is the perpetuation of imperial discourses—in Cairo’s case,

Orientalism—that diminish lower class lives as less worthy, and therefore not a priority in the

urban agenda. Though I speak here of Cairo, similar patterns are evident across global cities.

During my research, I asked all interviewees to describe their ideal version of Cairo. All

of them, with no exception, started with: “less people.” As Ramy, like many others put it, a less

crowded Cario would solve most of the major nuisances of life in the city; “With less people

comes less cars on the street, less traffic, less pollution, less stress on the city’s infrastructure and

maybe even the ability to sleep peacefully at night with less noise.” This response is reminiscent
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of the rationale used in the national development discourse: that the desert surrounding Cairo

must be conquered through private development contracts in order to save Cairo from the burden

of housing such a large part of the country’s population. It is as though, “Egypt must expand into

the empty 96 percent of the country [that is uninhabited], not just to exploit it but to save the

country from its old, chaotic, and backward ways. It is not a choice; it is an imperative and

unavoidable necessity” (Sims 2018, 1).

This is the same logic that was used to justify the construction of 6th of October City,

Sheikh Zayed City, New Cairo City, and other newer upscale desert towns on the outskirts of

Cairo. As Ramy describes it, these new towns are just part of the larger phenomena of Cairenes

“running away from crowded places;” it’s like an “exodus of people looking for more space.”

Importantly here, the “people” he refers to are those who have the economic ability to purchase

more space, not all people who are suffering from the detriments of living in a crowded city.

However, according to Ramy and another New Cairo resident I spoke to, the area has already

declined in the 15 years since they moved there, though it is still a relatively new town, only

established in 2000. The streets now have significant potholes, the traffic is becoming unbearable

and buildings not privately maintained in compounds are already starting to deteriorate. “There’s

just too many people in New Cairo now. We didn’t move here to face the same problems we had

before,” he told me with a big sigh. As a result, Ramy is already considering finding the next

best place to stay.

The pattern Ramy describes, of fleeing a crowded area for more space until that area also

becomes too crowded to be desirable, is not new to Cairo. The same happened with

Mohandesseen, on the west bank of the Nile. Mohandesseen used to be an upper class

neighborhood until its villas were torn down and replaced with apartment blocks to
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accommodate its growing population. Because of this, Maha describes that Mohandesseen

“eventually became a jungle,” which is what prompted her move to Zamalek. James, another

Cairo resident, describes people like Maha who had to move out of the area as the “refugees of

Mohandeseen. They didn’t want to move out,” he explained, “it just got too crowded: no

parking, no services, the sewage didn’t work, the water didn’t work. They had the means to pay

for these basic necessities, so they moved out.” James’s comment, like Ramy’s, solidifies that

those who in Cairo get to experience the basic necessities of life are again, those who can pay for

it.

This dynamic, along with the recurring pattern and desire to conquer the desert for a

supposed ‘social good’ is most markedly illustrated by Egypt’s New Administrative Capital.

Plans for the New Administrative Capital were announced in 2015 as part of a larger initiative

called Egypt Vision 2030 and the area has been under construction since. The New

Administrative Capital, as the current name suggests, is intended as the new administrative and

financial centre of Egypt, housing the main government departments and ministries, as well as

foreign embassies. This new city is marketed as being 45 kilometres from Cairo, halfway

between the current capital and Suez (Sims 2018, xxvii). In reality, it is just outside the Second

Greater Cairo Ring Road that surrounds Greater Cairo, making it only 20 kilometres from the

eastern part of New Cairo City. Given this proximity and the plans already underway to develop

other parts of the desert surrounding the New Administrative Capital, it is hard to see this

development project as really new and distinct from the existing city. In fact, it may just

contribute to the ever-expanding feel of Cairo.

The plans for the New Administrative Capital, covering 700 square kilometres for a

population of about seven million people, are monstrous. It is estimated to include
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approximately: 1,250 mosques and churches, 2,000 schools and colleges (including at least six

foreign universities), 600 medical facilities, 40,000 hotel rooms, an amusement park four times

the size of Disneyland, a public park twice the size of Central Park, an airport as large as

Heathrow and the new tallest building in Africa (Sims 2018, xxv). The New Administrative

capital will also feature a diplomatic quarter to host up to 110 embassies and two exclusive villa

communities for diplomats and their upper-level staff, as well as a defence quarter called the

Octagon to host a Ministry of Defence eight times the size of the Pentagon in the United States.

The Octagon as a whole—which will also house worship venues, hotels, schools, residential

projects, shopping malls and more—covers almost 23,000 acres, making it the largest defence

headquarters and office building complex in the world (“President”).

The Egyptian government justifies the New Administrative Capital with an appeal to the

social good of the Egyptian people, pointing to the need to relieve the already overcrowded areas

in the centre of the city. At one point, the Minister of Housing even stated that the goal of the

new city is meeting the demands of the growing population and eliminating ‘ashwaa’iyyaat

(informal housing) (Sims 2018, xxxvi). However, the development of the new capital points to a

very different reality. As David Sims (2018) demonstrates, the New Capital’s planning reveals a

“pronounced bias toward the upper classes” (Sims 2018, xxxiii). The entirety of this urban

development project is supposed to be financed through the continued sale of land to private

developers, who in turn depend on largely upfront purchases from elite Egyptian families. School

sites in the residential areas of the New Administrative Capital are being heavily marketed

towards private language and international schools to establish branches, and plots of the

diplomatic quarter towards foreign missions to purchase for their embassies and diplomatic

residences. Up to 35% of housing will be in high-end gated communities, or “super-compounds,”
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developed by private companies that mirror those in New Cairo. The first of these already under

construction are Palm Hills’ Capital Garden and Midtown (Sims 2018, xxxiii). Midtown is

marketed for those who “seek a unique and extravagant lifestyle, providing a safe and ideal

environment to raise a family in a community of similar aspiring neighbours” (as quoted in Sims

2018, xxxiii) and has units starting at around 2.5 million Egyptian Pounds (EGP), roughly

$160,000 USD. The Chairman of the Administrative Capital Company, however, insists that

there will be affordable units, stating that “someone with a salary of 8,000 EGP” ($510 USD)

“per month should be able to afford a modest unit, as if such family income levels were common

in Egypt and not something that only the top 10 percent of families enjoy” (Sims 2018, xxxiii).

As with the other private development projects I have discussed, those in the Administrative

Capital will also be spearheaded by a wide range of Egyptian, Gulf-based and even Chinese

construction companies. Though the initial plan was for the entire development of the new

capital to be led by a privately-owned property company founded by Mohamed Alabbar, the

Chairman of Emaar Properties, this later fell through and Alabbar instead stated that he intends

to implement only certain projects of the New Capital (Sims 2018, xxvi).

The New Administrative Capital echoes the same dynamics of social and urban

exclusion—albeit on a grandiose scale—that I have discussed throughout this thesis: it is an

enormous urban development project privileging elite lifestyles, attracting foreign embassies and

private-language schools, populated with consumer leisure locales, marketed along narratives of

safety and constructed almost entirely by private companies. If my concerns regarding neoliberal

urban development and social equity in Greater Cairo weren’t already enough, the New

Administrative Capital takes them to a whole other level. Most concerning is the complete

disregard for the implications of such a large-scale project on the majority of Egypt’s population.
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For Sherif, like many politicians and others alike, the New Administrative Capital is a sign of

progress. These projects “will change the face of Cairo very soon,” he explained, and solidify its

position as a global player and site of attention. This discourse follows the modernist

development logic where capital-centric industries become markers of local ‘development’ on a

global scale. Such projects are often “seen as signs of a city’s or a country’s ascendancy and

modernity” despite their crucial consequences for local industries and livelihoods (Davila 2016,

50). As David Sims (2018) explains, “the over-the-top promotion of desert projects,” like the

New Administrative Capital, “and of how these will miraculously solve Egypt’s many ills (you

name it: excessive population growth, national food security, housing crises, anti-social behavior,

even terrorism) allows an easy out, a way of continuing to ignore the ills and problems in the Old

Lands,” or central Cairene neighbourhoods (Sims 2018, Ixix)

Just as we saw with Mohandeseen and now New Cairo, “neoliberal development ends up

feeding itself by creating the conditions that demand more development” (Davila 2016, 74). For

example, Davila (2016) demonstrates how upscale locales create traffic congestion in the area,

which in turn leads to greater demand for residential enclaves that include commerce and

services such that a city’s elite doesn’t have to deal with traffic. “In other words, mega shopping

malls,” and other large sites of consumption, “tend to create the very conditions that inform and

demand more enclaved residential developments.” This echoes the cyclical nature of what Ramy

had described as the elite’s continual search for more space. As he explained, “Given enough

time, all the nice neighbourhoods in Cairo will eventually become less enjoyable places to live”

because of the pressures of a growing population and more people moving in. But it is worth

noting that the population growth in areas like 6th of October City and New Cairo City is less

than that in the rest of Cairo and of Egypt as a whole (Sims 2018, xxxvi). Therefore, while the
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Cairene elite get the opportunity to realise their ideal Cairo by living in desert towns and

residential communities that are less crowded by nature of their exclusions, there is an

ever-growing population that isn’t afforded the privilege of buying a new life and that is left in

an ever-deteriorating, ever-regressing forgotten city. So while there is more construction and

development to cater to the needs of a small fraction of the overall population, a growing

population and the consequences of that construction beget even more urban development. It is

this cycle that concerns me most, especially in Egypt where there is still so much of the country’s

land that is uninhabited and therefore available for expansion. As I finish this thesis, my most

preeminent question is: where does it end?
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